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Abstract

Many systems supporting orthogonal persistence have been constructed on top of

the abstractions provided by conventional operating systems such as Unix. These

abstractions are not ideal for the construction of persistent systems since they do not

allow the hardware to be used in the most effective manner. This observation

motivated the design of Grasshopper, a îew operating system intended to support

persistence as a basic abstraction.

This thesis describes the construction of a persistent environment in which

multiple concurrent computations can execute and manipulate data stored in a shared

address space. Experiments related to this work were carried out using the

Grasshopper operating system as a framework. The persistent computation

environment, known as the PCE, comprises two major facets of work. The first is a

log-structured persistent store, which is used to hold stable representations of the

state of the PCE. Such states include the persistent data stored within the shared

address space and the meta-data describing the execution state of the computations.

The result is a fully persistent system in which both data and computations may be

recovered in the event of a failure.

As computations exchange information through the shared address space, causal

dependencies are created between them. To preserve the consistency of the PCE,

these dependencies must be preserved across failure. This is the focus of the second

facet of work, which concerns the design of a new optimistic checþointing strategy

that guarantees to preserve causal dependencies in the event of a failure. It allows

computations to checþoint independently and uses an algorithm described by

Johnson andZwaenepoel to identifo recoverable sets of checþoints lazily.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 PeRsrsrENcE

Data is a term used in computer science to refer to information that is manipulated

by a computer. An important attribute of data is lIs lifetime; some data is shortlived

while other data outlives the system that created it. This can be illustrated by

considering a classification of the various lifetimes of data within a typical computer

system. One such classification is as follows [abc83]:

1. Data that exists only during the evaluation of an expression.

2. Data that is local to a procedure activation.

3. Data that is global to a program or that outlives the procedure that created it.

4. Data that exists between executions of a program.

5. Data that exists between different versions of a program'

6. Data that outlives all versions of the program that created it'

In general, a programming language handles the first three classifications of data

while the last three are managed by operating system storage facilities in the form of

files or by a database system. This division arises due to the physical structure of

conventional computer systems. To be manipulated by a programming language,

data must be stored in main memory so that it is directly addressable by a processor.

Unfortunately, main memory is avolatile storage medium; therefore, any data which

is required to exist for arbitrarily long times must be stored oî a non-volatile

medium such as a disk drive or magnetic tape, support for which is provided by the
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operating system. Data stored in this manner is not addressable by a processor and

cannot be directly manipulated.

The result of this division in the handling of long- and shortlived data is that

programs must be aware of the lifetime of the data that they manipulate. ln

particular, it is often necessary for programs to incorporate code to manage the

transfer of data between non-volatile storage and main memory. However, data

stored in main memory is usually structured using the type system of a programming

language whereas data stored in a file is an untyped sequence of b¡es. Therefore,

the process of moving data between primary and secondary storage may also involve

transforming it from one representation to another. For example, in the case of a

database system, the data may need to be restructured in terms of the supported data

model. In the case of a file, it is usually necessary to flatten data structures such as

trees, lists, and graphs to replace pointers with suitable indexes that will retain their

meaning outwith main memory. Naturally, this process is both time consuming and

enor prone, not to mention dull.

In lgTS,MalcolmAtkinsondefinedtheconcept of persistenceasthe attributeof

data that represents its lifetime [atk78]. One of the key realisations of his work was

that if the persistence of data could be abstracted away from the other attributes, then

a wide range of benefits would result. In particular, the distinction between long- and

short-lived data would be removed, thereby eliminating the need for programmers to

recognise these differences. A system that completely abstracts the notion of

persistence away from the other visible attributes of data is said to support

orthogonal persistencet. The two basic principles of orthogonal persistence are:

. Any object may persist for as long as it is required.

o All objects may be manipulated in the same marìner regardless of their

lifetimes.

Strict adherence to these principles results in a number of benefits, which are

summarised in Sections Ll.l to 1.1.3.

+ From this point on, the termpersr's tence will be used to mean orthogonal persistence unless otherwise stated'
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1.1.1 Urrronu TnrnrutNT oF Dnn
Conventional systems require long-lived data to be transferred between primary and

secondary storage. During this transfer, it is often necessary to convert the data from

a natural representation such as a graph or binary tree into a flat sequence ofbytes

suitable for writing to a file. In a system supporting orthogonal persistence, the

management of long- and shortJived data is no longer the responsibility of the

programmer. Thus, it is possible for a programmer to ignore the lifetime of data and

manipulate all data in the same manner, thereby reducing development costs.

I.T.2 LoCnrrON INDEPENDENCE OF DATA

ln a conventional system, data may be physically stored in a number of places

reflecting the different lifetimes. These include main memory, where the data is

short-lived, and secondary storage in which it may live much longer. When

distributed systems are considered, data may also be stored on machines attached to

the local network fhen92, h¡k91, ksd90, tsf90, vbd92, vsk90] or even the global

Internet. Due to the uniform treatment of data, a programmer is no longer required to

be aware of the physical location of data since this is now handled by the underlying

persistent system in a transparent manner.

1.1.3 ResruttcE oF Dlre
A system supporting data with arbitrary lifetimes must attempt to preserve the

integrity of the data in spite of failures from which recovery is possible.

Furthermore, this must occur in a manner that is transparent to the user of the data.

This is potentially a very important benefit of orthogonal persistence because it frees

the programmer from dealing with certain classes of errors relating to the lifetime of

data. Since handling errors is one of the most arduous tasks when writing robust

software, this can make a programmer's life much easier.

L.2 SuPPONUNG ORTHOGONAL PERSISTENCE

Since 1978, a number of systems supporting orthogonal persistence have been

constructed using a variety of approaches. The first systems incorporated suppof for

orthogonal persistence into a programming language and resulted in systems such as

3
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PS-algol [acc8l], Galileo [aco85] and Napier-88 [mbc89]. These systems are

supported by a data repository known as a persistent slore. Movement of data to and

from the store is controlled by the run-time system of the language, which also

ensures that data within the store is both stable and resilienr. Stability refers to the

ability of the system to preserve the state of the data so it can persist for arbitrarily

long times. Resilience refers to the ability to reconstruct a consistent system state

using the stable data following a system failure.

The early persistent language systems and their stores were implemented on top

of conventional operating systems such as VME, VMS, and Unix. The

implementation of these systems was often compromised because the abstractions

provided by the underlying operating system did not match those required to

implement orthogonal persistence in an efficient manner. This is sometimes referred

to as the impedance mismatch problem [bm89]. Faced with such problems, the

implementers of persistent language systems were often forced to construct an

abstract machine layer on top of the host operating system. Such efforts oniy

succeeded in pushing the problem down into the lower levels of the implementation

and produced systems whose performance suffered due to the extra layer of software

required.

The performance of an abstract machine layer is unlikely to approach that of the

underlying hardware unless the host operating system allows access to the hardware

via suitable mechanisms such as the virtual memory system. To assist in such

circumstances, some operating systems have introduced concepts such as memory

mapped files (lJnix) and memory objects (Mach, Chorus, Choices) [abb86, cjr87,

raa88]. These abstractions provide a virtual memory interface to the file system and

make the movement of data between main memory and the file system transparent.

Although these mechanisms provide more flexibility and enable the hardware to be

used in ways that were not previously possible, they are still not an ideal solution for

the construction of persistent systems. This is partly because the mechanisms do not

provide any guarantees about the consistency of data following a failure. Therefore,

implementations must rnanage this issue themselves, and the resulting systems are

not necessarily better for having used the new mechanisms.
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An alternative approach adopted by some researchers is to develop custom

hardware containing abstractions that can be used by higher level software to

efficiently support persistence. Examples of this approach include MONADS-PC

[ra85], REKURSIV [bmd88, har88, pou88], and the Symbolics Lisp Machine

[sym8a]. Whilst this is a clean and elegant solution to the problem, it suffers from

several drawbacks. The most significant is the investment of time in the development

of the new hardware. Given that conventional hardware is typically doubling in

performance every two years, it is likely that the custom hardware will be

outperformed by cheaper conventional hardware towards the end of the design cycle.

This has been the case with the MONADS-PC project, where a softwa¡e simulation

running on a SPARC significantly outperforms the custom built hardware.

Furthermore, it is much easier to disseminate the results of the research using the

software simulation since it is able to run on commonly available machines. For

these reasons, building custom hardware is not a particularly attractive solution to

the problem of supporting orthogonal persistence.

A thfud approach taken by some research groups is to build support for

orthogonal persistence into the underlying operating system thereby providing

abstractions appropriate for the construction of higher level persistent applications

[cjr87, dcm90]. Assuming the use of conventional hardware, this approach has

several advantages. First, building the appropriate abstractions into the operating

system provides the opportunity to make full use of the hardware in areas such as

virtual memory management. The benefits of this may be passed directly on to the

higher level software yielding increased performance. Second, as the performance of

the hardware improves, so too does the performance of the operating system and any

applications built upon it. Finally, since conventional hardware is cheap and readily

available, it is easy to provide other research groups with the results of the research.

Unfortunately, building support for orthogonal persistence into the underlying

operating system is not without its drawbacks. The most significant of these is the

requirement for people to use a non-standard operating system that does not

necessarily support all of the familiar tools and applications available on a

conventional system. However, other operating systems such as Mach have dealt

with this problem by building a Unix-compliant layer on top of the basic operating
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system, thereby providing support for many of the standard Unix utilities. A final

drawback of the approach is the difficulty of porting the custom operating system to

a new hardware platform. Although the upper layers of the system should be

relatively machine independent, the lower layers are intricately bound to the

underlying machine and typically require rewriting for each different hardware

platform.

This thesis deals with the last of the three approaches described above, that of

building abstractions to support persistence into the operating system. The rest of

this Chapter discusses this approach and outlines the challenges addressed by the

work presented in the remainder of the thesis.

1.3 P¡nSrSrENT OPERATING SYSTEUS

The suitability of an operating system for supporting orthogonal persistence can be

analysed by considering its major functional modules. For example, Tanenbaum

[tan87] states that a conventional operating system consists of four distinct

components or abstractions:

o Processes

o Memory Management

o File System

r Input/Output

These abstractions are not conducive to the support oforthogonal persistence. In

a persistent system, the file system and memory management modules are

effectively unified to provide a persistent store. Many operating systems use the file

system to provide an interface to the input/output abstractions; this is clearly not

appropriate in a persistent system. Some persistent systems require that computation

be included as part of the persistent state, something that is not easily supported

using conventional operating systems. Based on these observations, an operating

system designed to support orthogonal persistence would consist ofa rather different

set of abstractions compared to those found in conventional operating systems. The

principle requirements of such an operating system may be summarised as follows:
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o Support for persistent objects as a basic abstraction.

¡ Ilrtegration ofprocesses into the persistent object space.

o Guarantee the stability and resilience of persistent objects including

processes.

o Provision ofa protection mechanism controlling access to persistent objects.

An operating system that supports these requirements is known as a persistent

operating sys tem [drh92].

L.4 A NrW PTRSTSTENT OPERATING SVSTTU

This thesis describes and justifies the construction of a new persistent operating

system called Grasshopper [rdh96]. The Grasshopper project was initiated in 1992

as a collaborative research effort involving the Universities of Adelaide and Sydney.

It was motivated by the need to support persistence in an efficient lnanner,

something that had not been achieved satisfactorily with altemative methods built on

top of conventional operating systems. It was believed that the efficiency of existing

persistent systems was limited due to the abstractions provided by the underlying

operating system on which they were built. To test this hypothesis, Grasshopper was

designed as an experimental system to enable the construction of persistent

applications using abstractions expressly designed for that purpose. The intention

was to compare the efficiency of applications built on top of Grasshopper with

equivalent systems built on top of conventional operating systems. The design of

Grasshopper was constrained by the decision to use only conventional hardware

platforms in which page-based virtual memory management can be exploited. This

decision was made to allow Grasshopper to be supported on as wide a range of

platforms as possible.

Work on the Grasshopper project has been performed by members of teams from

the Universities of Adelaide, Sydney, and Stirling. To a large extent, the design was

a team effort although some parts were produced independently and subsequently

agreed upon by the team as a whole. The implementation effort was divided among

the team according to areas of interest. The contribution to the project made by this

thesis is described in Section 1.6.
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1.5 Tnrsrs SrnucruRE
This thesis explores the design and implementation of various aspects of persistent

operating systems for use on conventional hardware platforms. In particular, it

investigates the use of page-based virtual memory in the construction of stability and

resilience mechanisms. As part of this study, the issues involved with supporting

multiple concurrent computations within a shared persistent add¡ess space are

examined. Chapter 2 begins this examination by investigating the design of a number

of existing operating systems that incorporate support for persistence. The

abstractions provided by these systems are compared to the principle requirements

for persistent operating systems that are listed in Section 1.3. It is concluded that

existing operating systems do not meet these requkements in all a¡eas. This invites

the design of a new persistent operating system, Grasshopper, which is described in

Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 presents an abstraction called Íhe Persistent Computation Environment

(PCE). The purpose of the PCE is to allow the contributions made by this thesis to be

described in a context free from the idiosyncrasies of any particular software system

such as Grasshopper. This has the advantage of simpliffing explanations and

increasing the ease with which the results of this work can be disseminated to others.

Chapter 5 examines the mechanisms used to provide stable storage in the

implementation of page-based persistent stores. This examination is continued in

more detail by Chapter 6, which explores the techniques used in several logging

systems. Chapter 7 describes the design and implementation of the Log Server,

which is used to provide stable storage for the PCE.

Chapter 8 presents the implementation of a restricted version of the PCE in

which only a single computation is supported. Such a restriction allows the

discussion to focus on the issues involved with the implementation of persistence.

The restriction is lifted in Chapter 9, which explores the issues arising from the

support of multiple concurrent computations within the PCE. In particular, the notion

of causal consistency and various checþointing mechanisms are introduced.

Chapter 10 describes the integration of a new optimistic checkpointing mechanism

into the implementation of the PCE presented in Chapter 9.

I
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1.6 ConrnrBurloN
The work described in this thesis contributed to the design and implementation of the

persistence mechanisms within Grasshopper. ln Chapter 7, cre/;it is claimed for the

design and implementation of the Log Server which is used to provide stable storage

for the implementations of the PCE described in Chapters 8 and 10. Part of the work

described in Chapters 8 and l0 corresponds to the implementation of a Grasshopper

manager capable of managing the data stored in multiple containers. The design of

the manager abstraction and its various interfaces was the result of work performed

by other members of the Grasshopper team Udd94bl. Credit is claimed for the

implementation of such a manager. The remainder of the work described in

Chapters 8 and l0 corresponds to the integration of the techniques used in the

construction of the maîager into the Grasshopper kemel. Credit is claimed for the

design and implementation of a locus-oriented checþointing model to replace the

container-oriented model described in [dd94b, vdc93]. This necessitated the

replacement of the original kernel persistence mechanisms described in [dd94a,

lin96] by new mechanisms based on the techniques used in the manager. Credit is

therefore claimed for the implementation of a persistent kemel capable of restarting

checþointed loci following a failure.

9
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Chapter 2

Operating System Suppott
for Persistence

2.L InrnooucrroN
This Chapter investigates several different operating systems that provide support for

persistence. In each case, the abstractions relevant to the implementation of

persistent systems are described. These ¿¡re compared to the requirements of a

persistent operating system as listed in Section 1.3.

2.2 Mulrrcs
In the early 1960's, hardware platforms were extremely limited in main memory

capacity compared to the systems of today and most information was held on

secondary storage. When data was needed for computation it would be formed into a

core image and loaded into main memory for execution, much like a linked

executable is today. Ifprocedures and data were to be shared amongst users, separate

copies were made in each core image. Thus, at any one time, main memory

potentially contained many copies of the same information in separate computations,

thereby making inefficient use of an already limited resource. These problems

provided motivation for the Multics project, which was initiated at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in 1964 lorg72). Within a yeaÍ, the project had attracted

interest from a number of parties, including General Electric Corporation and Bell

Laboratories.
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The design of Multics is based around a virtual memory environment known as

the Multics Virtual Memory þcd72l. The concept of the environment was based on

the observation that significant gains in efficiency and reductions in program

complexity could be realised if all stored information were directly addressable by a

processor. Effrciency would be gained by eliminating the duplication of procedures

and data in core images by permitting computations to sha¡e a single resident copy.

In addition, eliminating the need to transfer information between primary and

secondary storage would reduce program complexity'

A Multics program operating in the virtual memory environment is able to

directly address any information it requires subject to protection constraints. The

Multics kernel transparently manages the movement of data between primary and

secondary storage so that the only concept a program must deal with is the virtual

memory. The structure and operation of this environment is now described in more

detail.

2.2.1 Tnr Mulrrcs VIRTUAL MEMoRY

The Multics Virtual Memory, pictured in Figure l, is conceptually organised as a

large collection of independent linear main memories known as segments. Segments

may be thought of as a extension of files, being similar in that they are the unit of

sharing, are referred to by a symbolic name, have a set of access attributes, and may

grow and shrink as required. The single important difference between a file and a

segment is that a segment is directly addressable by a processor whereas a file is not.

Name 1

Atbibutes
Name 2

Attributes

i--l

Æ,T,i*4. r ruot u"ø

!

Figure 1: Conceptual view of the Multics Vifual Memory
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2.2.2

Each segment has a set of access rights that control the manner in which it may

be used. Like files, these rights permit reading, writing, execution, and appending.

Information within a segment may be referenced using a pair þegment, ffiet) in

which segment is a descriptor for the segment and ffiet is the location of the

required information relative to the start of the segment. Each such reference is

checked by the hardware to ensure that the user has sufficient access privileges. The

implementation of the virtual memory environment exploited the segmentation and

pagtngfeatures of the GE 645 processor [cv65, gc065].

M¡uonY MannE¡UENT FEATURES OF THE GE 645 PROCESSON

The GE 645 is a segmented architecture in which each segment provides a separate

paged virtual address space. All memory references are of the form [s, i] where s is

the segment number and i is the index within the segment.

The word stored at [s, l] is located using several tables and registers defined by

the hardware. Ignoring the paging mechanism, s is used as an index into a table

called a descriptor segment (DS) which is held in main memory at a location pointed

to by a special register called lhe descriptor base register (DBR). The DBR also

contains the size of the descriptor segment to which it points so that segment

numbers that are out of range can be detected. Each entry in the DS is known as a

segment descriptor word (SDW) and contains a flag indicating whether the segment

is "missing" or resident, the access rights, the length of the segment, and the core

address of the first word of the segment. The SDW at entry s in the DS is checked to

ensure that the segment is not "missing", that the type of access required is

compatible with the stored access rights, and that the index I is within the bounds of

the segment as defined by its length. If so, the required word may be accessed at the

address computed from the base of the segment stored in the SDW and the index i;

otherwise an access fault is generated.

This description of segmentation ignores the operation of the paglng mechanism

for simplicity. In reality, each segment represents a paged virtual address space that

is described by a page table located using the core address field of the SDW. Access

to word i within a segment is performed by looking up the entry for the page

containing i in the segment's page table. This entry contains a flag indicating
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whether the page is currently resident and if so, the core add¡ess of the page. If the

required page is not resident, a fault is generated; otherwise the word can be

accessed using the physical address of the page and the offset within the page. The

tables and registers used to access the word stored at [s, i] are shown in Figure 2.

PT of DS
DBR

Core L

so

Page So of DS v
Core

s_

PT of
Segment S

Core accL F

ÞPage i" of
Segment S

PTW(|,) V

Figure 2: The operation of the segmentation and paging features of the GE 645

2.2.3 CoMpurnrroN rN Mulrrcs
The Multics kernel provides the concept of a process with which computation may

be performed. The segmentation and paglng features of the GE 645 are used to

provide each process with its own address space such that a one-to-one

correspondence between processes and address spaces exists. The address space ofa

process is defined by a descriptor segment containing entries for the segments it is

permitted to access. For security reasons, this descriptor segment is managed by the

Multics kernel and is not addressable by the process.

Processes manipulate segments using their symbolic names. However, the

processor can only refer to a segment via its index in the descriptor segment.

Therefore, Multics provides a data structure called the Known Segment Table (KST)

which maps between symbolic names and segment numbers for each process. If an

attempt is made to use a segment whose symbolic name is not found in the KST, the

Multics kernel attempts to make the segment known to the process by creating an

entry in the KST.

V

Core F
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The task of making a segment known to a process introduces the Multics l/e
system, which is used to locate segments based on their symbolic names.

Conceptually, the file system is a table containing one entry for each segment in the

system. Each entry, called a branch, contains:

¡ The symbolic name of a segment.

. A unique identifier for the segment.

o The length of the segment.

o A list ofusers and their associated access tights.

o A map used to locate the pages of the segment on secondary-storage.

Branches are the primary sotuce of information about segments. Thus, making a

segment known to a process involves locating its branch within the file system using

the symbolic name as an index. Once the branch is found, entries are made in the

KST and DS of the process. The DS entry is initialised such that a missing segment

fault will occur when the segment is first accessed. Since handling this fault requires

information in the segment's branch, a pointer to the branch is kept within the KST

entry. Making a segment known to a process merely allows the process to reference

it using its symbolic name. To access a known segment, the segment must be

resident (activated) and connectedto the process. These concepts require explanation

of a further data structure known asthe Active Segment Table (AST).

The AST is a global data structure used to ensure that all processes share a single

copy of each segment. Each entry in the AST describes a resident segment and

contains apage table, a pointer to the segment's branch, a copy of the segment map

from the branch, and the current length of the segment. Activating a segment simply

requires the construction of an entry in the AST. However, since the number of AST

entries is limited, activating one segment may involve deactivating another.

Once a segment has been activated, processes caî connect to it through its entry

in the AST. Connection involves filling in the segment's descriptor word in the DS

of the connecting process. This requires information from the segment's AST entry,

which is found using two previously unmentioned fields in the segment's branch.

These are a flag specifying whether the segment is currently active, and if so, a

pointer to the AST entry. The flag is used to determine whether a segment requires
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activation and the pointer field enables the AST entry of an activated segment to be

found. Using the AST entry, the appropriate SDW can be properly initialised with a

pointer to the segment's page table. To support the deactivation of a segment, a

pointer to the newly connected SDW is entered into a list in the AST entry. The

relationship between the various data structures used in the implementation of the

Multics Virtual Memory is shown in Figure 3. The diagram illustrates the tables and

entries required to connect a single segment to a particular process.

PT DS KST File System

AST

_- Expticit tink

lmplicit link

Figure 3: Data structures used to manage the Multics Virtual Memory

2.2.4 Annlvsrs
A principle objective of Multics was to allow a processor to directly address all

information stored online. To achieve this, the operating system transparently

manages the movement of data between primary and secondary storage on demand.

Since the vi¡tual memory is backed by secondary storage, stored data may live for

arbitrarily long times. The result of this is that programmers need only deal with a

single storage abstraction, namely the virtual memory. Furthermore, data stored in

the virtual memory may be manipulated in a uniform manner regardless of its

intended lifetime. Therefore, the Multics Virtual Memory supports orthogonal

persistence as a basic abstraction.

The virtual memory is organised into segmenls that can range in size from 0 to

64 KB. Segments are primarily used to control access to the virtual memory. Each

segment has an associated Access Control Ilst (ACL) containing entries that

describe the rights granted to each user. An entry in the ACL consists of a user

identifier and a set of access flags granting the ability to read, write, execute, or

DBR

Brancfr
SDW

Name
Segment lD
Length
Access
Segment Map
Active Flag
AST Entry

Page Table
Segment Map
Length
Connect List
Branch
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append to the segment. The Multics kernel exploits the hardware of the GE 645

processor to enforce the protection on a segment.

The data stored in a segment is paged on demand from secondary storage by the

kernel. When dirty pages are expelled from main memory, they are written back to

the location on secondary storage from which they were initially read, thereby

overwriting the previous version. A problem with this technique is that the

representation of a segment on secondary storage is not consistent unless all dify

pages have been flushed from main memory. Therefore, in the event of a failure

resulting in the loss of main memory, the contents of secondary storage may be left

in an inconsistent state; this seems to be dealt with via regular backups.

Multics keeps track of all active processes in a global data structure called the

Active Process Table (APT). It is unclear whether the APT is part of the virtual

memory (i.e. stored in a segment) and hence persistent. ln principle, the APT could

be stored in a segment and result in persistent processes.

To summarise, Multics provides orthogonally persistent storage in the form of

segments and allows access to these segments to be controlled on a per-user basis.

The paging mechanism used to automate the movement of persistent data between

primary and secondary storage provides for the stability of data but does not

guarantee resilience in the event of an unscheduled shutdown (crash). Processes are

probably not persistent although this is possible in principle.

2.3 Mon¡nos

The MONADS project [kee89, ros90, ra85, rkk89] began at Monash University in

1976 and subsequently spread to the Universities of Newcastle (Australia), Sydney,

and Ulm. The aim of the project was to provide an environment for software

engineering using data encapsulation and information hiding. These features were

supported by a custom built hardware architecture, the main features of which were a

capability-based addressing scheme, large virtual addresses, and a procedure-calling

mechanism. These features are described in the following Sections.
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2.3.1 CnplsrlrrY- BASED ADDRESSTNG

The idea of capability-based addressing is to assign every object in the system a

unique address called a Capability. Capabilities cannot be forged and are never

reused even ifthe objects to which they refer are deleted. The operating system and

hardware protect the use of capabilities such that they cannot be modified or directly

generated by programs. They may only be created and transferred under the control

of the operating system. A program may only access an object if it holds a capability

for the object.

2.3.2 VrRrull AoonrssrNc ENvTRoNMENT

The MONADS architecture actually comprises two systems named MONADS-PC

[ra85] and MONADS-MM [rkk89]. The first of these machines supports 60-bit

virtual address whilst the second supports 128-bit virtual addresses. The reason for

these long addresses was to support the design philosophy of a uniform virtual

memory in which all of the connected secondary storage could be referenced.

The virtual addresses are divided into two parts, an address space number and an

offset. The address space number specifies a particular address space that is used to

hold related data such as the code and data of a module or a stack. When an address

space is created it is assigned a unique number that is never reused. Address spaces

are paged to and from secondary storage; the MONADS-PC uses a 4 KB page size

whilst the MONADS-MM provides both 4 KB and 64 MB page sizes. The offset

portion of the virtual address specifies a particular byte relative to the start of the

address space.

Address spaces may be divided into a number of segmenls, which are orthogonal

to the pagrng mechanism. Segments are defined by capabilities held within segment

/rsts. Each entry in a segment list specifies an address space number, a base and limit

defining the extent of the segment within the address space, and a set of access

rights. The capabilities in a segment list defìne the visible regions within an address

space.

The addressing environment of a process is defined by a table containing entries

known as bases. Each such entry points at a segment list thereby granting the process

access to the segments defined within it. Therefore, at any point in time, a process
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2.3.3

2.3.4

may address any of the segments defined by the segment lists in its current table of

bases.

Pnoc¡ouRE CALLTNG MEcHANTSM

The MONADS procedure calling mechanism is used to support communication

between information hiding modules. The code and data within each module is

defined by a set of bases. When a process is executing within a particular module,

the bases for that module are used to create the addressing environment of the

process thereby ensuring that only the code and data within the module are visible.

When the process performs a procedure call to another module, the addressing

environment must be changed to that of the new module. This is achieved by

switching the current set of bases to a new set defìned by the module being called.

On return from a procedure call, the original set of bases is restored thereby

recreating the addressing environment of the calling module.

Pe Rsrsr¡nc¡

MONADS supports the notion of persistence via the segment abstraction which

provides support for large-grained persistent objects. In this regard, the virtual

memory environment of MONADS is much like that of Multics. Segments are

implemented by the innermost core of the MONADS operating system which runs

on top of the bare hardware. The persistence mechanisms are integrated with the

operation of the virtual memory such that the contents of secondary storage may be

used for recovery purposes. The upper layers of the operating system, which

implement the process and module abstractions, use segments to store intemal data

structures related to their implementation. Hence, processes and modules are both

persistent.

To support recovery, the MONADS system periodically performs a global

checþoint in which all modified data is flushed to secondary storage. This approach

was not based on any well-defined recovery model and led to significant delays

during the normal operation of the system. This latter problem was recently

addressed by the work of Jalili and Henskens Uh95l and is described in detail in

Section 9.4.1.4. Briefly however, their work introduces a process-oriented approach
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in which individual processes can be checþointed in a manner ensuring overall

consistency. When one process checþoints, all of the processes and data on which it

depends are also checþointed. If dependencies are few, only a small proportion of

the system need be forced to secondary storage, which will clearly result in

improved checþointing performance.

2,3.5 AnnlYsrs

The MONADS system is based on the segment abstraction which provides a data

storage mechanism supporting orthogonal persistence. Segments are used by the

operating system for storage of important meta-data such as the state of processes.

This means that all forms of data and computation are persistent within MONADS.

ln addition, the custom hardware on which the entire system is built contains support

for capabilities, which are used to control access to segrnents and modules. These

features satisff three of the four requirements of a persistent operating system. The

fourth relates to the stability and resilience of the persistent objects (segments in this

case). The stability of segments is provided through the virtual memory paglng

mechanisms in conjunction with a checþoint mechanism that could be used to

produce a consistent state on secondary storage. In the absence of failure, this

enabled the system to be restarted using the consistent state produced at the last

checþoint. However, failures could easily leave secondary storage in an

inconsistent state such that recovery would no longer be possible. Thus, like Multics,

resilience was a problem in MONADS.

The main problem with MONADS is the custom hardware platform on which it

is based. The hardware design continues to age and hence suffers from poor

performance and reliability compared to the modern platforms of today. This limits

its usefulness and makes it difficult for others to benefit from the results of the

research.

2.4 Clouos
The Clouds system [dcm90, dc90] was developed at the Georgia Institute of

Technology in the mid 1980's as a research project aimed at exploring the realms of

distributed computing. Clouds is a distributed operating system designed to run
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without other support on bare hardware. The first version of Clouds ran on VAX

hardware and consisted of a monolithic kemel written in C. This version was

subsequently abandoned due to its complexity and replaced with an improved design

which benefited from the experience gained during the first attempt. The second

version of Clouds is based on a minimal micro-kemel called Ra lhat runs on Sun

3/60 workstations and is w¡itten in C++. The basic abstractions provided by Clouds

arc objects, which abstract over storage, and threads, which abstract over

computation. All data, programs, devices, and resources are encapsulated in objects,

which are purely passive entities. Activity is provided by threads, which execute

within objects.

A Clouds object is a persistent virtual address space which is not tied to any form

of computation and is best suited for the storage of large-grained data and progtams.

The contents of an object are protected such that stored data may only be accessed

by code within the object. Each object may provide a procedural interface via a set

of entry points at which threads may cornmence execution. Code accessible through

such an entry point is known as aî operation. Each object has a global systemJevel

name which is a unique bit-string that provides a location independent form of

naming. User-level symbolic names are mapped onto system names using a

nameserver. Each Clouds object is implemented as a single-level store that is

demand-paged from a backing store [dcm90]. In this respect, objects are similar to

the concept of segments in Multics and MONADS. The backing store for objects is

provided by an abstraction called a partition, which is responsible for managing the

paglng of segments to and from secondary storage. As reported in [dcm90], a

network partition is used which communicates with a Unix file server and stores data

in files on a remote machine.

Threads are the only form of computation in Clouds and, unlike objects, are not

persistent. They execute within the context of an object and may manipulate the data

within it. However, threads may also move between objects by invoking an entry

point of another object. The invocation mechanism is much like a procedure call

except that the addressing environment of the thread is switched on call and return

such that it may only access code and data within the current object. During an

invocation, a thread may pass parameters in and out of an object thereby enabling the
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transfer of data between objects. Since Clouds is a distributed operating system,

objects may reside on machines anywhere in the network and an invoking thread

may move transparently across machine boundaries during invocations.

The model provided by objects and th¡eads in conjunction with the invocation

mechanism is sometimes referred to as the object/thread paradigm. It is an

alternative to the messoge passing paradigm which is extremely common in

distributed systems. The use of the objecVthread paradigm completely eliminates the

need for messages because communication between objects occurs via the

invocation mechanism. The objeclthread paradigm supported by Clouds permits

multiple threads to execute concurrently within a particular object. To ensure the

integrity of the system, the invocation mechanism is augmented with a consistency

control system [cd89, cdgl] that provides semantics similar to nested transactions

[mos8l]. It operates by labelling each thread and entry point with a particular

"flavour" of consistency. The supported types are Global Consistency Preserving

(GCP), Local Consistency Preserving (LCP), and Standard (S). ln simple terms,

when a thread invokes a particular entry point, the thread's label changes to that of

the entry point and on retum, it reverts to its previous value. When a thread's label

transforms in this manner, it has implications for consistency control which depend

on the label of the entry point.

LCP entry points commit updates each time a thread returns from an invocation.

Therefore, LCP invocations are guaranteed to preserve self-consistency ofthe object.

ln certain situations, one object may contain code that invokes entry points of other

obj ects and which wishes to maintain the consistency of the set of obj ects as a whole

rather than each object individually. This is the purpose of the GCP label. A thread

returning from a GCP invocation does not commit its changes unless the entry point

to which it is returning is labelled other than GCP. When this occurs, the thread's

label reverts to that of the calling entry point and the changes made during all of the

GCP invocations are committed together. Thus the set of objects involved is

guaranteed to be mutually consistent as well as individually self-consistent. The

detection and locking of modified data within objects is performed automatically by

the Clouds kernel using faults generated by the virtual memory system. Locks are

released automatically on return from invocation when the data is finally committed.
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The remaining "flavour" of consistency is provided by the Standard (S) label. All

threads are initially labelled S, which means that no consistency is guaranteed. The

purpose of the S label is to permit low overhead computation in which consistency is

not important. When an S thread invokes an LCP or GCP operation, its label

transforms appropriately and any modified data is automatically locked and

committed as required.

The interesting aspect of this consistency mechanism is the interaction between S

threads and GCP/LCP threads. S threads have the property tirat they always access

the latest version of data, which might contain uncommitted changes made by LCP

and GCP threads. They are able to read and write such data without obtaining the

appropriate locks as their LCP and GCP counterparts must do. This is unfortunate

since S threads can potentially threaten the integrity of the system because they may

violate the consistency semantics required by the LCP and GCP operations. To

prevent this from occurring, a fourth type of consistency label known as Inherited (l)

may be applied to entry points. When a thread invokes such an entry point, the

invocation inherits the consistency label of the thread. Thus, an entry point labelled

(I) invoked by a GCP thread will act as if it were labelled GCP. To provide further

flexibility, an entry point labelled (I) may check the consistency label of an invoking

th¡ead and perform different actions accordingly. This makes it possible to filter out

invocations from th¡eads whose label does not meet certain criteria. In general, the

interaction between S threads and GCP/LCP threads is well defined and mechanisms

exist to enforce the integrity of the system in the case of this type of interaction.

2.4.1 Annlvsrs

Clouds meets a number of the requirements of a persistent operating system, the first

of which is the provision of persistent objects as a basic abstraction. Stability of

objects is provided via the virfual memory system in conjunction with the partition

abstraction. This stability mechanism is similar to that used by Multics and

MONADS so it is likely that Clouds will also experience the same difficulties with

resilience of objects as those systems. The persistence model in Clouds does not

extend to threads, which must be restarted after failure. Finally, protection is
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provided by a capability mechanism, which controls access to various aspects of the

system such as the invocation mechanism.

2.5 Cnorcrs
The Choices project lchr92, cjr87] origrnated at the University of Illinois, U¡bana-

Champaign with the aim of constructing an operating system using object-oriented

techniques. The Choices operating system is written almost entirely in C++ and uses

objects from a specially designed class hierarchy to represent all system resources,

mechanisms, and policies. Thus, the Choices kernel is actually a collection of objects

that is dynamic in the sense that object-oriented techniques such as inheritance and

polymorphism may be used to extend the kernel and modifu policy. Of primary

concern here are the abstractions of data storage, computation, and protection.

The computational model of Choices is based on the concept of a process which

is associated with a particular Domain. A Domain represents a virtual address space,

hence processes are similar to those found in conventional operating systems.

Computation takes place against the data accessible within the Domain of the

process. Data visible within a Domain is represented by MemoryObjects that are

mapped into the virtual address space. Each MemoryObject can be paged to its own

backing store using algorithms specific to each subclass. Thus subclasses of

MemoryObject allow policy to be tailored to suit an application's needs in a manner

similar to that provided by external pagers inMach [abb86] and Chorus [raa88].

Non-volatile data is managed by StoredObjects of which there are two main

subclasses: ObjectContainer and ObjectDictionary. ObjectContainers implement a

framework for an indexed collection of MemoryObjects and other ObjectContainers,

therebyproviding a hierarchical organisation ofobjects. Access to a particular object

within an ObjectContainer requires anidentifier that is assigned when the object is

added to the collection. The purpose of an ObjectDictionary is to create a mapping

from symbolic names, assigned by users and programmers, to identifiers for objects

within their ObjectContainers. Using these two abstract superclasses, specialisations

may be made to model various fìle systems such as BSD Unix or MS-DOS.

In support of persistent data, a further subclass of StoredObject called a

PersistentObject is used. Unlike other objects, which must be explicitly activated
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and deactivated in order to be used, PersistentObjects are activated and deactivated

transparently when referenced. A PersistentObject may store code and data as well

as references to other PersistentObjects. However, rather than using pointers for this

purpose, a special Reference class is used. This is necessary because the virtual

address at which a PersistentObject is mapped may be different each time it is

activated. Therefore, any conventional pointers would need to be updated. The use of

the Reference class provides a level of indirection that avoids this problem through

the use of software swizzling techniques [mos9l, vau96]. To maintain transparency

of use, the C++ dereference operation is overloaded to perform the swizzling

operation automatically.

Access to data is protected in a number of ways in Choices. At the physical level,

protection is enforced by the hardware virtual memory mappings and the

user/supervisor mode boundary. On top of this, access to privileged objects is

controlled through the use of ObjectProxies. An ObjectProxy is a protected object

that delegates method calls to another specified object. They reside in a region of

read only memory so that they may be manipulated only by trusted software and not

by ordinary applications. ObjectProxies a¡e used to enable method calls on kernel

objects, which reside in a protected a¡ea of virtual memory. Rather than invoking a

method on a kernel object directly, its proxy is called which redirects the call to the

appropriate object. Other forms of protection are provided by access rights held

within the file system.

2.5.1 Atnlvsrs
Choices adopts a somewhat unique approach to the construction of an operating

system. On the one hand, a great deal of flexibility is provided by the use of object-

oriented techniques and a standard class hierarchy that may be customised as

desired. However, this is also somewhat of a limitation since this flexibility is only

obtained through the use of C++, thereby constraining the system to the use of a

single language for customisation purposes. This restriction shows through in the

persistence mechanism, which relies on C++ operator overloading to achieve

transparency, thereby limiting support for persistence to the use of C++.
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Taking the language ¡estriction into account, Choices does provide support for

persistent objects although processes are not integrated into this scheme and must be

restarted after every shutdown. Finally, rather than providing a single protection

mechanism, Choices provides a set of primitives that can be used to build whatever

form of security is required.

2.6 CoruclusroN
This Chapter has examined the features of a number of cperating systems that

provide support for orthogonal persistence. A summary of their features is provided

in Figure 4. None of these systems supports all of the requirements of a persistent

operating system in an acceptable manner. Many systems, for example, do not

support persistent computation. A more fundamental requirement that is also lacking

from most systems is the guarantee of stability and resilience for persistent data.

Although all of the systems have support for persistent data in one form or another,

this support is of little use if the system makes no attempt to preserve the consistency

of the data in spite of failure.

The shortcomings of the operating systems examined in this Chapter invite the

design of a new operating system that does support all the requirements of a

persistent operating system. An overview of such a design is presented in the next

Chapter.
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Figure 4: Features provided by operating systems that support persistence'



Chapter 3

Grasshopper

3.1 In¡rnooucrloN
This Chapter describes a new operating system, called Grasshopper, which was

expressly designed to support all of the requirements of a persistent operating system

listed in Section 1.3. This design work was carried out by a team of people from the

Universities of Adelaide, Sydney, and Stirling and was originally described by a

series of papers and technical reports that have been cited where relevant. The

features described in this Chapter serve as the framework for the implementation of

the work presented in the remaining Chapters of this thesis. On occasion, this work

involved the development of new models, which required certain aspects of

Grasshopper to be redesigned. Where this has occurred, the original design is

presented along with a brief description of the changes made. Full details of such

changes are left until later Chapters.

3.2 Bnsrc AssrRAcrroNs
The Grasshopper system is designed to support orthogonal persistence as a basic

abstraction. To this end it provides three abstractions that combine to form the

computational model [ddf93b, ddfg4b, ddf94c, rdh95, rdh96]. These are the

container,the locus, and the capability, all of which are inherently persistent.

Containers are the only storage abstraction provided by Grasshopper. They may

be conceptualised as address spaces capable of holding very large quantities of

persistent data. Hence, containers are suitable as coarse-grained persistent storage

repositories. The data stored in a container is persistent and may be directly
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referenced by a computation using an address relative to the start of the container.

However, unlike address spaces in conventional operating systems, which are

inextricably part of the process abstraction, containers can exist independently of

computation. Thus, at certain times, a container may be active and support multiple

concurrent computations, while at other times it may be purely passive and void of

activity.

In Grasshopper, the locus is the only abstraction over execution. Its name derives

from the term locus of control [dbd80] and was chosen to avoid ambiguity with

existing concepts such processes and threads, neither of which truly capture the

required semantics. Loci are scheduled by the kernel and execute within separate

address spaces that are composed from views of regions of various containers. These

viewed regions are called mappings and are discussed in more depth in Section 3.3.

In the simplest case, the address space of a locus consists of a single mapping

allowing it to access the contents of a particular container known as its åosf. In this

case there is a one-to-one conespondence between virtual addresses generated by the

locus and locations within the address space of its host container. Although each

locus executes within a separate address space, a single container may host many

loci allowing them to share the code and data stored within. Just as containers are not

bound to any particular computation, the dual of this is true for loci. In other words,

a locus is not bound to any particular container and may move to a new host

container via the invocation mechanism described in Section 3.4. Thus, containers

and loci are completely orthogonal abstractions.

Figure 5 shows three loci and three containers. Each container stores code and

data accessible to the loci executing within them. Locus I and Locus 2 are executing

within Container ,t which is their current host. Hence their address spaces map

directly onto that of Container ,1. Similarly, Container -i is hosting the execution of

Locus 3. Container 2, on the other hand, is not currently hosting any loci and is

completely passive.

The Grasshopper kernel must be able to control access to abstractions such as

containers and loci. Furthermore, a naming mechanism is required to identiff a

particular container or locus to the kernel when performing system calls.

Grasshopper provides the capabiliry abstraction for this purpose [ddf93a, ddf94a]. A
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capability is conceptually a typed reference to an instance of a kernel abstraction

combined with a set of access rights. The rights determine the operations that the

holder of the capability may perform on the referend. Capabilities may be held by

both containers and loci and are stored in a list associated with the holder which is

maintained within the kernel to prevent forgery. An executing locus can make use of

the capabilities in its own list and in the list of its host container. Since all

capabilities are segregated within the kernel, they can only be accessed indirectly

through the use of a capability reference or capref. A capref is a pair in which one

element specifies a numeric index into a capability list and the other specifies the list

to which the index is relative. Such a capref may be passed to the Grasshopper

kernel during a system call whereupon the correct capability will be located and used

to check whether the requested operation is permitted. The capability mechanism is

described in more detail in [ddf9aa].

Locus 1 Locus 2 Locus 3

tï>l*-' z==)'r-P

Container 1 Container 2 Container 3

Figure 5: Pictorial representation ofcontainers and loci.

3.3 Aoon¡ss Spncr CouPosrrroN
Grasshopper provides considerable control over the composition of address spaces.

There are conceptually two forms of address space, those provided by containers,

and those within which loci execute. Grasshopper allows these address spaces to be

arbitrarily composed using an abstraction known as mapping'

Mapping is a viewing mechanism used to compose address spaces from regions

of other address spaces. ln particular, mapping allows a contiguous region from one

address space to be viewed from within a region of the same size in another address

space. Changes made to data visible in either region are immediately reflected in
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both regions. Grasshopper provides two forms of mapping corresponding to the two

forms of address space.

3.3.1 Locus Mlpprne

The first form of mapping allows the address space of a locus to be composed from

regions of the address spaces of various containers. It allows a contiguous region

from within a container to be viewed through a region of the same size within the

address space of the locus. There is always at least one mapping into the address

space of a locus and that is the view of its host container. This mapping is controlled

by the Grasshopper kernel and cannot be removed although regions from other

containers may be mapped "on top" of it. When mappings are "stacked" in this

manner, it is the order in which the mappings were applied that determines their

precedence (a later mapping always takes precedence over an earlier one).

3.3.2 ConnrnER MAPPTNG

The second form of mapping allows the address space of a container to be composed

from the address spaces of other containers. It allows a contiguous region from

within one container to be viewed through a region of the same size within another

container. The viewed region may itself be composed from mappings of regions

within other containers. Thus mappings may be arbitrarily deep although they may

not be circular, a restriction that is necessary to ensure that data visible within a

region of a container can be unambiguously located. Since the address space of a

locus is composed of regions mapped from the address spaces of various containers,

any mappings affecting these containers will also be visible to the locus. For this

reason, the effect of container mappings is said to be global whereas the effect of

locus mappings is said to be private.

3.3.3 Mnpp¡nc M¡cnnnrsMs rN orHER Op¡Rnr¡NG SYsrEMs

The locus mapping mechanism is similar to mechanisms provided in other operating

systems such as Mach [abb86], Chorus [cho90, raa88], and certain versions of Unix

(Sun-OS, Solaris, and OSF). Mach provides the abstraction of a memory obiect

which may be mapped into the address space of a task and which provides storage
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for data. The backing store for a memory object is provided by the Mach kemel by

default although this may also be handled by an external pager. Chorus provides a

similar mechanism but with different naming conventions. Some versions of Unix

support the concept of a memory-mapped file, which allows the contents of a file to

be accessed directly fromthe address space ofa process.

ln all of these systems, there are two separate abstractions, one of which can be

composed from mappings of the other. Thus it is not possible, for example, to

compose the address space of a Mach task from mapped regions of the address

spaces of other tasks. Similarly, it is not possible to compose a memory object from

mapped regions of other memory objects. Therefore, the mapping mechanism in

systems such as Mach is quite restrictive permitting only a single level of mapping

from one abstraction into another. ln a sense, this situation also applies to

Grasshopper since it is not possible to use the locus mapping mechanism to view

regions of the address spaces of other loci. However, the second form of mapping

deals with only a single abstraction, that of the container. Hence, these mappings

may be arbitrarily and recursively composed to any required level of nesting thereby

providing an extremely powerful and flexible tool for address space management.

3.3.4 Aooness Rrsolurron

During the execution of a locus, virtual addresses used during the computation must

be resolved to determine which data is being referenced and where it is located. This

amounts to translating the virtual address into an address relative to the container

that actually stores the data. This container is known as the base container. The first

step in resolving a virtual address is to examine the mappings comprising the address

space of the generating locus to locate the mapping in which the virtual address lies.

This yields a container, which is treated as the root of a graph of container mappings

that must be searched to find the base container. Since this graph is guaranteed to be

acyclic by the mapping rules imposed by the Grasshopper kernel, a traversal of the

mappings applied to each container can be employed to identiff the base container.

Whenever the virtual address is found to lie within a particular mapping, it is

transformed into an address relative to the mapped container wherein the search
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continues. This process is illustrated by the graph of locus and container mappings

shown in Figure 6.

x+a

LocusAddress Space
x

cl
x+a

Host Cont¡ainer
x

e

c2 c3

u c5

Y+a

Figure 6: Address space composition using locus and container mappings.

In Figure 6, the address space of a locus is shown with the default mapping of its

host container. In addition, container C/ is mapped into a region nea¡ the end of the

address space using a locus mapping. Such a mapping might be used to provide a

locus with its own private stack. Within the host container, several container

mappings are present. A region of container C2 is mapped into the host container

and might provide access to a shared code segment. Container C3 is similarly

mapped into the host container and may provide access to a shared library. In this

instance, C3 is itself composed from regions of containers C4 and C5. When the

locus refers to data at address x 4 a relative to its own add¡ess space, the

Grasshopper kernel begins to resolve the address by scanning the locus mappings

and noting that it lies only within the mapping of the host container. Resolution

continues using the host container as the root of a graph traversal that visits

containers C3 and C4, at each step transforming the address so that it is relative to

the current container. The search terminates at container C4, which is identified as

the base container' The original address is resolved to address I t a relative to

v
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container C4. A more detailed account of the mapping mechanism and its possible

uses is provided in [rd95].

3.4 InvocnrroN
The invocation mechantsm allows a locus to move from one host container to

another. Once executing within the invoked container, the locus may return from the

invocation and resume execution in the original container. This mechanism is

conceptually like that of procedure call except that the caller and callee reside in

different address spaces protected by the ha¡dware. When an invocation happens, the

Grasshopper kernel effectively replaces the default locus mapping for the current

host container with a mapping of the new host container. This allows the locus to

access the data within the new host container and prevents it from accessing data in

the old one. For security reasons, all of the other locus mappings are removed to

prevent an invoking locus from installing a mapping "on top" of the code it was

supposed to execute in the invoked container. Mappings removed in this manner are

not lost; their visibility is merely restricted to the host container in which they were

defined. Therefore, whenever a locus invokes a container, any locus mappings

defined within that container will be visible.

In order to be invoked, a container must have a defined invocation point or entry

point. The creator of a container may set the entry point to an arbitrary address

within the container at which some code exists. When a locus invokes the container,

it will begin executing the code at the entry point. This mechanism allows the creator

of a container to have complete control over the actions of an invoking locus.

Communication between containers is supported by the ability to pass parameters

into a container during invocation and to pass results back when retuming. There are

two different methods for passing parameters. First, the machine registers are

preserved across invocation and retum and may be used to hold a limited amount of

data. Second, the invocation and return system calls permit the specification of an

arbitrary block of data within the host container. This block of data may be retrieved

via another system call once the execution of the locus has transferred to the new

host container. This method is useful for passing data that will not fit easily into the

machine registers such as strings and large structured types.
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Although the invocation mechanism supports only a single entry point into a

container, the code stored at the entry point may act as a switch depending on the

parameters that were passed. For example, one of the parameters could specify

which operation is being requested and the code at the entry point could take care of

calling the correct code. Thus the invocation mechanism may be used in conjunction

with containers to provide hardware protected abstract data types. Recent work

described in [dftr96] makes use of the lnterface Definition Language (IDL)

[omg9lb] defined as part of the Common Object-Request Broker Architecture

(CORBA) [omg9la] to specifu strongly typed procedural interfaces to containers.

The use of IDL allows entry point code and library functions for calling the

procedures to be generated automatically given a specification of the interface. Apart

from eliminating the tedious task of hand coding such interfaces, this work has the

potential to allow the interoperability of Grasshopper and other CORBA compliant

systems. The invocation mechanism is described in more detail in [ddf94b, rdh96].

3.5 P¡nsrsrENcE AncnrrEcruRE
From an external viewpoint, containers, loci, and capabilities provide a seamless

persistent computational model. This model is implemented transparently by the

persistence architecture, a collection of components that co-operate to achieve the

overall goal. It has three responsibilities: providing access to persistent data, making

that data persist, and maintaining global consistency of the data despite failures in

the operation of the system. The abstractions that comprise the persistence

architecture are described in Sections 3.5.1 through 3.5.5. This is followed by

Section 3.5.6, which describes of the operation of the persistence architecture in

terms of its three responsibilities.

3.5.1 Manacrnc VTRTUAL ADDRESS SPAcES

All conventional architectures supporting vifual memory require some form of

mapping between virtual and physical addresses to describe the resident portion of

the address space. Since the nature of this mapping is architecture dependent, some

operating systems, such as Mach [rty87], have adopted an abstract data type to

describe an address space. ln Grasshopper, virtual address spaces are described using
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contexts, which may be likened to software-managed translation look-aside buffers

(TLBs). Contexts provide facilities to enter and invalidate virtual address mappings

and to activate a set of mappings to install a particular address space. Like a

hardware TLB, the address mappings held within a context are volatile. This enables

them to be completely invalidated should the system need to reclaim the memory

that they occupy.

The context abstraction is used internally by the Grasshopper kernel to describe

the virtual address spaces ofloci. These address spaces are composed entirely from

regions mapped from the address spaces of containers. Thus, managing the address

space of a locus is simply a matter of translating the virtual addresses onto pages

within particular containers using the address resolution strategy outlined in

Section 3.3.4. This task is performed by the Grasshopper kernel, which reduces the

job of the persistence architecture to managing the address spaces of containers,

ignoring the effect of any locus or container mappings.

3.5.2 MnnaeeuENT oF ConrnrnER ADDRESS SPAcES

From an external view of the Grasshopper system, it appears as if all data is stored

within containers. In reality however, the actual data is maintained by managers

[dd94b], an abstraction responsible for handling stored data and making it

accessible through the address space of a container. A manager is a distinguished

container holding code and data to support the transparent movement of data

between primary and secondary storage. They are the only component of

Grasshopper in which the distinction between long- and shortlived data is apparent.

Hence, they are a comerstone of the persistence architecture. Each container is

associated with a particular manager that is responsible for the storage of the

persistent data. Managers may be responsible for many different containers and it is

envisaged that all of the containers in a Grasshopper system would be supported by a

handful of managers.

Managers provide an invocation interface that the kemel may call whenever data

within a container must be moved between primary and secondary storage. The most

significant call in this interface is page;þult, which has the following signature:
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Mnrrcen Inrenrrce (Plnrnl)

page_fauJt (

IN ContID cont, IN int address, IN aoof write)

When a locus generates a fault against its virtual address space, the locus traps

into the kernel where the fault is intercepted. The faulting address is translated onto a

page within a particular base container using the address resolution mechanism

described in Section 3.3.4. Following this, the faulting locus, which would otherwise

be required to block until the fault is repaired, is used to invoke the manager of the

base container calling the pageJault operation. The parameters to this call speciff

the identity of the base container, the address of the page that caused the fault

(relative to the base container), and a flag speciffing whether a read or write access

was attempted. The manager is expected to handle this call by repairing the fault in

an appropriate manner such that the required page is visible within the address space

of the container and is bound with the necessary access rights. On return from

invocation, the kernel checks that the fault has been repaired, and if so, updates the

appropriate entries in the context describing the faulting address space. The locus is

then permitted to retum from the kernel and resume normal computation. If the

manager fails to repair the fault, perhaps because the locus referenced an illegal

page, the kernel raises an exception on the locus, which may result in its termination.

The interesting point to note about this mechanism is that the fault is intercepted and

handled entirely by the faulting locus.

The interface provided by a manager consists of a number of routines related to

the various aspects of the management process. Only one of these routines has been

described here, the remainder are left until the management of persistent data is

discussed in Section 3.5.6.2.

3.5.3 Pnvsrcnl PAGE Srrs
When the kernel requests a manager to service a fault on a container page that is not

resident in main memory, the manager must allocate some physical memory and

transfer the data from secondary storage. In support of this, the kemel provides an

abstraction known as a physical page set [dd93, lin96] to represent the set of pages
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allocated by a manager. A physical page set models a collection of zero or more

physical pages of equal size. Each page is assigned a unique logical index by which

it may be identifred with respect to its page set. A physical page set supports the

following operations:

Pxvs¡cru Plee S¡r Im¡nrnce

pageset_create (

IN CapRef kerneT, IN int page-size, IN int num,

OUT CapRef pageset)

pageset-destroy (

IN CaIrRef pageset)

pageset-grow(
rN CapRef pageset, rN int num,

OUT int index)

pageset-remove (

IN CapRef pageset, IN int index, IN int num,

IN BooI zero)

pageseE_copy (

IN CapRef dstJts,
IN CapRe f srcJts,

pageset_transfer (

IN CapRef dstJts,
IN jnt src-index,

dst-index,
src-index, IN int num)

.IN int
IN int

IN CapRef srcJss,
IN int num, OUT int dst-index)

pageset_read stats (

IN CapRef pageset, IN int index,
OUT PageFLags stats)

pageset-write-stats (

IN CapRef pageset, IN int index, IN int num,

IN PageFJ-ags st.ats )

pageset-overwrite (

IN CapRef pageset, IN int index, IN int num,

IN int vaTue)

page s e t-awa i t-di s c ard (

IN CapRef pageset)

lnstances of the page set abstraction may be created using the pageset-create

operation. It is passed a capability for the kernel and creates a new instance

containing num physical pages of page-size bytes. If the operation is successful, the
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kemel server creates a capability for the page set and a conesponding capref is

retumed. This capref is required to perform further operations on the page set. Once

apage set has been created, it exists until the operating system is shutdown or until it

is destroyed with the pageset_destroy operation. These semantics are different from

most of the other kernel abstractions in that page sets are transient and do not survive

system shutdowns. The reason for this is that they model a resowce that behaves in

this manner.

Physical pages can be added to a page set using the pageset¿row operation. It is

passed a capref for the page set to which num pages will be added. If the operation

succeeds, the index of the first new page is returned in index. The indices of the

other pages follow sequentially from this. Growing a page set in this Inanner causes

the allocation of physical memory from the kernel's central pool. Pages may be

returned to this pool by removing them from a page set using the pagesetlremove

operation. It removes num pages from the specified pageset beginning with the page

specified by index and returns them to the central pool. The zero parameter specifies

whether the contents of the pages should be zero-filled before subsequent

allocations.

The pageset_copy and pageset_transfer operations provide an efficient means

for pages to be copied or moved between two page sets. In each case, num pages

from page set src;as starting with index src-index are affected. The copy operation

copies the data on each of the source pages onto pages in the page set dst4s starting

at index dst_index. The transfer operation removes the source pages from src¿ts arrd

insertsthemin dst¿ts.If successful,theindexof thepagesin dst¿ts isretumedin

dst index.

The pagesel_read_stats and pageset-write-stats operations allow the attributes

of a particular page to be retrieved and modified. The read operation is applicable

only to a single page and retums the attributes in s/ø/s. The write operation can be

applied to multiple pages, each of which is assigned the attributes specified by stats.

The attributes indicate whether the page has been accessed or modified and may be

used for a variety of purposes such as the implementation of page replacement

algorithms.
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'lhe pageset-overwrite operation is provided as an efficient means to fill the

contents of physical pages with a particular value. Given a pageset, it will fil,l num

pages starting with the page specified by index with a particular value. The operation

is typically used to zero-fill pages before binding them into an address space.

Along with the ability to allocate physical pages comes the responsibility of

discarding them when resources run low. Thus, the owner of a page set must be

prepared to remove pages when the kernel detects a shortfall in its central pool. The

pageset_await_discard operation provides a mechanism by which the kemel can

signal the need to discard pages. Loci calling this function are blocked until the

amount of unallocated physical memory falls below a certain threshold. At this point

the kemel chooses one of the blocked loci and causes it to retum. The locus is

expected to remove apage from the page set and call the operation again. The kernel

will continuously wake up loci in this manner until the memory shortfall has been

rectified.

3.5.4 Locn CotrnrnER DEscRrPToRs

Once a manager has allocated some physical pages and populated them with data

from containers, they must be bound into the address space of a container. The

address space of a container is described by a local container descriptor (LCD)

Udd93, lin96l. An LCD represents a mapping from container addresses to physical

addresses and contains an entry for every resident page ofthe container. Thus, once

apage has an entry in the container's LCD, all loci with a view of that page may

share access to the same physical page. Furthermore, the kemel need not request the

services of a manager to resolve faults on the page. The following operations are

provided for LCDs:

Locru Conmrn¡R DEscRrproR INTERFAcE

1cd create I

IN CapRef kernel, IN CaPRef cont,
OUT CapRef :.cd)

lcd destroy (

IN CapRef lcd)
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Icd_bind I
ïv capRef lcd, .IN int address,
IN CapRef pageset, IN int index, frV int num,

IN PageFlags Ê¡ro:L)

lcd_unbind I
IN Caf>Ref lcd, IN int address , IN int length)

lcdJrotect I
IN CapRef Icd, IN int address , IN jnt l-ength,
IN PageFTags prot.)

New instances of the LCD abstraction may be created using the lcd-create

operation. It is passed a capability for the kernel and creates a new instance for

mapping the address space of the container specified by cont. If the operation is

successful, the kernel server creates a capability for the new LCD and a

corresponding capref is returned. This capref is required to perform further

operations on the LCD. Once an LCD has been created, it exists until the operating

system is shutdown or it is destroyed with the lcd-destroy operation. Thus, LCDs

behave in the same manner as physical page sets in that they do not survive system

shutdowns. This is necessary because they describe a mapping onto physical page

sets which becomes meaningless when the page sets are destroyed.

The lcd_bind operation is used to bind physical pages into the address space of

the container described by the LCD. It creates num address mappings for the pages

starting at index in the specified pqgeset. These physical pages are bound to a

contiguous range of pages in the container's address space starting at the specified

address, which must be aligned on a page boundary. The prot parameter specifies

which modes of access are permitted and includes no access, read only, and

read/write. If a locus accesses a container page in a manner that violates the mode

specified in the LCD, an access fault is generated.

The lcd:unbind operation is used to remove physical pages from the address

space of the container described by the LCD. It removes the address mappings for

the container pages in the range address through address + length and invalidates

the corresponding regions of the virtual address spaces of any loci which have a

view ofthese pages.
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The lcd_protect operation is used to alter the modes of access permitted on a

range of pages in the address space of the container described by the LCD. The same

mode, prot, is applied to each page in the range address through address + length. It

is necessary to invalidate the corresponding regions ofthe virtual address spaces of

any loci that have a view ofthese pages to enforce the new modes of access.

3.5.5 Secon¡onRY SroRAcE DEvrcEs

In addition to physical page sets, which control access to physical memory,

managers also require abstractions allowing them to access secondary storage

devices. These are used to store permanent copies of the data within containers and

are provided by disk devices [ddf93c]. Disk devices are modelled as containers

providing an invocation interface that may be used to read and write disk blocks,

query the layout of a disk, format a disk, and so on. The operations use physical

pages within page sets as transfer buffers, which allows managers to transfer data

directly between physical memory and secondary storage. The most important

operations provided by disk devices are:

Drsx Irrenrnc¡

d,isk_read I
rN capRef disk, rN int address, rN int size,
IN CapRef pageset, IN int index, IN int offset/

disk_write I
IN CapRef disk, IN int address, IN int size,
IN Catr¡Ref pageset, IN int index, IN int offset/

d.isk_f ]ush I
IN CapRef disk/

disk_get_layout I
IN CapRef disk,
OUT DiskLayout layout/

'lhe disk_read and disk_write operations are used to transfer information to and

from physical memory respectively. ln each case, size bytes of information starting

at byte offset address is transferred to/from the device specified by disk. The transfer

buffer is specified as a byte offset into the page at index within the specified pageset.
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Since many disk controllers contain an internal cache, the disk¿flu,sir operation is

provided to force all previous write requests to disk.

All disk devices are organised around the concept of a logical block.Information

transfers must be aligned on a block boundary and be an integer multiple of the

block size, 'lhe disk_get_layout operation may be used to retrieve the block size for a

particular device along with other information such as the total number of blocks.

An advantage of modelling disk devices as containers is that further abstractions

may be transparently introduced. For example, on top of the disk containers, which

permit access to the raw devices, it is possible to build a layer of abstraction that

converts a single large disk into several smaller logical disks. Other possibilities also

exist and this has been used to advantage to provide a disk device which

communicates via the I-IDP protocol þos80] to a machine running Unix and presents

a Grasshopper disk interface to the Unix file system. This so-called netdisk has been

invaluable during the implementation of Grasshopper. Other uses for the disk device

abstraction may be found in [ddf93c].

3.5.6 Op¡nnrroN oF THE PERsrsrENcE Ancnrr¡cruRE

Sections 3.5.1 through 3.5.5 described the various components that make up the

persistence architecture. Figure 7 shows how these components are used to create the

illusion of persistence for a small number of containers and loci.

The diagram shows two containers each hosting a single locus. The data stored

in these containers is managed by a single manager that owns a physical page set and

two LCDs. The page set is used to store resident pages from both containers. The

pages that are resident in each container are described by an LCD which maps from

container address to physical page. The manager has access to three servers

providing interfaces for working with page sets, LCDs, and disk devices, all of

which are implemented by the kernel. The kernel also stores meta-data describing

the various instances of loci and containers visible at user level. For loci, this meta-

data contains the scheduling state and register values, and for containers it holds the

identity of the manager and LCD. All of these components have a role to play in the

implementation of the illusion of persistence. Sections 3.5.6.1 to 3.5.6.3 discuss the
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responsibilities of the persistence architecture and how they are handled using the

components shown in Figure 7.

Container 1 r\_A/ Container2 ,>' \-/ \-/

Locus 1 Locus 2

Manager

i LCDl

LCD 2

Pageset
Server

Meta Data

LCD
Server

Disk
Server

Device

Kernel/User Boundary --
I

Disk

ttltt)

3.5,6.1

Figure 7: Organisation of the persistence a¡chitecture in Grasshopper

Access¡Ic PERSISTENT DATA

ln Grasshopper, persistent data is stored within containers and is accessible to loci

through their virtual address spaces. Providing access to this data consists of two

separate management tasks. Firstly, the visible regions of containers being accessed

by loci must be resident. Therefore, pages currently stored on disk must be read into

physical memory. Secondly, once the required portions of a container are resident,

the data must be made visible to the appropriate loci by binding the physical pages

into their address spaces.

To illustrate how data within a container is made visible to a locus, the steps

involved in handling a page fault will be described. Assume Ihat Locus 1 in Figure 7

has just referenced a page in Container I at address 4000 and that this page is not

resident. This situation will cause the memory management hardware to generate a

page fault and the locus will trap into the Grasshopper kernel. The steps involved in

handling this fault are as follows:

Pageset
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l. Resolve the virtual address that generated the fault to a particular page in

some base container using the address resolution strategy outlined in

Section 3.3.4.

2. Examine the meta-data for the base container to determine the identity of

the container's LCD and the manager responsible for the data.

3. Consult the LCD to determine whether the required page is resident.

4. úr this case, the page is not resident so it is necessary to invoke the manager

of the base container and call the pageJault rouline.

5. Within the manager, a physical page must be allocated from the page set to

hold the missing container page. This might be achieved using

pageset¿row or there may already be some physical pages free within the

page set.

6. The manager will then locate the page on disk using its intemal address

mapping data structures and load the data into the physical page just

allocated.

7 . Once loaded, the physical page must be bound into the address space of the

base container using the lcd-bind routine. This registers the fact that the

container page is now resident and informs the kernel as to which physical

page holds the data.

8. On return from the manager, the kernel consults the base container's LCD

once again to ensure that the required page is now resident and to determine

its location.

9. The final step is to bind the physical page into the address space of the

faulting locus by making an appropriate entry in the context which describes

its address space. The locus may then retum from the trap and resume

normal processing.

If any problems are encountered during the handling of this page fault, the kernel

¡aises an exception with respect to the faulting locus, which may result in its

termination.
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3.5.6.2 P¡ns¡sr¡ncE oF Dam

The previous section has shown how page faults are handled to provide access to

persistent data visible through the virtual address spaces of loci. This section shows

how this data is made to persist by examining how it becomes stable and how it may

be recovered following a failure.

3.5.6.2.1 StlgrlrrY oF DATA

Providing for the stability of data requires answers to two questions. Under what

circumstances does data become stable, and when these circumstances arise, how is

stability achieved? The answer to the second question is provided by mechanism, the

lrrst is a matter of policy. The mechanism, in this case, is provided by a stability

protocol, which is embodied in a set of interfaces supported by the kernel and the

managers. The actual implementation of these interfaces controls the policy.

Therefore, answers to these questions can be gained by examining the operation of

the protocol and the supporting interfaces.

The stability protocol is centred on the notion of a recovery unit. Early in the

design of Grasshopper, it was decided that the unit of recovery should be the

container. The ideas and issues arising from this decision were first presented in

[vdc93] and later in [vau96]. The basic idea is that containers should be made stable

on an individual basis through the use ofappropriate system calls. ln support ofthis,

the stability protocol recognises three states ofdata. The resident form ofdata is said

to be volatile since it is lost when the system shuts down. To prevent such loss, the

data can be written to secondary storage, in which case it is said to be stable.

Managers are responsible for moving data between the volatile and stable states and

ensuring that the stable state of a container is always self-consistent. However, due

to dependencies between containers arising through invocation and mapping,

containers that are self-consistent may not be mutually consistent. If a set of

containers are mutually consistent, they are said to be recoverable; it is the

responsibility of the kemel to identiff such sets since they are needed to restart the

system after a failure. Containers move between these three states according to

certain events as shown in Figure 8.
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computation

computation
all

dependencies
recoverable

Figure 8: State transitions for a container according to the stability protocol.

The diagram shows that containers may move from the stable state to the

recoverable state when all their dependencies are recoverable. This condition can

only be verified by the Grasshopper kernel according to the particular consistency

policy being used. Such a consistency policy will determine the nature of the

dependencies between containers and how they can arise. These issues are dealt with

in Section 3 .5 .6.3 . However, for the purposes of discussion, it is necessary to assume

that the kernel may implement consistency policies in which consistency is handled

lazily. This means that it is possible for the most recent stable states of containers to

be inconsistent at recovery time. If this occurs, then the state of one of more

containers will need to be rolled back until a mutually consistent set of states is

found. To support this, managers must maintain multiple stable versions of each

container and these versions must be uniquely identifrable. Thus, the stability

protocol uses the concept of a state interval to identifr a particular stable state of a

container. A state interval is simply a counter associated with each container that is

incremented each time a new stable state is formed.

3.5.6.2.2 TH¡ Srlsrlrw PRorocol

The stability protocol consists of the following set of operations [ldd94b]. Some of

these operations are implemented by the kernel, the others by managers. This is

indicated in square brackets to the right of each operation. [K] indicates that the

operation is implemented by the kernel whereas [M] indicates that it is implemented

by managers.

snapshot
StableVolatile

Recoverable
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Srnsrlrw Pnorocor- Irrenrlc¡

snapshot_requesE (

IN CapRef cont)

snapshot-container (

IN ContID conE, IN Statelnterval- si)

snapshot_stabfe (

IN CapRef cont, IN StatelntervaL si)

snapshot-query (

IN ContID cont, I/V -Statelntervaf si,
IN Slstate state)

snapshot_f7ush (

IN ContID cont, IN .gtatelnterval- si)

snapshot-discard (

IN CapRef cont, IN StatelnEerval- si)

s nap s ho t-i s -r e c ove r ab l- e (

IN ContID cont, IN Statelnterval si)

tKl

tMl

tKl

tMl

tMl

tKl

tMl

The protocol is initiated by a locus calling the snapshot-request operation, which

informs the kernel that the container specified by cont is to be made stable. This

involves preventing data within the container from being modified while the

snapshot is taking place. Once this is assured, the kernel performs the

snapshot_container operation by invoking cont's manager. It provides the manager

with the container's identity and a state interval index by which the snapshot may

subsequently be referenced.

When a manager receives a snapshot-container request from the kemel, it is

required to capture enough information such that a stable state may be created to

reflect the current state of the container. This may be implemented in a number of

ways ranging from an eager approach whereby all modified data is immediately

written to disk, to a lary approach in which data is protected from modification and

written to disk only as write faults occur [ejz92]. Since managers are free to

implement any policy they wish, the most that can be guaranteed on retum to the

kernel is that avolatile snapshot of the container exists.

Once a manager has made a snapshot of the container, the kemel snapshots the

meta-data describing the container and any loci executing within it. This ensures that
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the state of the container and any associated computations will be mutually

consistent should recovery be necessary. However, since the container may depend

on other containers due to the transfer of information via invocation and mapping, it

is possible that the container will not be mutually consistent with the rest of the

system. The responsibility for dealing with this situation rests with the kernel and it

is for this purpose that the remainder of the operations in the stability protocol are

designed.

For a container to become part of the recoverable state of the system, it must first

become stable. Since a snapshot-container operation only guarantees the existence

of a volatile snapshot, the kernel requires mechanisms to query the current state of a

particular snapshot and also to force a snapshot to be made stable. A manager may

produce a stable snapshot of a container of its own accord and it can use the

snapshot_stable operation to notiff the kernel that this has occurred. If the kemel is

unsure of the current status of a snapshot, it may invoke the manager and perform

the snapshot-query operation, which retums an indication of the current state of a

particular snapshot. Should the kemel discover that a snapshot is not yet stable, it

may force it to become so by performing the snapshot¿flush operation. A manager

receiving this call is required to make the specified snapshot stable before control is

returned to the kernel.

The recoverability of a set of stable container states can only be determined

through knowledge of the dependencies between the containers. The kemel must

track these dependencies, although the manner in which this occurs and the nature of

the dependencies is not defined by the stability protocol. lnstead, these matters are

defined by the particular consistency policy in force and are consequently not

discussed in this section. However, lldd94a,ldd94b, vdc93l provide a high level

discussion of these issues which are also covered extensively in Chapters 9 and 10 of

this thesis. For the purposes of discussion here, it is assumed that a suitable

consistency policy exists and that the kernel is able to identiff recoverable states of

containers.

When a recoverable state of a container is identified, the kernel notifies the

containet's manager by calling the snapshot-islecoverable operation. The

implication of a recoverable snapshot is that any earlier snapshots are no longer of
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interest since the system will never use them. Therefore, a manager may use this

notification to delete any such snapshots. When a manager does delete a snapshot, it

calls the snapshot-discard operation, which notifies the kemel that the specified

snapshot no longer exists. This may occur in response fo a snapshot-isJecoverable

call or may occur simply because the manager is running low on resources and can

no longer afford to keep the snapshot.

3.5.6.2.3 R¡covenY oF STABLE Dlrn

Once consistent sets of stable data have been created through use of the stability

protocol, they can be used, ifneeded, to recover the state ofthe system after a failure

or shutdown. Recovery begins by loading the kemel image in the normal fashion. ln

the current implementation of Grasshopper, this occurs via the BOOTP protocol

[cg85] in which configuration parameters and a binary image are transferred from a

Unix server on the local network. After the kernel image is up and running, the goal

is to restore the last consistent system state using the most recent recoverable state of

each container. The first task is to recover the kernel's meta-data, which describes

the state of both containers and loci. This must be recovered successfully since it

defines the loci which must be restarted and hence the containers that must be

recovered by the managers. However, before managers are able to recover container

data, they themselves must be recovered since they are also containers. This presents

a minor problem - if managers are required to recover the state of the containers,

how are the managers recovered?

The answer is that some managers are self-managing. This means that they are

capable of recovering their own state as well as the state of other containers. It is not

possible for such a manager to exist without some help from the kernel to load initial

code and data. In light of this, the kernel provides minimal support by managing the

persistence of a single page of data known as a stable page. Thrs page is made

resident automatically by the kernel whenever a fault is detected within it. Normally

a self-managing manager will place code and data within its stable page that is

capable of loading other code and data. In addition, the invocation point of the

manager is set to point to the code within the stable page ensuring that the manager
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can bootstrap itself when invoked. The stable page mechanism uses the following

system call:

Sm¡u Prer Irr¡nrlce
c ont a iner-s e t_s t ab l- e-S; ag e (

IN CapRef cont, IN int address)

This operation defines the stable page as the page at the specified address

relative to container cont.The semantics of the operation are equivalent to mapping

a single page from another container. ln this case, the other container is managed

internally by the kernel and any faults on the page are automatically resolved.

3.5.6.3 Consrsr¡Ncy oF PeRsrsr¡tr DATA

During the discussion of the stability protocol it was mentioned that containers could

be individually stabilised to create self-consistent stable states. However, consider

what would happen if a locus executing in Container A modifies some data and then

invokes Container B where more modifications are made. Finally the locus requests

a snapshot of Container B. This situation is shown as a time line diagram in Figure 9.

locus
invokes

A
data

modified

locus
invokes

B

Container A
0

Container B
o 

tiå'H' 
snaPshot crash

Figure 9: Time line diagram illustrating a dependency between two containers.

The diagram illustrates that the invocation from A to B creates a causal

dependency between the two containers. This dependency arises because the

modification of data in B may depend on information that was transferred from A

during the invocation. This sequence of actions represents the execution history of

the locus, part of which is captured during the snapshot of Container B. However, if

the system were to crash shortly after this point, the only stable state available is that

of Container B at the last snapshot. There is no snapshot of Container A so it will be
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rolled back to its original state at the start of the time line. If the locus were to

resume execution after recovery, it would be able to perceive a state of the system

that could never have occurred through normal execution. ln particular, the locus

may notice that part of its execution history, namely the changes made in Container

A, has been undone,

The solution to this problem is to realise that the last snapshot of Container B is

not recoverable since it depends on the state of Container A for which there is no

snapshot. Therefore, following the crash, both Containers A and B should be rolled

back to their original states at the start of the time lines'

One method of preserving consistency is to implement policy such that making a

snapshot of one container will force snapshots of all the containers on which it

depends. This approach is followed by Jalili and Henskens [h95] and is decribed in

Chapter 9. Dependencies such as the one shown in Figure 9 can be created through

the invocation and mapping operations. Therefore, the depurdencies of a particular

container can be easily recorded during the normal running of the system by tracking

these operations. The problem with this approach to consistency is that it is too

coarse-grained. It may easily degenerate into forcing a snapshot of every container in

the system due to dependencies arising through the invocation of a single common

container such as a nameserver.

A fundamental problem with the use of the container as the unit of recovery is

that individual containers potentially represent the results from only a small part of

the execution history of a locus. This is due to the ability of a locus to move from

container to container through invocation. Therefore, in order to capture the entire

history of a locus, it is necessary to snapshot each of the containers in which it has

modified data. Preserving the execution history of a locus in this manner is clearly a

basic requirement of consistency that is not fundamental in the stability protocol as

previously described. This observation motivated the design of a new protocol in

which the unit of recovery is the locus. The modifications required to implement this

protocol are discussed in Section 3.5.7.
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3.5.7 Moorr¡cnuoNs ro rHE PrnsrsreNcE ARcHITEcTURE

The largest change made to the persistence architecture as a result of this work was

to reorganise the stability protocol around the use of the locus as the unit of

recovery. The new protocol is designed to allow loci to be stabilised independently

in much the same marìner as containers could be stabilised in the old protocol.

Surprisingly, this change required only a single modification to the interfaces used to

implement the protocol. In particular, the system call snapshotlrequest was replaced

by a new call named locus_snapshot. The remainder of the calls stay the same

although the semantics are slightly different to cater for the shift to a new unit of

recovery.

In the new stability protocol, the issue ofconsistency does not vanish. Since loci

share access to data held in containers, causal dependencies arise between loci that

share data. Thus, taking a snapshot of a locus may produce a stable copy of its

execution history although the locus will not be recoverable unless all of the loci on

which it depends are recoverable. The issues and work related to this are examined

in detail in Chapters 9 and l0 of this thesis. ln Chapter 10, a particular

implementation of the stability protocol is described which allows snapshots of

individual loci to be taken at will. The recoverability of these loci is performed lazily

which trades off overhead during the normal running of the system against increased

complexity during recovery.

A final modification to the persistence architecture was made to allow future

work on transactional consistency. The change involves extending the concept of the

LCD to allow individual loci to view different versions of the same page of a

container. This change was necessary to permit implementations of optimistic

concr¡rrency control whereby loci may concurrently access different versions of the

same data.

3.6 ConclusloN
The Grasshopper system is the result of work carried out by a large number of

people. The design of the basic abstractions and mechanisms has remained largely

unchanged since their inception. Various parts of the design and implementation

have been caried out by particular people who have been given due reference
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throughout the preceding discussion. Of particular note however, is Anders

Lindström [in96] who was responsible for the design and implementation of

physical page sets and local container descriptors (LCDs). He was also responsible

for the implementation of much of the low level Grasshopper framework as well as

the original design of the persistence and recovery mechanisms used within the

kernel.

The rest of this thesis is concerned with the design and implementation of the

persistence architecture incorporating the new stability protocol in which the locus is

the unit of recovery. Chapter 4 describes an abstract framework called the Persistent

Computation Environment (PCE) which contains the components of the persistence

architecture that a¡e central to the work in subsequent Chapters. The PCE is used as

the vehicle for expressing this work in terms of a system that is free from the

idiosyncrasies of particular operating systems such as Grasshopper. Chapters 5 and 6

describe the issues and work related to the implementation of persistence within the

PCE. A simplifred implementation, which restricts the PCE to an environment

capable of supporting only a single computation, is presented in Chapters 7 and 8.

This restriction is made to allow the discussion to concentrate on the issues of

stability and resilience without the need to address consistency. In Chapter 9, this

restriction is lifted and the issues involved in the implementation of a PCE

supporting multiple concurrent computations are considered. Chapter l0 completes

the implementation of the PCE by presenting an optimistic technique for the

management of consistency. Chapters 11 and 12 conclude the thesis by examining

the performance of the PCE as implemented within Grasshopper.



Chapter 4

A Persistent Computation
Environment

4.L InrnopucrroN
This chapter introduces lhe Persistent Computation Environment (PCE), an abstract

framework representing a simplified version of the computational model supported

by Grasshopper. The PCE serves to represent the system constructed as a direct

result of the work described in this thesis. The implementation of this system was

actually performed in the context of the Grasshopper operating system described in

Chapter 3. However, since Grasshopper is the result of work performed by a team of

people, the PCE is used to abstract away from this and allow the work presented in

this thesis to be described in a rnanner free from the idiosyncrasies ofany particular

system. Thus, the remainder of the thesis is concerned with the implementation of

the PCE.

4.2 Tn¡ PensrsrENT CoupurnuoN ENvTRoNMENT

The PCE supports two basic abstractions: computation and storage of data.

Fundamental to the environment is a single large address space capable of storing

persistent data. This address space is not directly associated with any form of

computation and may therefore be regarded as passive. The purpose of the address

space is to provide a repository for persistent data. ln addition to the persistent

address space, the environment also supports multiple concurrent computations, each

executing within a separate virlual address space. The address space of a
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computation is mapped directly onto the persistent address space allowing the

computation to reference any code and data stored therein. The conceptual structure

of the PCE is shown in Figure 10. It allows many computations to access the

persistent address space concurrently although no form of concurrency control is

imposed. Thus, the persistent address space provides a shared memory through

which computations may communicate.

Computation 1 Computation 2 Computation 3

oo5iJ:l"!"Ji""

Figure l0: The conceptual stn¡cture of the persistent computation environment.

During execution, computations may create and manipulate data held in the

persistent address space. Since this data is persistent, it will survive system failures

and always remain in a consistent state. However, computations themselves are also

persistent. Thus, following a system failure, all computations and their results will be

restored to a consistent state whereupon the computations may resume execution

completely unaware that the operation of the system has been intemrpted.

4.3 IUpITUENTATION OF THE PCE

The environment shown in Figure l0 contains two distinct layers. The upper layer

consists of the virtual address spaces of computations and the lower layer consists of

the persistent address space. The lower layer is responsible for managing the

persistent data and maintaining its overall integrity. The upper layer is responsible

for maintaining the virtual address spaces of the computations and providing access

to data held in the persistent address space. The implementation of these layers

¡evolves around the use of virtr¡al memory, which provides two main benefits.

Firstly, since computations execute in separate virtual address spaces, the hardware

protection mechanisms may be used to control access to data with page granularity.

i
I

I

I
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This allows the upper layer to enforce a variety of policies to control protection,

sharing, and consistency of data. Secondly, the paglng mechanisms allow data to be

accessed in a uniform and location transparent manner, which is ideal for a system

supporting orthogonal persistence.

The operation of the PCE is largely controlled by the page faults generated by

each computation. The upper layer uses these faults to determine whether

computations should be granted access to data, a decision that is based on the

policies currently in force. For example, access to a particular page might only be

granted if access has not already been granted to another computation. If a

computation is granted access to a certain page, then the page must be resident to

avoid a secondary fault. Such faults are handled by the lower layer and cause the

page to be transferred into main memory. Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 now examine the

upper and lower layers of the PCE in more detail.

4.3.1 THe CoMPUTATToN Lnv¡n

The upper, or computation, layer of the PCE is purely concemed with controlling

access to data. For example, it would be possible to implement transactional

concwrency control in which page faults are used to lock shared data at page

granularity. Such a scheme has already been used in the Clouds distributed operating

system [cd89, cdgl]. If such a scheme were to be implemented in the PCE, it would

limit the use of the persistent address space as a communication medium since

concurrent transactions would be unable to share data. However, if the

implementation of the PCE were to allow concurrent sharing of data, inconsistencies

may arise unless the programmer explicitly handles mutual exclusion. The

implementation of the computation layer described in this thesis takes the latter

approach and does not implement any form of concrurency control. This decision

was made to provide a more general framework that could be used to implement

particular forms of conculrency control if required'

When computations are allowed to communicate, in this case through the shared

persistent address space, the behaviour of each computation may be influenced

through the receipt of messages from other computations. ln effect, a computation

that receives messages from other computations becomes dependent on the
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execution history of those other computations. This phenomenon is known as

causality and is discussed in detail in Chapter 9. Causality has important

implications for checþointing and recovery since a particular computation cannot

be recovered unless all of the computations on which it depends can also be

¡ecovered. ln general, the only way to guarantee this is to checþoint all dependent

computations together, an approach that has been taken in systems such as CASPER

[vbd92] and a distributed version of MONADS Uh95l. The problem with this

approach, known as consistent checþointing, is that checþoints can become a

bottleneck to performance due to the amount of data that must be written to stable

storage. An alternative approach, described in Chapter 10, sacrifices the notion of

absolute consistency for improved efficiency during checþoint by only

checþointing a single computation. For recovery purposes, each checþoint also

records dependency information to allow a consistent set of checþoints to be

identified lazily. The implementation of this scheme uses page faults generated by

the computation layer to detect sharing of data in the persistent address space. This

information is subsequently used during checþoint and recovery to ensure that data

and computations are always maintained consistently.

4.3.2 Tnr PrnsrsrENT Aoon¡ss Spncr Llven

The lower, or persistence, layer of the PCE is concemed with managing the data

stored in the persistent address space. The use of standard virtual memory paging

mechanisms provides a location independent and uniform means of accessing this

data. However, the paglng mechanisms, by themselves, are not sufficient for the

implementation of orthogonal persistence. ln practice, they must be accompanied by

stability and resilienc¿ mechanisms to abstract over failure such that the illusion of

the persistent virtual address space is always maintained in a consistent manner. The

issues involved in integrating virtual memory and persistence are studied in

Chapter 5 which also presents a number of commonly used techniques. ln that

Chapter it is argued that the underlying storage mechanism used by the persistence

layer should be based on logging for performance reasons.

The implementation of the persistence layer must deal with the checþoint and

recovery of both data and computations. Due to the possibility of causal
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dependencies between computations, there is a degree of interaction between the two

layers of the PCE since the dependencies detected by the upper layer affect the

operation of the checþoint and recovery mechanisms in the lower layer. ln order to

separate the description of the persistence mechanisms from that of the consistency

mechanisms, Chapter 8 describes the implementation of a restricted version of the

PCE in which only a single computation is supported. In such a system causal

dependencies are not an issue and may therefore be ignored. Thus, Chapter 8 is able

to describe the persistence mechanisms used to support the checþoint and recovery

of a single computation. The restricted is lifted in Chapters 9 and 10, which take the

issue ofcausal dependencies into account.

4.4 R¡urr¡¡E GMSSHOPPER AND THE PCE

The purpose of this section is to relate the abstract concept of the PCE to the

concrete framework of the Grasshopper persistent operating system described in

Chapter 3. The abstractions that comprise the PCE map directly onto corresponding

abstractions in Grasshopper. In particular, the persistent address space is

implemented as a single container and each computation is implemented as a locus.

Thus, Grasshopper may be seen as a more general version of the PCE in which

multiple persistent address spaces are supported. Furthermore, computations in

Grasshopper may migrate between address spaces via the invocation mechanism and

address spaces may be arbitrarily composed using the mapping mechanism. These

features are not relevant to the work described in this thesis and have therefore been

eliminated from the PCE.

The implementation of the PCE as described in Chapters 7, 8, and l0 relates to

the implementation of the persistence architecture as described in Section 3.5. ln

particular, the persistence layer is implemented as a manager that calls on the

services of a log server (Chapter 7) housed within the Grasshopper kernel. Both the

manager and the kernel implement the aspect of the computation layer that deals

with the management of causal dependencies. The manager is responsible for the

stability and resilience of persistent data and the kernel is responsible for the stability

and resilience of individual computations and the system as a whole.
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Integrating Persistence with
Viftual Memory

5.1 InrnooucrroN
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the issues involved in the integration of

persistence with virtual memory. The aim is to use a virtual address space as the

external interface to a persistent store. Ideally, the operation of such a store should

be completely transparent to its users. That is, the only visible aspect should be its

ability to retain stored data for arbitrarily long periods of time.

Virtual memory has a number of benefits to offer in this regard. Firstly, the

pagrng mechanisms provide location transparency for data by creating the illusion

that all data is directly addressable. In actual fact, the data may be held in a variety of

different locations including main memory, disk, and other computers attached to the

local network. Secondly, the use of virtual memory enables any data that is directly

addressable to be accessed in a uniform manner. Finally, the new generation of 64-

bit architectures has created very large virtual address spaces with the ability to

address vast quantities of data. Thus, through a combination of factors, virtual

memory provides the ability to directly access a large amount of data in a uniform

manner regardless of where it is stored.

One of the difficulties with virtual memory is that it is inherently volatile since it

relies on the use of physical memory to cache data currently being accessed. Thus,

after a failure in which the content of physical memory is lost, the only data that may

be recovered is that held on backing store. However, due to the operation of the
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paglng mechanisms, the contents of backing store is unlikely to represent a state of

the system that could have been reached through failure-free execution. This

presents a problem since virtual memory is an ideal interface to a persistent store, yet

it cannot guarantee to retain stored data for arbitrarily long periods of time.

A possible solution to this problem is to introduce a recovery mechanism that can

abstract over failure. This mechanism must be capable of restoring the system to a

state it could have been in if failure had not occurred using only the data on backing

storage. Thus, the aim is to preserve the consistency ofthe system such that failure is

undetectable from an extemal viewpoint. The design of a recovery mechanism must

provide answers to th¡ee questions:

l. What data is required on backing storage to enable recovery?

2. How is this data placed on backing storage?

3. How is the data on backing used for recovery?

Answers to these questions can be sought by examining the crucial elements of a

recovery mechanism. These elements are often referred to as stability and resilience.

Stable data ís that which is capable of surviving intemrptions to the operation of the

system that involve the loss of volatile storage. Resilient data is that which is stable

and will continue to be useful after a failure such that it may be used for recovery.

Thus, a recovery mechanism aims to create stable data representing the state of the

system or a part thereof. To recover following a failure, the stable data is examined

to identiff that which is part of a consistent system state and is therefore resilient.

The resilient data is then used to reconstruct a state that could have existed before the

failure.

Most recovery mechanisms have the same basic design and differ in their

handling of stability and resilience. These elements are usually handled by separate,

but related, mechanisms that combine to abstract over failure in the manner required.

The design of these mechanisms is investigated in Section 5.2. Following this,

Sections 5.3 through 5.5 examine the mechanisms most commonly used in the

integration of persistence and virtual memory.
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5.2 Srngrlrw AND RESTUCNCE MECHANISMS

The design of a recovery mechanism may be divided into two component

mechanisms that handle the issues of stability and resilience respectively. Stability

mechanisms are designed to create stable representations of the state of the system

known as stable states.ln the event of a failwe, the resilience mechanisms make use

of the stable states to recover the system to a consistent state. Ideally, the stability

mechanisms would produce a stable state corresponding to every possible state of

the persistent system. This would avoid loss of any data in the event of a failure

since the resilience mechanisms could simply recover to the stable state

corresponding to the moment just before the failure occurred. Since this approach is

not feasible, most persistent systems compromise by producing stable states much

less frequently, which usually results in the loss of a small amount of data on each

occurrence of failure.

A mechanism commonly used to produce stable states is the transaction. A

transaction represents a series of physical operations that are performed to

implement a more abstract logical operation. In practice, a transaction is usually

started by performing a meta-operation; after this point, any operations are

considered to be part of the transaction. At any time during the running of a

transaction, the operations performed up to that point may be aborted to retum the

state of the system to that which existed before the transaction was stafed. If all of

the operations that comprise a transaction complete successfully, the results may be

committed to produce a new stable state. Transactions possess several properties that

make them a useful concept in the field of databases and persistent systems. These

properties are as follows:

o Atomicity: A transaction represents an atomic unit of processing; it is either

performed in its entirety or not performed at all. Thus, it is never possible to

recover to a state in which a transaction is only partially complete.

o Consistency Preservation: A correct execution of a transaction must move

the system from one consistent state to another. In practice, this means that

the only states to which recovery is possible are those which correspond to

committed transactions.
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o Isolation: A tra¡saction should not make its updates visible to other

transactions until it is committed. If this property is strictly enforced, it

prevents concurrent transactions from engaging in certain forms of sharing.

Thus, transactions a¡e often used as a means of concurrency control.

o Durability: Once a transaction changes the state of the system and the

changes are committed, the changes must never be lost because of

subsequent failure.

Another mechanism used to produce stable states is the checþolnl. Unlike the

te¡¡¡n transaction, which refers to a sequence of actions that produce changes, the

term checlqoinf usually refers to the action of committing changes. A checþoint is

similar to a transaction in that it possesses the properties of atomicity, consistency

preservation, ild durability. However, whereas the operations comprising a

transaction are guaranteed to execute in isolation, the operations leading up to a

checþoint are not. Thus, checþoints are commonly used in systems where

computations are able to co-operate through the use of shared memory. Although it

is possible to use transactions in such systems, the granularity of individual

transactions must be quite fure so as not to preclude conculTency. On another note,

checþoints are sufficiently general that it is possible to implement transactions by

placing a concurrency control layer on top of a checþointing mechanism. For this

reason, the stability mechanisms used in this thesis are based on checþointing rather

than transactions.

The remainder of this Chapter examines a number of mechanisms commonly

used in persistent systems. Section 5.3 describes a technique used by a number of

stability mechanisms to achieve the property of atomicity described earlier. Sections

5.4 to 5.5 examine and compare a number of different recovery mechanisms used in

the integration of persistence and virtual memory.

5.3 Cnnlus'AtcoRITHM
When a disk block is written, three outcomes are possible. First, the operation may

complete and be signalled by the disk controller as successful. Second, the operation

may complete and be signalled by the disk controller as unsuccessful. Finally, the
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operation may not complete because of failure. The first two outcomes can be

detected immediately whereas the third can only be detected during recovery, if at

all. This last outcome presents a problem when updating data held on secondary

storage since a failure during the writing of a disk block may leave the data in an

inconsistent state. The problem is addressed by Challis' algorithm [cha78], which

provides a method for detecting a failed update to a single disk block'

The algorithm operates by placing a time stamp at the start and end of the disk

block. Each time the block is written to disk, the time stamp is incremented. A failed

write can be detected by reading the block and comparing the time stamps. If the

time stamps match, the write is assumed to have completed successfully, otherwise it

is likely that the contents of the block are inconsistent. The consistency assumption

is based on a theoretical model of the \¡/ay a disk performs a write operation. In this

model, the block is converted into a sequential stream of bits that are recorded on the

surface of the disk as the appropriate sector rotates underneath the magnetic head. If

this process is intemrpted, the last part of the block will not be updated. Therefore,

the time stamps at the start and end of the block will not match when it is

subsequently read.

This simple technique can be used to create a new stable state of a persistent

store in an atomic manner. For this, two disk blocks are required. Each block is used

to sto¡e meta-data crucial to the identification of a stable state. Such blocks are

commonly called root blocl<s since they are used as the starting point for locating

any information held on stable storage. The initial state of the two blocks ís shown in

Figure I l. The two root blocks are shown to the left of the diagram and are assumed

to be self-consistent since their time stamps match. To determine the cunent state of

the store, both root blocks are read in and checked for self-consistency. The block

with the higher consistent time stamp is deemed to describe the current state of the

store and is called the current root. The other block is termed the shadow roo|.

To move the store from one consistent state to another, the meta-data within the

current root block is updated to point to the new stable state on disk and the time

stamps are both incremented. The block is then written to the location of the shadow

thereby preserving its own original contents. This is shown in Figure 12. If the root

block was successfully written, its time stamps should match and it will be deemed
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the current root once again when the store is recovered. Notice that the original

version of the root block (destined to become the shadow root) describes the

previous stable state of the store. Thus, if the update of the root block failed, the

original version (the new shadow) could be used to recover the state of the store.

Figure 11: Initial state of the root blocks.

Using this technique, performing an atomic update of data structures held on

secondary storage is easy. However, notice that the approach described above leads

to the storage of two stable states, one described by the current root, the other

described by the shadow. In practice, the storage used to hold the state described by

the shadow root can be reclaimed as soon as the new root block has been

successfully updated.

Figure 12: State ofthe root blocks after producing a new stable state

5.4 Snnoowrne
One of the principle requirements of a persistent store is its ability to move

atomically from one consistent stable state to another. A stable state typically

consists of some persistent data and some descriptive meta-data used to locate it.

Atomic updates of the meta-data can be performed using Challis' algorithm as

described in Section 5.3. However, this algorithm depends on the ability to create a

new stable state without comrpting the previous one. One method of achieving this

is known as shadowing and was first used by Lorie in the context of building a

recovery system for a database store llor77l. Shadowing techniques are often used in

systems such as the PCE, where the persistent store is integrated with the use of

11 t 0 0

'l t 1 2 2

New Stable State
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virtual memory. ln practice, two forms of shadowing, known as after-look and

beforeJook, are commonly used.

5.4.1 Tx¡ Arr¡R-LooK Mrcnnnrsu

When data is initially updated with respect to the last stable state, the after-look

mechanism never overwrites the clean version of the data. lnstead, data is always

written to a newly allocated region of backing store called a shadow thereby

preserving the previous stable state. When this technique is used in conjunction with

a virtual memory paglng system, the location of the most recent version of each page

changes every time it is written to disk. Therefore, the meta-data used to describe the

current state of the store must be dynamically updated.

To form a new stable state, a checþoint operation must shadow any modified

pages in the manner described above. As each page is shadowed, the store meta-data

must be updated to reflect the new location. Eventually, the updated meta-data must

be written to disk and shadowed in the same manner. This results in the creation of a

new stable state whilst preserving the previous one. All that remains is to move the

state of the store forward in an atomic manner by replacing the old stable state with

the new. This may be achieved using Challis' algorithm. The operation of a virtual

memory system in conjunction with an after-look shadow pagrng scheme is shown in

Figure 13. Diagram (a) shows the initial mapping between virtual pages and

secondary storage (swap space).

After some brief computation, one of the virtual pages is modified and a

checþoint is requested. Diagram (b) illustrates the effect of the modification. The

modified page is written to a new location on disk and the page map is updated to

reflect the new location. ln diagram (c), the checþoint has been completed with the

page map being written to a new region on disk. After the atomic update of the store

via Challis' algorithm, the state of the store is described by the new page map. The

pages in swap space marked with a cross hold data that is now obsolete and can

therefore be reclaimed.

An important aspect of the after-look mechanism is the ease with which recovery

is possible. The root blocks provide immediate access to a consistent stable state that

may be used for recovery. Thus, the after-look form of shadow pagtng is regarded as
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ano undolno redo mechanism. A potential disadvantage of the afterJook mechanism

is the way in which it scatters modified data across backing storage due to its

shadowing policy. This may have a negative effect on performance if any particular

clustering of data is important to the operation of the system.

Mrtual
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Figure 13: Operation of an after-look shadow paging system.

5.4.2 Tr¡e B¡roRE-LooK MEcHANTSM

In contrast to after-look, data in a store using the before-look mechanism is always

written to the same location on backing storage. That is, updates always overwrite

the original version of the data. Clearly such a policy comrpts the previous stable

state of the store. Therefore, before such updates occur, the original versions must be

preserved by copying them to a new location elsewhere on the disk. These copies are

known as shadows and may be used to restore the previous stable state if required.

To enable this, a shadow map containing the location of each shadow and the

location from which it was copied must be written to disk befo¡e any originals may

be overwritten.

When a before-look strategy is using in conjunction with a virtual memory

paglng system, the shadow map is constructed as modified pages are evicted from

Page

(c)
Pâge
Map
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physical memory. The first modification of each virtual page will trigger the

shadowing of its original allowing it to be swapped to the same location on disk each

time. Notice that the shadow map must also be written at this point to enable the

update to be undone if required. A checþoint operation can be performed by writing

all of the modified pages to disk and then writing an empty shadow map. By storing

the shadow map in a root bloch Challis' algorithm may be used to update the

shadow map atomically, thereby advancing the stable state of the store in a resilient

manner. Figure 14 illustrates the operation of a virtual memory system in

conjunction with the beforelook mechanism. Diagram (a) shows the state of the

system before any computation has taken place. The root blocks point to the current

shadow map, which is empty.

Virtual
Address Space

Shadow
Maps

(a)
Root

Blocks
Swap
Space

Shsdow (b)

copy
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Figure 14: Operation of a before-look shadow paging system.

When a page is first modified, the original version is copied to a new location on

disk as shown in diagram (b). The locations of the original and the copy are recorded

in the shadow map, which is written to disk and the root blocks are updated using

Challis' algorithm to reflect this. In diagram (c), a checþoint operation has been

performed which caused the modified page to be written to disk. Then an empty

shadow rnap was written followed by an updated root block. If the root block is

Pege
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successfully written, the storage occupied by the shadow pages may be reclaimed,

otherwise, they may be used to restore the previous stable state by copying them

back to their original locations. Due to the possibility of an undo phase during

recovery, the beforelook mechanism is regarded as an undolno redo mechanism. An

advantage of the beforelook technique is that the physical clustering of pages on

backing store is always preserved. This may result in performance benefits if such

clustering is important to the operation of the system.

5.4.3 CouprnrsoN oF SnnoowrNc TEcHNTQUES

A noticeable difference between the beforelook and afterJook approaches is the

amount of VO required during normal operation and checþoint. Naturally, this

affects the performance of the two approaches. With before-look, extra VO is

required to save the original copies of modified pages and the associated shadow

map. This VO is not required by the afterlook approach.

During checþoint, the befo¡e-look approach requires modified data to be written

to the appropriate fixed locations. This must be performed by a series of random

writes to various locations on the dislq which limits throughput due to the overhead

of seeking and rotational latency. Therefore, the beforelook approach tends to suffer

from poor checþointing performance. With the after-look approach, a careful

allocation of storage space allows modified data to be written sequentially during a

checþoint. This can result in an order of magnitude increase in performance

compared to random writes [eb84].

Based on the points mentioned above, it would seem that after-look is clearly the

better mechanism. However, VO is not the only factor that should be used to judge

the techniques. Another factor is the complexity of managing the meta-data required

to represent a stable state. With the after-look approach, a page map is required to

locate the most recent versions of each page on secondary storage. Furthermore, this

map must be updated dynamically as shadowing occurs. During a checþoint, the

map must be shadowed to allow for recovery. In contrast, the beforelook

mechanism does not need a page map since the location of pages on secondary

storage is fixed. Therefore, it is possible to use a static page mapping or even no map

if a direct mapping between vi¡tual memory and backing store is possible. The only
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requirement in a before-look system is the shadow map, which in some systems is

small enough to fit within the root block.

Aside from the complexity of managing the meta-data, the amount of meta-data

also has a considerable impact on performance. For an after-look store, a typical

representation of the page map is a hierarchical page table, the size of which is

dependent on the virtual address space. Such a table will generally be too large to

keep entirely within main memory. Therefore, the page table will need to be paged

during operation causing VO overhead. Writing the page table during a checþoint

presents additional overhead. Fufhermore, in a large virtual address space the page

table is likely to be several levels deep. Shadowing a single page of data will require

an update to every level of the page table and a subsequent checþoint will be

dominated by the cost of writing the updated portions of the page table. For these

reasons, the after-look approach is not considered appropriate for use in systems with

large data sets and which require high throughput [gmb81].

5.5 Loe e rne
An altemative approach to shadowing is known as logging.ln a system that employs

logging, data is stored inalog which is a sequence of records that exhibits append-

only semantics. In other words, new records may only be written to the end of the

sequence thereby preserving the records that were written previously. The

motivation for logging comes from the observation that large main memory caches

can increasingly satisfy read operations. As memory prices fall and density

increases, the effectiveness of caches will improve to the point where VO is largely

dominated by the cost of writes. The use of a log can optimise write operations by

allowing them to occur sequentially rather than as a series of random accesses

thereby eliminating the cost of seeking and rotational latency that would normally be

present.

Logging has been used in a variety of ways, mostly in the context of database

systems, and it is only relatively recently that logging has been applied to other areas

such as persistence or file systems. Based on an examination of a number of logging

systems, there appear to be two distinct approaches. In this thesis, these approaches
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are termed log-based and log-structured. Section 5.5.1 examines variations of the

log-based approach while Section 5.5.2 examines the log-structured approach.

5.5.1 Tne Loe-Bns¡o APPRoncn

A log-based approach may be dehned as one in which a log is used to supplement a

stable storage technique by providing a recovery mechanism. In a typical log-based

system, a fixed region of secondary storage is used to represent the stable state.

Updates to this state are described by records written to the log, which is maintained

between checþoints to enable recovery. During recovery, the log can either be used

to revert to the previous stable state or roll forward to the next thereby providing an

atomic update facility. Variations of the log-based approach differ in the manner in

which the log is used to effect recovery. The most common uses are described in

Sections 5.5.1.1 through 5.5.1.3.

5.5.1.1 Unoo Loccrnc

The simplest variation of the log-based approach is known as undo logging and is

similar to the before-look shadowing mechanism. In such a system, the stable state

of the store is held in a hxed location on backing storage. Modified data is paged to

and from the same location thereby overwriting the original versions. In a store

based on the beforelook mechanism, originals must be shadowed before being

overwritten which requires the maintenance of a shadow map. With undo logging,

the situation is almost exactly the same in that the originals are appended to a log.

The difference is that each log entry contains meta-data equivalent to a single

shadow map entry. Therefore, the shadow map is effectively stored throughout the

log rather than in a fixed location. Once the originals have been logged, a new stable

state may be produced by writing all modified pages to their original locations on

disk. If this is completed successfully, the contents of the log may be discarded by

truncation.

The operation of a store that integrates virtual memory and undo logging is

shown in Figure 15. Diagram (a) shows the initial state of the system in which all

virtual pages are mapped to a fixed region on secondary storage and the log is

empty. When a page is modified as shown in diagram (b), the original version held
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on secondary storage is appended to the log allowing the virtual memory pagmg

mechanisms to overwrite the original. A checþoint is performed by writing all

modified pages to disk, thereby creating a consistent stable state. As with any virtual

memory systenr, failure is likely to leave the contents of swap space in an

inconsistent state. The log is used to guard against this by providing a means of

restoring the previous stable state. This is achieved by traversing the log sequence

and copying the original versions of pages back to the appropriate locations as

shown in diagram (c). This operation is idempotent and may safely be intemrpted

and restarted.
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Figure 15: Operation of a page-based store employing undo logging for recovery.

Like beforelook shadowing, undo logging is an undolno redo mechanism. It

may offer a small performance advantage over before-look shadowing since both the

shadow and meta-data are written sequentially to a log rather than requiring separate

writes for each type of data. However, this must be weighed against the complexity

of locating the head and tail of the log during recovery. Undo logging has the same

disadvantage of before-look shadowing in that extra VO is required to log copies of

originals before they are overwritten. However, like all log-based approaches, the

physical clustering of data on secondary is always preserved.
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5.5.1.2

(a)

(b)

Reoo Locc¡nc

A significant problem with undo logging is that checþoints are performed by

writing modified data back to the same location on disk which tlpically involves a

number of random VO requests. This is a relatively expensive operation compared to

loggrng the shadow data which can be performed sequentially. The idea behind a

store based on redo loggrng is to increase the performance of checþoints by taking

advantage of the sequential nature of log VO. This is achieved by appending

modified data to the log and subsequently writing it to swap space lazily as it is

evicted from main memory. Thus, a checþoint is complete once all of the data has

been written to the log. Since this approach can leave swap space in an inconsistent

state if failure occurs, the log is used to provide a means of recreating the latest

checþointed state during recovery. This is achieved by traversing the log sequence

and copying each of the modified pages to the appropriate location in swap space.

Since this operation is idempotent, it can be safely intemrpted and restarted. The

operation of a store that integrates virtual memory and redo loggg is shown in

Figure 16. Diagram (a) shows the initial state of the store in which all virtual pages

are mapped to a fixed location in swap space and the log is empty.
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Figure 16: Operation of a page-based store employing redo logging for recovery.

As pages are modified, they are retained in memory until a checþoint is

performed. When this occurs, the modified pages are appended to the log after which

they may be written back to swap space as required. This is illustrated in diagram

(b). If swap space is left in an inconsistent state because of a failure, the log may be
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5.5.1.3

used to recreate the state of the store at the time of the last checþoint by applying

the contents of the log as shown in diagram (c). Once complete, the log may be

truncated as shown in diagram (d) to reclaim storage space.

Redo logging is an example of a no undolredo mechanism. It is different to undo

logging in a number of ways. Firstly, the log is primarily used during checþoint

rather than the normal operation of the system as is the case in undo logging. This

results in a lower running cost since redo logging does not need to preserve the

original copies of pages being written to swap space. The second difference relates

to the manner in which checþoints are performed. With redo logging, modified

pages are written sequentially to the tail of a log and lazily copied to swap space

using random writes as they are evicted from main memory. A system based on undo

logging is forced to perform these random writes eagerly thereby incurring delay due

to seeking and rotational latency. Thus, checþoint is potentially more efficient in a

system using redo logging. The downside of redo logging is that modifications must

be held in main memory until checþoint. If there are long delays between

consecutive checþoints, there is a danger that memory will fill with modified data.

This problem can be solved through the use of undo/redo logging.

Uroo/RrDo LoGGTNG

UndolRedo logging is a hybrid approach combining the advantages of the undo and

redo approaches. Checþoints are performed in exactly the same way as a system

based on redo logging. Thus, modified pages are eagerly appended to the log and

lazily written to swap space as they are evicted from main memory. The advantage

of the hybrid scheme is that modified data need not remain in memory until a

checþoint is performed. This is achieved by using undo logging to allow modified

pages to be written to swap space as required. Naturally, this involves copying the

original versions of pages to the log before they are overwritten.

Undo/redo logging is an interesting approach since it combines the benefits of

undo and redo logging whilst eliminating many of their disadvantages. The

downside is an increase in the complexity of recovery since the log contains both

undo and redo information. Recovery of such a store tl,pically involves analysing the

contents of the log to separate the undo information from the redo information.
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Following this, undo and redo operations are performed to restore a consistent stable

state. Hence, this approach is referred to as an undo/redo mechanism.

5.5.2 Tx¡ Loc-SrnucruRED Appnolcn

The log-structured approach differs from the log-based approach in that the role of

the log is not limited to recovery. In fact, the log is the only storage abstraction and

there is no need for a separate fxed region of backing store to act as swap space.

Instead, all modified data is appended to the tail of the log and stable states a¡e

represented by meta-data that is also stored in the log.

Using a log to support a persistent virtual address space may be achieved by

writing modified pages, along with meta-data describing the virtual addresses of the

pages, to the end of the log. If used in this rnanner, the log will contain a serial

history of changes made to each virtual page. The basic mechanism of the log may

be trivially extended to support the ability to move atomically from one stable state

to another. This is achieved by logging a special checlrpoint meta-record signiffing

that a new stable state has been established. These ideas are illustrated in Figure 17.
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Figure lT A log-stnrctured implementation of a page-based persistent store.

Diagram (a) shows the initial state of the system in which each virtual page is

mapped to a page held in the log. The mapping between virtual pages and the stable

versions in the log is derived from the meta-data that describes each page. Diagram

(b) illustrates the state of the store after the modification and checþoint of a single

page. The page is appended to the log followed by some meta-data describing its

location in the virtual address space. The checþoint is completed by writing a

checþoint marker. The mapping between virtual pages and stable storage is updated

and the storage occupied by the previous version of the page can be reclaimed.
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Notice that the page map need not persist since it can be reconstructed during

recovery using the meta-data associated with each page written to the log.

During recovery, the most recent stable state may be found by reading only those

records written to the log before the last checþoint marker. Any records occurring

after this point must be ignored since they represent a state that was only partially

recorded in the log at the time of failure. To distinguish such records from those

written after recovery is complete, a restart marker may be appended to the 1og.

Altematively, the log may simply be truncated at the last checþoint marker.

The physical volumes on which logs are written are bounded in size. Therefore

some mechanism must be provided to reclaim space occupied by log records that are

obsolete. Records become obsolete when an updated version of the record is

appended to the log. Most log-structured systems employ some form of log cleaner

that identifies these obsolete records and creates space in parallel with the normal

operation of the system. Issues relating to the management of free space within a log

are described in Sections 6.4.2 and7.2.L

A major advantage of the log-structured approach is the elimination of the need

to maintain a persistent store map describing the location of data that is part of a

stable state. This is due to the use of meta-data associated with each log record.

Furthermo¡e, since this meta-data is relatively small, checþoint operations are

potentially more efficient due to a reduction in the amount of meta-data written

compared to the other approaches. This, coupled with the increased VO performance

inherent to logging, results in a superior approach to the storage ofpersistent data.

A criticism often made of the log-structured approach relates to the fact that data

is scattered across the storage medium as it is updated. This can have a negative

impact on the performance of systems that depend on a particular clustering of data.

However, the problem can be addressed by the log cleaner which has the opportunity

to re-cluster data as it creates free space. Therefore, flexibility in the design of

cleaning algorithms may be an important factor in the use of a log-structured

approach.
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5.6 SuMMIRY oF M¡cnnr,¡rsMs

Section 5.4 looked at the two different forms of shadowing commonly used in

conjunction with virtual memory to provide stability and resilience. Section 5.4.3

presented a comparison of the two techniques and highlighted their respective

strengths and weaknesses. As an alternative to shadowing, Section 5.5 examined a

number of different approaches to logging. In this section, the relative merits of

shadowing and logging are compared in the context of providing stability and

resilience for a large virtual address space'

There are a number of qualities that are desi¡able in a recovery mechanism.

Firstly, it should not induce a significant overhead during the normal running of the

system. Secondly, it should allow checþoint and recovery to be as efficient as

possible. Finally, these qualities should scale such that they apply equally well to

large and small data sets. From Section 5.4.3, it is apparent that the after-look

approach to shadowing is prone to poor performance when used with a large data set.

This is primarily due to the overhead stemming from its use of a page map, which

must be dynamically updated during normal operation and written to backing storage

as part of a checþoint. If used in conjunction with a large virtual address space, the

overhead required to manage the page map would far outweigh any benef,rts such as

the lack of undo or redo processing required at recovery time.

ln many ways, the beforeJook approach addresses the problems associated with

the maintenance of a large page map since the mapping between the virtual address

space and backing store is fixed. Thus, a before-look system does not require a

dynamic page map and does not incur any VO overhead through managing such a

map. However, extra VO is required to shadow the original versions of pages before

they are overwritten by modified versions. To make matters worse, checkpoint

operations cannot take advantage of the performance benefits of sequential writes

and must be performed using a series of random accesses. When there is a large

amount of modified data, checþoints will be dominated by the cost of seeking and

rotational latency. Therefore, the before-look approach is prone to poor

checþointing performance. This, coupled with the fact that undo processing may be
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required during recovery, seems to negate any benefit derived from the lack of a

page map.

It seems that both the afterJook and beforelook approaches to shadowing have

properties that make them undesi¡able for use with a large virtual address space. On

the other hand, logging seems to offer a number of benefits without many of the

drawbacks associated with shadowing. In particular, an appropriate use of logging

can eliminate the perforlnance bottleneck associated with random VO operations

thereby increasing the efficiency of both checþoint and recovery processing. This is

due to the sequential nature of access to the log which does not suffer from the cost

of seeks and rotational latency. The use of logging can also eliminate much of the

overhead associated with maintaining a page map. The log-based approaches do not

require such a map since the mapping between the virtual address space and backing

store is fixed although some meta-data is required to identiff data written to the log.

In contrast, log-structured approaches do require a map but it need not be written to

the log during a checþoint since it can be rebuilt from meta-data in the log during

recovery.

5.7 Conc¡-usroN
This chapter has examined the techniques most commonly used to integrate

persistence with virtual memory. Based on the observations made in Sections 5.4.3

and 5.6, it is apparent that logging is more suited to this task than shadowing.

Therefore, Chapter 6 examines a number of systems in which virtual memory is used

in coqjunction with logging to provide persistence.



Chapter 6

Logging

6.1 Inrnooucrron
The previous chapter examined several mechanisms commonly used to provide

stability and resilience when integrating persistence with a virtual memory system. It

was concluded that mechanisms based on logging were best suited to this task,

especially when used in conjunction with large sparse virtual address spaces. This

chapter examines several systems that exempliff the use of logging. Although there

are many such systems in existence, those presented here are felt to be representative

of the various mechanisms of interest in this thesis'

6.2 Tnr DnrnensE CAcHE

Database Cache (or DB-Cache) [eb84] is an example of a log-based system. It was

designed in 1984 and was intended for use in transactional database systems

requiring efficient throughput and a high degree of availability. DB-Cache is

comprised of th¡ee integral parts as shown in Figure 18. These are a volatile cache,

the physical database, and a non-volatile safe.

Volatile Cache

Non-volatile Safe

Physical
Database

Figure 18: A¡chitecture of the DB-Cache system.
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The physical database resides on disk and represents the permanent storage

facility for the database system. All data is clustered within pages and each page has

a single fixed storage location which permits the use of a static mapping to locate

pages of the database on disk. When pages are required by transactions, they are

loaded into main memory and held in the cache. Pages remain in the cache while

locked by a transaction or, if not locked, until they are evicted and written back to

the physical database. Note that pages containing uncommitted modifications are

never evicted from the cache. Therefore, each page in the physical database

represents the results of a committed transaction and is either the current version or

is obsolete; in the latter case, the current version is held in the cache. Together, the

cache and the physical database represent the actual state ofthe database system.

The purpose of the safe is to protect the cache against loss through system

failure. It contains copies of pages that have been modified by a committed

transaction but have yet to be written to the physical database. These pages allow the

cache to be reconstructed during recovery. At the time of failure, any other pages in

the cache are either unmodified or are modified but not committed and are therefore

of no importance following a failure. The safe is implemented as a log that is able to

hold approximately the same number of pages as the cache.

Pages held in the cache can be in one of a number of different states. The various

states and the transitions between states are shown in Figure 19. When a transaction

attempts to read a non-resident page, it is loaded into the cache and marked as afixed

original. The wordy'xed signifres that the page may not be evicted from the cache

and the word original indicates that the page is the last committed version. When a

page is modified, it is marked as afixed copy to signiff that it is no longer the current

versron.

As a transaction runs, it builds up a set of fixed originals and copies representing

the pages it is reading and writing. To abort a transaction, all copies are discarded

from the cache and any originals are reverted to the unfixed state enabling them to

be evicted. When a transaction commits, all copies are written sequentially to the

safe and are then remarked as changed originals. The word changed signifies that

the version held in the physical database is now obsolete. When the pages are evicted
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Not
Resident

Write Fixed
copy

Fixed
Original

Read

Write

Commlt

R€âd

Commlt
Abort

Original

from the cache, they will be written back to the database. Finally, any originals held

by the transaction are reverted to the unfixed state.

Evlct Evict

Write to
Database

Figure 19: State t¡ansitions for cached pages.

There are three important aspects of the operation of the DB-Cache that are

worthy of note. The first is that copied pages are never s1'/apped-out from the cache

to the physical database. In other words, updates made by a transaction are held in

the cache until it either commits or aborts which ensures that the physical database

holds only pages containing the results of committed transactions. Secondly, rather

than committing updates directly to the physical database which would need to be

performed synchronously, all updates are written sequentially to the safe. This

permits the physical database to be updatedlazily as changed pages are evicted from

the cache. Finally, in the event ofa failure, recovery consists ofreading the contents

of the safe into the cache in the order that it was written. When complete, the cache

will contain the most recently committed version of each page. The pages in the

cache are then marked as unfixed changed originals to signify that they are not being

used by a transaction and that they must be written to the physical database when

evicted. This recovery process effectively aborts any transactions that had not

committed before the crash and retains the results of any transactions that had

committed.

The use of a log (safe) results in efficient commit and recovery procedures.

Rather than committing transactions by performing a series of random writes to the

physical database, modified pages are written sequentially to the safe, which can

increase performance by an order of magnitude. In effect, writing committed data to
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the log is a trade-off that allows the physical database to be updated asynchronously

through the cache eviction mechanism. The cost of this is borne by the recovery

mechanism, which must use the contents of the safe to bring the physical database

up-to-date. However, to avoid performing these updates synchronously, the recovery

mechanism simply loads the contents of the safe into the cache thereby allowing the

normal eviction mechanism to update the database as per normal. Thus, recovery is

also quite efficient since it need only perform a single sequential read ofthe safe.

One of the main problems with DB-Cache is the fact that pages being modified

by a transaction cannot be evicted from the cache. During long running transactions,

the cache may fill with modified pages, which can result in a form of deadlock that

can only be resolved by aborting some transactions. To solve this problem, it must

be possible to write modified pages back to the physical database in their

uncommitted state. However, before this can occur, the current contents of the

affected database pages must be preserved by copying them to an undo log. During

recovery, the contents of this log must be applied to the physical database to restore

it to a consistent state. These procedures will result in a loss of efficiency during

both normal operation and recovery.

6.3 ARIES
The ARIES system was developed in 1989 by IBM's Almaden Research Centre and

is designed for use in transactional database systems. It is an example of a log-based

system which, like DB-Cache, maintains a separate physical database and employs a

log to describe updates. However, in contrast to DB-Cache, ARIES uses an

undo/redo form of logging to enable the physical database to be updated lazily as

pages are evicted from the cache. A further benefit of the undo/redo policy is that

cached pages containing uncommitted changes may be written back to the physical

database at any time provided that the relevant undo information has been written to

the log. Thus, in the event of a failure, the physical database may be left in an

inconsistent state. However, the undo and redo information written to the log may be

used to restore the database to a consistent state suitable for recovery. To facilitate

this, each 1og record is uniquely identified by a Log Sequence Number (LSN) which

is implemented using the physical address of the record within the log. Each page in
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the database contains a field called the pageLSN that identifies the log record

describing the latest update that was applied to the page. The pageLSN is used during

recovery to determine whether or not an update for a page must be redone.

ARIES maintains two important data structures during normal operation. The

first is the Transaction Table, which contains status information for each transaction

that is currently running. This information includes a field, called the lastLSN, which

is the LSN of the most recent log record written by the transaction. The second data

structure, known as the Dirty Page Table, contains an entry describing each page for

which there are updates that are not curently reflected in the physical database. Each

entry in the Dirty Page Table includes a field called the recoveryLSN that identifies

the earliest log record that might need to be redone for the page during recovery. Log

records belonging to the same transaction a¡e linked baclcwards in time using a field

in each log record called prevLSN. When a transaction writes a new log record, the

value of lastLSN in the Transaction Table entry is stored inthe prevLSN field of the

new record and the new record's LSN is entered as the lastLSN in the Transaction

Table entry.

During normal operation, a transaction is started by placing a new entry in the

transaction table. Thereafter, any updates made by the transaction are reflected in

records written to the log to permit undo or redo as necessary in the event of a

failure. Commit or abort is performed by writing a corresponding record to the log

and removing the transaction's entry from the transaction table. Since all updates are

reflected in the log, the physical database can be updated lazily as pages are evicted

from the cache. Periodically, the system writes checþoint records to the 1og, which

include the contents of the Transaction Table and the Dirty Page Table. This is

intended to improve recovery time by reducing the number of log records that must

be processed. However, the effectiveness is limited by the earliest recoveryLSN of

the dirty pages at checþoint time. This is because all of the log records with an LSN

greater than or equal to the recoveryLSN of each dirty page must be processed during

recovery. Therefore, it is helpful to asynchronously write dirty pages to the physical

database on stable storage to reduce the size ofthe dirty page table and therefore the

amount of log processing required during recovery.
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ARIES uses a three pass algorithm for restart recovery. The first pass is the

analysis pass, which processes the log forwards from the most recent checþoint.

This pass gathers information about dirty pages and active transactions that is used in

subsequent passes. The second pass is the redo pass in which history is repeated by

processing the log forwards f¡om the earliest log record that could require redo,

thereby ensuring that all logged operations have been applied. The third pass is the

undo pass, which proceeds backward from the end of the log removing from the

database the effects of all transactions that had not committed at the time of the

crash. The three passes are no\ry described in more detail.

6.3.1 Annlvsrs PAss

The analysis pass serves three purposes. Firstly, it determines the point in the log at

which the redo pass must start. Secondly, it determines which pages could have been

dirty at the time of the crash in order to avoid trnnecessary VO during the redo pass.

Finally, it determines which transactions had not committed at the time of the crash

and will therefore need to be aborted during the undo pass.

Analysis begins at the most recent checþoint and scans forward to the end of

the log. It begins with the saved copies of the Transaction Table and Dirty Page

Table logged during the checþoint operation. These are updated as the log is

scanned to determine the state of the system at the time of the crash. At the end of

the analysis pass, the Dirty Page Table provides a conservative list of all database

pages that could have been dirty at the time of the crash and the Transaction Table

contains entries for the transactions that will require undo processing during the

undo pass. The earliest recoveryLSN of all the entries in the Dirty Page Table, called

thefirstLSN, is used as the location in the log from which the redo pass will begin.

6.3.2 Reoo Pnss

ARIES employs a redo paradigm called repeating history which redoes updates for

all transactions regardless of whether they have committed or not. The effect of

repeating history is that at the end of the redo pass, the database is in the same state,

with respect to the logged updates, that it was in at the time of the crash. The redo

pass begins at the log record whose LSN is the firstLSN determined by the analysis
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pass and scans forward until the end of the log is reached. Only log records affecting

pages that are listed in the Dirty Page Table are examined. For each such record, the

update is re-applied only ifthe LSN ofthe log record is greater than or equal to the

recoveryLSN of the page's entry in the Dirty Page Table and the LSN stored on the

page is less than the LSN of the log record. No logging is performed as each update

is re-applied.

6.3.3 Utoo Pess

The undo pass scans backward from the end of the log undoing all transactions listed

in the Transaction Table. When an update is undone, a Compensation Log Record

(CLR) is logged which contains the undo information and a field called the

UndoNxtLSN. The UndoNx[SN is the LSN of the next log record that must be

undone for the transaction. It is set to the prevLSN field of the log record being

undone. The logging of CLRs enables ARIES to avoid having to undo the effects of

an undo thereby limiting the amount of work that must be undone and bounding the

amount of logging done in the event of multiple crashes. When a CLR is

encountered during the backwards scan, no undo operation is performed and the scan

is continued at the log record referenced by the UndoNxtLSN field of the CLR,

thereby jumping over all of the updates for the transaction that have already been

undone.

This scheme is only able to correctly undo a single t¡ansaction. In the case of

multiple transactions, a list is kept containing the next LSN to be undone for each

transaction. When a log record is undone, fhe prevLSN (or UndoNxlISN in the case

of a CLR) is entered as the next LSN to be undone for that transaction. After each

log record is examined, the backward scan continues at the most recent LSN in the

list. The scan continues until all of the transactions in the Transaction Table have

been undone up to and including their first log record.

6.3.4 Conc¡-usron

ARIES is an excellent example of a log-based system that provides a great deal of

flexibility to a database system layered above it. By committing the results of

transactions to the log, ARIES is able to avoid the VO bottleneck associated with
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synchronously updating the physical database. Instead, ARIES allows database

updates to be made asynchronously resulting in an efficient t¡ansactional throughput,

which makes it suitable for use in systems requiring high volume transaction

processing.

Apart from improving the VO performance, the log is the primary component of

ARIES'recovery mechanism. The logged information allows database updates to be

undone or redone as required. However, the use of an undolredo mechanism

complicates the recovery process by requiring the log to be scanned three times,

twice forwards and once backwards. The time required for recovery can be reduced

to some extent by the periodic checþoint operations which save the current state of

the system in the 1og. After a crash, only the portion of the log that follows the last

checþoint need be scanned during recovery. Therefore, a suitable policy to control

the frequency of checþoints can provide a trade-off between time spent during

recovery and overhead during the normal operation of the system'

6.4 Tne Spnrr¡ Loe-SrRUcruRED FILE Svsr¡pl
The Sprite Log-Structured File System (LFS) [ro91] was developed during the early

1990's as an experiment to see how logging could be used to improve the

performance of file systems. The idea is to store all of the data structures

representing a file system in a log, which is the only structure on the disk. As the file

system is modified, updated data structures are written to the tail of the log, thereby

speeding up both file writing and crash recovery.

An LFS is based on the assumption fhat data is cached in main memory and that

increasing memory sizes will improve hit ratios making the cache more effective at

satisffing read requests. As a result, disk VO is likely to be dominated by writes

which are optimised by the sequential access nature of the log. There are two key

issues that must be solved in order to achieve the benefits of the LFS approach.

These are:

o How to retrieve information from the log.

o How to manage free space to ensure that large extents are available for

writing.
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These issues are discussed in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. After this, Section 6'4.3

summarises the advantages and disadvantages of the approach used by Sprite LFS.

6.4.L InronuluoN RETRTEvAI

As previously mentioned, an LFS is structured such that the entire file system is

stored within a log as shown in Figure 20. The log is organised as a sequence of

segments rather than the usual sequence of records. Segments are fixed size regions

on disk which are large enough to store a number of records and are linked together

to form a logical sequence. The size of a segment is chosen such that the time taken

to write it to disk greatly outweighs the time required to position the disk head

appropriately. Segments are the smallest unit of VO as well as a clustering

mechanism for records.

Block of data lnode

lnode Table Segment Summary Block

Figure 20: Stn¡cture of the Sprite LFS.

The log provides the underlying storage mechanism for the file system data. The

file system meta-data uses the same data structures as a conventional Unix file

system and is layered above the storage system. The data structures used by Sprite

LFS and thei¡ functionality are:

¡ Super block: Same as Unix. Stored in a fixed location and contains static

configuration information such as the number of segments and the segment

size.
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¡ Inode: Same as Unix

o Inode map: Index table for inodes containing their log address, last access

time, and a version number that is incremented each time the inode is

updated.

r Indirect block: Same as Unix. Referenced by an inode and stores the log

addresses of the data blocks comprising a file.

o Segment summary: Identifies the contents of a segment and contains the

inode number and file offset for each data block.

¡ Segment usage table: Records the number of live bles within each

segment along with the time at which data was last written in the segment.

o Checkpoint region: Stored in a fixed location and is used to locate the

inode map, segment usage table, and the last known end of log.

o I)irectory change log record: Records updates to directories to enable the

correct maintenance of inode reference counts.

Sprite LFS uses these data structures to locate and manipulate files in much the

same way as a conventional Unix file system. However, whereas a Unix file system

would write modified data structures to fixed locations on the disk, a LFS must write

a new version to the tail of the log. Due to the append-only nature of the log, the

locations of inodes change every time they are modified. This presents a problem

since a conventional file system makes the assumption that the inode for a particular

file can be located using only the inode number stored in the file's directory entry. In

Sprite LFS, this assumption is no longer true and the inode map data structure is

required to compensate for this. However, a problem still remains since the location

of the inode map also changes every time it is written to the log. The fixed point that

enables the system to begin operation is the checþoint region, which is stored in a

fixed location and contains pointers to the most recent versions of various important

data structures such as the inode map. The information sto¡ed in the checþoint

region is updated periodically during the running of the system.

When the file system begins operation, the super block is read to configure

certain critical information such as the size and number of segments. Following this,

the checþoint region is loaded which provides an approximate end of log. It also
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locates the inode map and segment usage table, which are then cached in main

memory. The inode map enables fìles to be located and accessed and the segment

usage map allows new segments to be allocated and old segments to be targeted for

reuse. However, the information located through the checþoint region may be out

of data since segments may have been written to the log after the checþoint region

was last updated. ln that case, the checþointed view of the file system must be

brought up to date by scanning the portion of the log that was written after the last

checþoint. As each newly written segment is read, the segment suÍrmary

information is used to update the file system data structures. When the true end of

the log is found, the file system data structures are once again in a consistent state.

6.4.2 MnnnermENT oF Fnr¡ Spnce

In order to retain the benefits of improved write performance, there must be a large

pool of free segments available for writing new data. This pool is maintained by a

cleaner process that runs during the normal operation of the system. The cleaner

operates by identiffing segments containing a low percentage of live data and copies

that data into a smaller number of segments which are written to the tail of the log.

The original segments can then be placed in the free pool to be used as needed. The

log cleaner is able to operate during the normal operation of the system because it

makes use of the main memory cache to store the data being cleaned. It simply reads

the live data into the cache whereupon it is eventually evicted and written in a more

compact form in the same way as any other data.

The operation of the cleaner is conceptually very simple. However, the choice of

cleaning policy is considerably more complex. An important consideration when

deciding whether to clean a segment is its utilisation. The utilisation of a segment is

a measure of the amount of live data it contains; a segment that contains only live

data is fully utilised. Another important factor is the frequency with which data in

the file system is updated. Some data is updated oft.en (hot) whilst other data is

changed very rarely (cold). Segments that contain a large proportion of hot data will

tend to "accumulate" free space quite rapidly whereas segments that contain mostly

cold data will not.
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Through analysis of various cleaning policies, the designers of Sprite LFS made

a key observation. They observed that free space in cold segments is much more

valuable than free space in hot segments because after cleaning, it will take a long

time before the cold data becomes fragmented with free space again. In contrast, it is

less useful to clean a hot segment since it will rapidly fill with free space soon after.

In this case, it is just as easy to avoid cleaning of such segments and let free space

accumulate naturally. Based on this observation, the cost/benefit cleantng policy was

developed. The idea is to achieve high performance with a low storage cost. In other

words, segments must have a high utilisation and the cleaner must not adversely

affect perforrnance by running too often. This is achieved by clustering file system

data into segments according to the likelihood of it being updated. Thus, data that is

modified infrequently will tend to be clustered together and will exhibit a relatively

high segment utilisation. On the other hand, clusters of frequently modifìed data will

exhibit a relatively low segment utilisation. When properly administered, this

clustering policy creates a bi-modal segment distribution in which most segments are

highly utilised and a few are empty or nearly empty. This way, the cleaner can

almost always work with the empty segments resulting in a high utilisation of

storage space with low cleaning overhead.

To support the cost/benefit cleaning policy, the segment usage table records the

number of live bytes and modification time of the data stored in each segment. This

enables the utilisation and frequency of update of each segment to be calculated. The

cleaner must also be able to determine the best method for clustering data into hot

and cold segments. This is achieved by sorting the live data blocks by their age

which is stored in the segment summary information. Given this information, the

cleaner is able to clean the least utilised segments and re-cluster the live data

according to frequency of update to create the bi-modal distribution of segment

utilisation.

6.4.3 CotcLusro¡l
The design of Sprite LFS creates a file system that significantly outperforms the

Unix file systems to which it is comparable. ln most cases, the write performance is

vastly improved and the read performance is no worse. This is directly attributable to
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the use of the logging mechanism combined with a large main memory cache. In

addition, the cost/benefit log cleaning policy produces a relatively low overhead

during normal operation whilst providing clean segments for writing new data.

6.5 T¡xns
The Texas system [skw92] is an object-oriented persistent storage system

implemented as a ç++ library. Since Texas does not require any special support

from the C*+ compiler, applications need only link against the library to gain

support for orthogonal persistence. However, since the library requires knowledge of

the location of pointers within persistent objects, a special tool is required to analyse

the C++ type information and identiff the pointers and their location within each

object tyPe.

The most recent version of Texas is based upon a log-structured storage system

which is intended to increase the effective VO write bandwidth by allowing disk

writes to occur sequentially within contiguous regions of the disk. Presently, Texas

is implemented on top of Unix and uses a single raw disk partition to provide storage

for the log.

Since Texas is an object-oriented storage system, it is primarily concemed with

the persistence ofindividual objects. Each persistent object can contain references to

other persistent objects, all of which are stored within a single persistent storage file.

References between objects are represented as 64-bit file offsets that are translated

(swizzled) into virtual memory addresses when the objects are loaded into main

memory. To avoid the need for the C++ compiler to embed object residency checks

in the generated code, Texas empioys the virtual memory system to detect when

non-resident objects are accessed [wil9l]. When the virtual memory system detects

that a required object is not resident, the page containing the object can be loaded

into memory. When this occurs, all of the pointers within the objects on the page are

translated into virtual memory addresses. The exact details of this mechanism are not

relevant to the discussion here although it is important to note that the pages

containing the objects are paged to and from a fixed location in the persistent storage

file.
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The persistent storage file is essentially the external view of the log-structured

storage system. ln reality, it is stored as a tree-indexed sequence of data blocks as

shown in Figure 2l.Ir the index tree, the leaves are the actual data blocks and the

interior nodes form a hierarchical index similar to a B-tree. Whenever a block is

modified, a new version is written to the tail of the log; thus, the location of blocks to

change every time they are modified which requires the indexing blocks to be

continually updated.

lndex Node

Figure 21: Organisation of the Texas log-stnrctured persistent storage system.

Rather than write modified index blocks to a fixed location on the disk as a

conventional inode-based storage system might, Texas treats index blocks exactly

the same way as data blocks and appends updates to the tail of the log. However,

since a particular index block contains the location of its children, modified index

blocks must be written to the log in a bottom-up manner culminating with the root

node. Once the root node is written to the log, a new stable state is established.

Therefore, checþointing consists of writing all of the modified data blocks and

index blocks to the log. For recovery, the location of the most recently written root

node it stored in a separate disk frle.

One of the problems with using a multi-way tree as an index to the persistent

storage file is the number of modifications required whenever the location of blocks

change. For a large file, the index tree could be several levels deep and every time a

data block is modified, updates are required to every index node on a path from the

affected data block to the root. To minimise the number of changes required, the tree

must be kept balanced so that its height is as small as possible. Texas achieves this

through the use of right-shallow Trees in which the root node directly references the

incomplete rightmost subtrees of the whole tree as shown in Figure 22. When a

subtree frlls due to append operations, it is pushed down the hierarchy and to the left,

becoming a rightmost subtree of a larger subtree. This technique tends to create trees

Data Block 2 Data Block 3 Data Block 4Data Block 1
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that are very "bushy" since only the rightmost subtrees are ever incomplete. In

addition, the whole tree is never more than one level deeper than a perfectly

balanced tree. However, when the root node becomes full, the height of the tree is

increased by creating a new root and pushing the full node down one level, As a

result of this procedure, the tree must occasionally be rebalanced which is noted to

be an expensive operation [skw92].
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Figure 22:. The structure of aright-shallowindextree.

As the log fills, space used by obsolete versions of data blocks must be reclaimed

to prevent exhaustion ofthe storage space. ln principle, the obsolete blocks are those

not reachable from the root node of the index tree describing the current stable state.

To ¡eclaim such blocks, Texas relies on reference counts associated with the index

and data blocks. Thus, garbage detection is trivial and collection merely consists of

managing a free block bitmap although more "opportunistic" strategies are planned

for future work. Unfortunately, Texas does not currently employ any form of log

compaction, so over time, the regions of free space will gradually fragment. Since

the benefits of logging depend on the constant availability of large contiguous

regions of free space, performance is likely to suffer.

6.6 RTCOVTRABLE VTRTUNL MEMORY

The Recoverable Virtual Memory (RVM) system [smk9a] is a user-level library

designed to provide efficient transactional support. It is intended to be used by Unix

applications working with data structures that must be updated in a resilient manner.

The design of RVM grew out of work on the Camelot system [spe91] which was
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originally designed to provide general purpose transactional facilities to encourage

the development of reliable distributed systems. Based on experience with the use of

Camelot, the authors of [smk9a] identified problems with scalability,

maintainability, and the restrictions imposed by the programming paradigm. The

result of this experience was the creation of RVM whose minimalist design

embodies the aspect of Camelot found to be the most valuable: support for

recoverable virtual memory.

The idea behind recoverable virtual memory is to enable the traditional

transactional properties of atomicity, isolation, and durability to be imparted onto

regions within the virtual address space of a process. RVM manages recoverable

memory in segments, which the designers liken to segments in Multics. The backing

store for a segment, termed the external data segment, may be held in either a file or

a raw disk partition. Processes are able to map regions from one or more segments

into their virtual address space after which the data within them may be used to run

transactions. A current problem with RVM is that the transfer of data from the

extemal data segment to a mapped region of virtual memory occurs when the region

is initially mapped. This can result in a significant delay during application start-up.

RVM provides a small number of operational primitives to the application

programmer. The most important of these primitives are as follows:

RVM Inrenrnce

initial-ize(...)
map(region_desc, ... )

unmap ( region_desc )

begin_transaction ( tid, restore-mode )

set_range (tid, base_addr, nbytes )

end transacEion ( tid, commit-mode)

abor t_trans ac t i on ( t id )

fTush ( )

(Prnrnl)

Initialize is used by applications to prepare RVM for operation and is typically

called on startup. Following this, regions from one or more segments may be
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installed in the virlual address space of the process using the map opention. Regions

can be mapped anywhere within the virtual address space although there must be no

aliasing of data f¡om within segments caused by mapping the same region twice. The

unmap operation can be used only when there are no transactions acting on a region.

Once an application has mapped the regions it wishes to work with, the

transaction processing primitives may be used. Begin-transaction is used to signal

the start ofa transaction and returns an identifier, tid,to be used in the other related

primitives. During the rururing of a transaction, the application may read and write

data within the mapped regions. Tlte setlrange primitive must be used to inform

RVM that a particular area is about to be modified so that it can record undo

information in case the transaction is aborted. By specifuing no-restore as the

restore-mode parameter to begin-transaction, an application may speciff that

transactions will never be explicitly aborted. This causes RVM not to save undo

information during a call to set-range.

Transactions may be committed using end_transaction and aborted using

abort_transaction. By default, RVM commits transactions synchronously to

guarantee that changes are peÍnanent. However, this may be relaxed by speciffing

no¿flush as the committ_mode parameter to end_transaction, in which case changed

data is simply spooled and written to disk lazily. Theflush operation is provided to

allow an application to block until the results of all committed transactions are made

permanent.

ln addition to extemal data segments which provide backing storage for

segments, a no undo/redo log is used for commit and recovery purposes. This is

possible since RVM never writes uncommitted changes to external data segments.

Furthermore, it is assumed that all undo information can be held in main memory

and so only redo information need be written to the log. During the running of a

transaction, RVM collects information about modified areas from the calls to set--

range. When a commit occurs, the saved undo information is replaced by redo

information (the changed values) to reflect the current contents of the corresponding

ranges of memory. Finally, the redo information is written to the log followed by a

commit record. As previously mentioned, applications may optimise this process

using the no_restore and no-1fluså attributes. No restore transactions save both time
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and space since there is no need to maintain undo information. No-1fluså transactions

reduce the commit latency since the redo information and commit record are

buffered and written to the log lazily.

In the event of a crash, recovery is performed by reading the log from head to tail

and building a list of the most recent committed changes for each segment found in

the log. Once the log has been processed, the lists are used to apply the committed

changes to the corresponding external data segments. If these actions are completed

successfully, the log is emptied.

During normal operation, RVM periodically performs incremental log truncation

to reclaim space so that further changes can be logged. This action is triggered

whenever the size of the log exceeds a pre-set fraction of its total size. The

truncation process operates by applying the changes described by the oldest log

records to the external data segments by writing out the relevant pages directly from

virtual memory. To preserve the no undo/redo property of the log, pages that contain

uncommitted changes may not be written out in this rnanner. If the oldest log records

refer to changes made to pages that a¡e currently being used by active transactions,

the truncation process is stalled. ln the case of long running transactions, truncation

may be stalled to the point where there is a serious shortfall in log space. If this

occurs, RVM applies a variant of the crash recovery procedure to apply a block of

changes from the head of the log to the external data segments.

6.7 ConclusroN
In this chapter, several log-based and log-structured store designs were examined.

The relative merits of the various techniques are discussed in Sections 6.7. I to 6 .7 .5 .

6.7.L No Unoo/Reoo Loeernc

The log-based systems generally introduce the log to provide some asynchrony and

to provide a means of crash recovery. In the case of the no undo/redo systems, DB-

Cache and RVM, the log introduces asynchrony into the commit mechanism by

allowing changes to be recorded efficiently in the log and lazily applied to the stable

state. The resulting reduction in commit latency comes at the cost of increased

complexity during recovery since it may be necessary to use the logged redo
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information to bring the stable state up to date. Some systems have more efficient

recovery procedures than others as illustrated by DB-Cache and RVM. DB-Cache

simply scans the entire log and reads the most recent version of each page into the

cache and allows the stable state to be updated lazily as per normal. The cost of this

is a single sequential pass through the log. RVM, on the other hand, is unable to

perform recovery in this manner since it does not record information about where

regions are mapped and it cannot determine where pages should be loaded. Thus, the

only possible course of action is to eagerly apply changes in the log to the stable

state, a process that may take a significant amount of time depending on how much

log truncation has taken place.

6.7.2 Unoo/Rroo Loecrnc

Undo/redo mechanisms extend the behaviour of no undo/redo systems by allowing

uncommitted changes to be written to the stable state. This may be necessary to

prevent the cache from filling with data that cannot be evicted and is especially

necessary in the presence of long running transactions. Before writing uncommitted

changes to the stable state it is necessary to log undo information to enable a

consistent version to be restored in case a transaction must be aborted. Redo

information is still logged in the usual manner during commit. Unforlunately, the

presence of both undo and redo information in the log complicates the recovery

process even more as exemplif,red by ARIES. The recovery process in ARIES

requires three passes through the log, although the amount of log that must be

processed can be bounded to some extent by the frequency with which checþoints

are performed.

6.7.3 No Unoo/No Rroo Locer¡lc

Log-structured systems fall into the no undo/no redo class of mechanisms since data

is immediately stable once it is written to the log. Furthermore, since information can

only be appended to the log, undo information is not required because log writes

always preserve previous versions. However, the downside to this is that the location

of data changes every time it is modified and written to the log. Thus, log-structured

systems typically require index data structures to locate the most recent versions of
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data in the log. As the location of data changes, the index must be updated and it is

usual to write the index to the log along with the data. These index data structures

are not required in log-based systems since data has a fixed location within the stable

state and log records can use this to identiff the data to which they pertain.

6,7.4 Recovenv

ln a log-based system, recovery consists of scanning the log and undoing or redoing

changes to the stable state in order to restore a consistent ve.rsion that reflects the

results of all committed transactions, Clearly, the shorter the log, the quicker system

will be able to recover. Therefore, most log-based systems periodically truncate the

log by applying changes to the stable state thereby eliminating the need for the

corresponding log records. Performing log truncation dwing normal operation

provides a trade-off between overhead during normal operation and time spent

during recovery.

ln a log-structured system, all of the stable data is strewn throughout the log and

can only be located with the aid of the index data structwes. Therefore, recovery in

such systems is typically a matter of finding the most recently written index.

However, since the index is usually written to the log relatively infrequently, it is

often necessary to update it by processing the contents of the log written after the last

occurrence of the index. If the index has never been written, the entire log must be

scanned in order to rebuild it. Clearly, the time required for recovery is directly

affected by the frequency with which the index is written to the log. Therefore, a

trade-off similar to that found in log-based designs is apparent.

6.7.5 Splc¡ Mlnne emenr

Storage in log-based systems is organised in terms of the log and a separate stable

state. Most systems require that the storage for the stable state either be allocated in

advance or be allocated incrementally as data is added to the store. Both DB-Cache

and RVM require the storage for stable state to be allocated in advance with the

advantage being that no mapping is required to locate stable data since it always has

a fixed location that may be directly computed. ln systems such as the PCE in which

the stable state must represent the data held in a large persistent address space,
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allocating the storage for the stable state in advance is not feasible. Therefore, the

only option is to allocate It lazlly as the store is populated. However, lazy allocation

introduces extra complexity to manage the mapping between the stable state and the

address space. úr particular, some form of mapping data structure is required to cope

with the likely possibility that the address space will be sparsely populated. ln

addition, this map must be persistent just like the data it describes.

ln contrast, log-structured systems do not require the storage to be allocated in

advance and are able to naturally extend the amount storage required as data is

written to the 1og. Assuming the use of an effective log cleaning facility, the space

used at any instant is proportional to the amount of data actually held in the store.

However, it must be remembered that log-structured systems require the use of an

index data structure, which is comparable to the data structure used to manage the

allocation of the stable state in log-based systems. The advantage, in this case, is that

the index may be maintained lazily allowing various trade-offs to take place. In

particular, it is important to note that the index data structure need not persist at all,

although this would result in a poor recovery time since the entire log would need to

be scanned to rebuild it in the event of failure. In general, a log-structured system is

able to strike a balance between time spent maintaining the index during normal

operation and time spent performing recovery which provides a great deal of

flexibility.

ln Chapter 7, the design and implementation of the stable storage layer of the

PCE is presented. It is based on a log-structured design chosen for reasons of

scalability and flexibility as discussed in the preceding sections. The stable storage

layer forms the foundation for the implementation of the persistence layer of the

PCE, the implementation of which is presented in Chapter 8.
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The Log Seruer

7.1 InrRooucrloN
This chapter describes the design and implementation of the stable storage layer of

the persistent computation environment. It forms the basis for the implementation of

the persistent add¡ess space layer of the PCE, which is discussed in Chapter 8.

Based on the discussion in Section 6.7,ihe design of the stable storage layer

should provide a log-structured data storage facility for use by the persistent address

space layer. To allow freedom in the implementation of this layer, the log-structured

design should not impose any particular data storage format. These requirements

essentially shape the design into that of a general-purpose log-structured storage

facility. In light of this, the design has become known as the log server. Section 7.2

explores the issues involved in designing such a storage facility and focuses the

discussion around the requirements of the persistent address space layer. Having

examined the design issues, Section 7.3 presents the interface provided by the log

server to the persistent address space layer and Section 7.4 describes the design

choices made in the implementation.

7.2 Loe Senv¡n Desrcn¡ Issu¡s
The design of the log server was influenced to a large extent by its intended use

within the Grasshopper system in which there could potentially be many co-existing

instances of the PCE. In such an environment, it is likely that a number of instances

of the PCE will require a log-structured storage facility to act as a stable repository

for persistent data. Thus, as well as providing a general purpose logging system, a
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secondary goal in the design of the log server was to provide a centralised logging

service to a number of clients. To this end, the log server exports the abstraction of a

logical log that encapsulates the semantics of log-structured storage in a secure

tnanner. Thus, each client of the loggrng service may use one or more logical logs to

store data and be assured of the fact that the data will be protected from misuse by

others. h light ofthis, a logical log should be regarded as a unit ofprotection.

The implementation of logical logs is achieved by multiplexing all logical logs

into a single physical log that is managed internally to the log server. Thus, the

physical log represents the underlying storage facility through which a number of

logical sequences are woven as shown in Figure 23.T\e physical log sequence is

represe,lrted by the contiguous boxes, each of which belongs to one of three logical

logs, labelledA, B, and C.

Logical Log Sequences

Physical Log Sequence

Figure 23: Multiplexing logical logs into a single physical log.

The logical log abstraction is particularly useful in the context of the

Grasshopper system, which may support many instances of the PCE. Therefore,

although an isolated implementation of the PCE requires only a single log, the fact

that the log server will be used in a broader context makes it sensible to incorporate

logical logs in the design. For this reason, the remainder of this Chapter assumes that

logical logs are an essential part ofthe design ofthe log server.

7.2.1 Mnnne rUENT oF Fnre Specr

One of the most important issues affecting the design of a logging system is the

management of free space in the log. As new records are appended to the log,

previously written records may become obsolete as they are superseded by more

recent versions. Thus, logs tend to accumulate garbage that must be periodically

collected to prevent the storage medium from overflowing. Two techniques, known

as copying and threading, are commonly used to achieve this.
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The copying technique is also known as compacting or
l

involves moving all of the useful log records to a single contiguous region the

head of the log. A consequence of this is that all of the free space is collected in a

single contiguous region after the tail of the log as shown in Figure 24.In systems

that employ the copying technique to manage free space, new log records are always

written to the free space at the tail of the log. When this space runs low, the log is

compacted thereby creating more free space at the tail. A disadvantage of the

copying technique is the overhead required to physically move the "live" records to

the head of the log. This aside, the technique leads to a situation in which data is

continuously relocated. For longJived log records, this is particularly wasteful.

Head Tail

Before

After

Figure 24: Managing free space in the log by copying live data to the head of the log.

The threading technique adopts an approach that does not involve copying.

Instead, obsolete records are converted to free space in place and new records a¡e

allocated in any available block of free space that is of an appropriate size. Thus, a

threaded log is woven throughout the free space, as shown in Figure 25, and requires

link fields to enable the log sequence to be traversed in the correct order. ln contrast,

a compacted log does not require link fields because the log sequence is defined by

adjacency of records. The disadvantage with the threading technique is that the log

tends to become fragmented such that all of the free space is in blocks that are too

small to be useful. When this occurs, the only course of action is to compact the log

and coalesce the free space into a single contiguous region once again. An additional

problem with th¡eading is that the link fields used to form the sequence of the log are

extremely critical. When obsolete log records are converted into free space, they

must be removed from the chain by redirecting the links that refer to them. This

requires the appropriate link fields to be updated in place and makes the technique

somewhat vulne¡able to faihne in that the log sequence could be broken.

In an attempt to combat these probleÍN, some loggrng systems have taken a

hybrid approach [ro91] in which both copying and threading techniques are used to

numage free space. ln these systems, the problem of fragmentation is eliminated by

ffi W
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dividing the storage space into fixed size regions called segments and chaining them

together via link fields. During operation, records are clustered into segments, which

are then linked onto the tail of the log. lWhen all of the records in a segment become

obsolete, the segment becomes free and its space may be re-used. However, since the

log may reach a state in which all of the segments contain both live and obsolete

records, copylng is periodically used to re-cluster live records into a smaller number

of segments which are written to the tail of the log thereby freeing the original

segments.

Head Tail

Figure 25: Managing free space in the log using the threading technique.

The success ofthe hybrid approach depends on having a suitably large pool of

free segments available for writing. The maintenance of such a pool is performed by

a log cleaner that runs in parallel with the normal operation of the system. The basic

goal of the cleaner is to read a number of segments into main memory, copy the live

data from those segments into a smaller number of segments, and finally write the

new segnents to the tail of the log. The advantage of using a log cleaner to manage

free space is that it can employ various algorithms to make decisions about which

segments to clean and may be able to avoid copymg data that will become obsolete

quickly [ro91].

An important factor in the use of the hybrid approach is the choice of segment

size. The size should be chosen such that the time taken to write a segment to a

particular location on the disk greatly exceeds the time taken to position the head.

This is essential to enswe that the VO bandwidth wasted due to seeking and

rotational latency is negligible. Tlpical sizes for segments are 5I2 KB or I MB

although smaller segments may be possible depending on the specifications of the

disk being used.

7I 3 4
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7.2.2 SrnucruRE oF THE PHysrcAL Loc

Assuming the use of segments to manage free space in the log, the next issue to be

resolved is the structure of the physical log. That is, how are segments laid out and

how is the log sequence formed? The answer to the first of these questions is

partially influenced by the kinds of data that the log is expected to hold. ln the case

of the PCE, log data is likely to consist of pages from the persistent address space.

However, since the log server is intended as a general purpose logging service, it is

not possible to foresee the manner in which clients will use segments. Therefore, the

structure of segments should be left to the discretion of the clients.

Most general purpose logging systems based on the use of segments retain the

notion of the record as the unit of log storage and treat segments as a clustering

mechanism [dst87, fc87, ruf92} It is usual for clients to buffer records in memory

until there are sufficiently many to fill one or more segments, which are then

appended to the 1og. Some systems do not make the segment abstraction visible to

clients and perform the buffering intemally, whereas others require the clients to

manage the buffering themselves. In these latter systems, clients are free to organise

the data within segments to suit their own requirements. Therefore, making segments

visible to clients provides the greatest level of flexibility.

The issue of forming the log sequence amounts to chaining segments together

via link fields, which many systems embed within the segments. Since the links are

required to traverse the log, the design of the log server follows this approach and

stores the link fields as meta-data within each segment. To prevent the log sequence

from being comtpted, this meta-data must be protected from modification by clients.

Given that the log sequence is formed by chaining segments together via links,

an important issue is whether the links should chain forwards or backr¡vards or both.

This decision affects the direction in which the log may be traversed when data is

being read. Backward links are easier to manage because it is easy to keep track of

the identity of the last segment that was written and use that to fill in the link field of

the next segment. They allow the log sequence to be traversed from tail to head in

the reverse order to which it was written. Forward links, on the other hand, are

harder to manage because the identity of the next segment to be written must be
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known before the current segment can be written to the tail of the log. They allow

the log sequence to be traversed from head to tail thereby enabling it to be traversed

in the order in which it was originally written.

The arguments relating to the direction and number of link fields are analogous

to those used when deciding whether to use a singly- or doubly-linked list data

structure. When only a single link field is maintained, it is mo¡e difficult to remove a

particular segment from the chain. This is because it is necessary to update the link

field within the previous segment in the chain and the identity of this segment is not

readily available. ln general, the preceding segment can only be found by traversing

the log sequence. However, by embedding two links within each segment, both

forward and backward chains are created which enables a particular segment to be

removed from the log sequence without the need for a traversal. In addition, the

ability to scan the log in either direction is obtained; as shown in Chapter 6, this is

required by certain recovery techniques.

7.2.3 SrnucruRE oF Loercll Loes

This section is concerned with the manner in which logical logs are multiplexed into

a single physical log. ln general, logical logs are represented either explicitly via the

use of link fields to form a logical sequence, or implicitly by tagging each segment

with the identity of the logical log to which it belongs. In the explicit case, the link

fields enable the sequence of a logical log to be traversed independently from the

sequence of the physical log. However, explicit links make it harder to remove a

segment from the log since it must be removed from both the logical and physical

log sequences. On the other hand, the implicit case does not introduce any extra

complexity in removing segments from the log although it does prevent the sequence

of the logical log from being followed directly. Instead, the physical log must be

traversed until the next segment in the logical log is located.

7.2.4 Reuovrrue S¡e urNTs FRoM THE LoG Srquence

An issue that must be dealt with by the log server is removing segments from the log

once they no longer contain useful data. The concept of removal is analogous to the

removal of an element from a linked list and the ease with which it can be performed
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is dependent on the manner in which the log is structured. In Section 7.2.2 il was

noted that the use of forward and backward links within segments simplifies the

identification of the segments containing the link fields which must be updated as

part of the removal process. The difficulty comes when dealing with the potential

failure of the VO requests needed to rewrite the blocks containing the updated link

fields. Since these updates must occur in place, undetected failures may comrpt the

log sequence,

7.2.5 Frno¡nc rHE END oF THE Loc

From time to time, failures occur which require the log server to be restarted. During

restart, it is necessary to locate the end of the physical log so that client software may

traverse the log sequence to perform recovery. The diffrculty with finding the end of

the log is in knowing when the last valid segment has been reached. Several

techniques have been used to deal with this problem. Systems such as Spite LFS

periodically write checþoint information to a fixed location on disk that contains,

amongst other things, the current location of the tail of the log. If a restart is

necessary, the checþoint information is read to determine the last known location of

the tail of the log. This approximate location is then brought up to date by reading all

of the segments written after that point. The designers of Sprite LFS do not mention

how the last segment is identified, although techniques similar to those described

below are probably used.

An alternative technique employed by systems such as Camelot [dst87] is to fill

all of the free space in the log with zeros. Since Camelot employs compaction to

manage free space, valid data is stored at one end of the disk while the other is filled

with ze¡os. During restart, a binary search algorithm is used to locate the boundary

between the zero-filled region and the valid data, which yields the end of the log.

The problem with this technique is the overhead of filling free space with zeros. Not

only must the entire disk be initialised before use, but the space reclaimed after each

compaction phase must also be zeroed. To reduce this overhead, it is often possible

to initialise only those parts of the log that are read during traversal. For example, in

a system such as Sprite in which segments are chained together via link fields, it

suffices to initialise only the portion of each segment containing the link fìelds.
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A final approach, taken by the Kitlog system [ruf92], uses meta-information

embedded within the segments to aid in frnding the end of the log. This meta-

information consists of an arbitrarily chosen "magic" number and a time stamp. In

addition, each time the storage medium is compacted, Kitlog increments a

compaction counter that is also part of the meta-information. During restart, Kitlog

searches for the end of the log using a binary search based on the knowledge that the

time stamps of valid segments increase consistently. The search attempts to locate

the last segment with the correct magic number and the highest compaction count.

The precise details of the algorithm can be found in [ruf92].

7.3 Loc S¡Rven InrrRrnc¡
This section presents the interface provided to clients by the log server. It is

organised around the concept ofa logical log, and hence, most operations operate on

a previously created logical log. All of the operations return a status value indicating

whether the operation was successful or not. The first set of operations used by a

client will be those for creating and destroying logical logs. There are two such

operations:

Loe SenveR INTERFAcE

Status create-l-oS (OUT LogID)

Status destroy-Jog(ÎN LogID)

Loc¡cn¡- Loe Cnennon

Tlne create-log operation is used to create an empty log for use by the calling

client. An identifier for the new log is retumed so that the client is able to refer to the

log when performing other operations. The destroy-log operation is provided for use

when a client has no further use for a previously created log. It causes the contents of

the specified log to be freed and on return, the log identifier is no longer valid.

The identity of a logical log is a critical piece of information since it is required

to perform all other operations. It must be resistant to forgery so that clients cannot

construct bogus log identifiers or speciff the identity of another client's logical log

without permission. The implementation of this depends on the mechanisms

provided by the underlying operating system. In the case of Grasshopper, the
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capability mechanism is used to encapsulate a log identifier within a capability,

which provides the necessary level of security.

Once a logical log has been created, the owner is able to use it for storing data

using the following operations:

Loe Srnv¡R INTERFAcE Wn¡rr Opennrrons

,Status write-segment(IN LogID, ÎN Buffer, OUT SegID)

StaËus flush-segnent(IN LogID, IN SegID)

The write_segment operation is used to append a new segment to the specified

logical log. The contents of the segment are passed in a buffer. The log server

allocates a segment on the storage medium to house the data and returns an identifier

that may subsequently be used to refer to the segment. The log server is free to

implement any sort of caching policy and does not guarantee that the data in the new

segment will actually be written to the storage medium when the call returns. Since

clients will need to be assured of this at some point, the flush5egment operation is

provided to force the log server to write a particular segrnent to the storage medium.

In fact, this operation causes all of the segments written up to and including the

specified segment to be written to the log. This allows a client to append several

segments to the log and then perform a flush operation on the last to guarantee that

the entire set has been written to stable storage safely.

The following set of operations is provided to allow clients to read data

previously written to a logical log:

Loc S¡nvER INTERFACE RCIO OP¡NNNOIS

Statu^s read-seg:ment(IN LogID, IN SegID, OUT Buffer)

Status read first(ÎN LogID, OUr SegID, OUT Buffer)

Status read-nexE(IN LogID, IN OUT SegID, OUT Buffer)

Statu,s read-bl-ock(IN LogID, ÎN SegID, IN of fset,
fN size, OUT Buffer)

If a client knows the identity of the segment it wishes to read, the read-segment

operation can be used. It simply reads the contents of a specified segment into the

buffer provided and retums. Since segrnent identity is not resistant to forgery, the log
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server checks it for validity and ensures that the specified segment is actually

contained within the client's logical log. If not, no data is returned and the operation

fails.

The readlfìrst and read_next operations may be used to traverse the sequence of

segments in the specified logical log. This may be necessary if the client's record of

segnent identifiers has been lost due to a failure or if the client's recovery algorithm

requires the logical log to be scanned. The read¿firsl operation reads the contents of

the first segment in the logical log into the client's buffer and returns its identity. The

readlnext operation is passed the identity of the current segment and reads the

contents of the next segment in the logical sequence into the client's buffer. It also

returns the identity of this segment, which may be used in a subsequent call to

continue the traversal of the log.

The read operations discussed so far read an entire segment from the log. It may

be the case that a client needs only a small block of data from a particular segment.

In anticipation of this need, the read_block operation is provided which is passed the

identity of a segment, an integer offset within the segment, and a size. It reads the

contents of the specified block of the segment into the client's buffer and returns

having performed the same validity checks as the read-segment operation.

As a client makes use of a logical log, it may find that some segments contain

little or no useful information since they have been superseded by segments later in

the log. ln this case, the client may be able to copy the useful data into a smaller

number of segments leaving the original segments completely empty. These

segments could then be returned to the log server for reallocation. Thefree-segment

operation is provided for this purpose:

Loc S¡nv¡R INTERFAcE

,Status f ree_segrment (IN LogID,

Fn¡T SpIcE MANAGEMENT

IN SE7ID)

The log server checks to ensure that a client does not attempt to free a segment

outwith its logical log. On return from this operation, the identity of the freed

segment is no longer valid.
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7.4 LoE SeRVEN IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the design decisions made during the implementation of the

log server on Grasshopper. The implementation is explicitly designed to support

multiple clients and does so by the provision of logical logs which are intemally

multiplexed into a single physical 1og. The physical log is the concrete storage

abstraction in which the log records actually reside. Like Spite LFS, the log server

stores data in fixed size segments and uses the hybrid approach involving both

copying and threading to manage free space.

Of concern during the initial stages of the implementation was the size of

segments. The original implementation used a segment size of 64 KB (one of the

hardware defined physical page sizes on the DEC Alpha) which was thought to be

too small. ln order to determine a more appropriate size, an experiment was

conducted in which the disk was requested to seek to a random location and then

write a segment. The time taken to write a single segment was measured and this

was performed a number of times to compute an average. Measurements were taken

for a number of different segment sizes and the results are shown in Figure 26.

Unsurprisingly, the results indicate a linear relationship in which the y-intercept

corresponds to the time required to position the disk head. The conclusion to be

drawn from this is that larger segment sizes amortise the costs of seeking and

rotational latency more effectively than smaller sizes. However, as the size of

segments increase, so does the time taken to fill them. Therefore, the current

implementation of the log server uses a segment size of 512 KB, which is thought to

be a reasonable trade off.

7.4.I SrnuctuRE oF THE LoGrcAL AND Pnvsrcnl LoGs

The structure of segments used by the implementation of the log server on

Grasshopper is shown in Figure 27.Tlre segment is divided into two sections, one of

which is used by the log server, the other by its clients. The section used by the log

server contains meta-data used to maintain the physical log and is called the segment

trailer. Although this meta-data resides in the segment and can be arbitrarily

modified by clients, the log server always fills in the correct information just before

the segment is written to the storage medium at which time the trailer information is
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no longer accessible to clients. The fields within the segment trailer serve three

purposes. They are used to form the sequence of segments within the physical log,

identifu which segments belong to which logical log, and aid in finding the exact end

of the log when the system restarts.

Segment Size vs Access Time

0 64 128 192 256 320 384 4

Segment Size (KB)

Figure 26: Results of experiment to determine an appropriate segment size.

Tlte Forward and Baclward Link fields hold the identity of the next and previous

segments in the log sequence (respectively). This allows the physical log to be

traversed in either direction and reduces the complexity of removing a particular

segment from the log. The Log ID field holds the identity of the logical log to which

the segment belongs. Thus, logical logs are formed implicitly which complicates

traversal since there are no link fields to locate the next segment in the chain. Thus,

the only way to locate the next segment during a traversal of a logical log is to

follow the sequence of the physical log. For security reasons, this is performed

internally by the log server during calls to read;first and read-netf. Finally, the

Time Stamp field is filled with the time at which the segment was written to the tail

of the log. It is used to find the exact end of the log, the mechanics of which are

described in Section 7.4.3.
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Free for use by clients

Forward Link

Backward Link

Log lD

ïme Stamp

Figure 27: Structure of segments within the physical log.

7.4,2 S¡curnr AuocmoN AND Fne¡rne

Due to the use of both threading and copying to manage the free space within the

1og, the segments comprising the log sequence are not necessarily physically

adjacent. To cope with this, the current implementation of the log server uses a

bitmap to represent the allocation status of each segment on the storage medium. For

an average disk capable of storing up to I GB of data, a segment size of 512 KB will

result in a bitmap containing 2048 bits or 256 bytes. Segment allocation takes place

when a write_segment operation is requested since the identity of a segment must be

returned. The identity of a segment is the address at which it will be written to the

storage medium.

When a segment is due to be written to secondary storage, the information in its

trailer must be filled in. The Time Stamp and Log ID fields are trivial since this

information is easily obtained from the kemel and from the parameters to the

original request. Tlte Forward and Baclanard Link fields are less trivial and require

the log server to maintain two variables containing the identity of the last segment

written to the physical log and the identity of the next segment to be written. These

variables are called Lastseg and Nextseg respectively and are used to fill in the

appropriate fields of the segment trailer. Once the segment has been written

successfully, Lastseg is updated with the identity of the segment just written.

Nextseg is updated as part of segment allocation. When allocating a new segment for

a write_segment operation, the identity stored rn NextSeg is always used. At this

time, the bitmap is scanned to locate a free segment whose identity is used to update

NextSeg. Thus, segments are effectively allocated in advance.
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A segment is freed from a logical log, and hence the physical log, when a client

calls the free-segment operation. To free a segment, it must be removed from the

sequence of the physical log in much the same way that an item is removed from a

linked list. This operation is aided by the Forward and Bachuard Link fields in the

segment trailer since these identify the segments whose links must be updated to

effect the removal.

One of the difficulties with removing segments from the physical log is in

preventing the log from being comrpted in the event of a failure. This can only be

dealt with by keeping sufficient redo information such that the operation can be

repeated until it is completed successfully. The minimum amount of redo

information that must be kept is the identity of the two segments whose link fields

require updating along with copies of the disk blocks required to perform the update

of the segment trailers. The problem with keeping this redo information is finding a

place to store it.

The current implementation of the log server performs the removal operation by

writing the redo information in a special pseudo-segment at the tail of the 1og. This

pseudo-segment does not actually constitute part of the log and it will be overwritten

by the next append operation. If a failure occurs before the redo information is

overwritten by the next segment, the restart procedure (see Section 7.4.3) will locate

the end of the log and check for the presence of a pseudo-segment containing redo

information. If such information is present, the removal operation is repeated. This

idempotent process will continue after each failure until a new segment overwrites

the redo information. Although this approach is not particularly elegant, it is

relatively efficient for the cotnmon case in which failure does not occur.

7.4.3 CxrcxporNTs

From time to time, failures occur which require the log server to be restarted. At this

time, the value of its intemal state, such as the allocation bitmap and the LastSeg and

Nextseg variables, must be restored. This information can be reconstructed from

scratch by traversing the log from head to tail and recording all of the allocated

segments. Once the end of the log is reached, all other segments must be free. The

value of Lasl,Seg is the identity of the segment at the tail of the log and the value of
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Nextseg may be determined from the Forward Link field \ /ithin the trailer of

LastSeg.

However, if the log contains a large number of segments, reconstructing the

intemal state of the log server may take some time. To speed up the recovery

process, the log server periodically performs checþoints of its intemal state by

storing the allocation bitmap and the current value of LastSeg in a fixed region on

the storage medium. To protect against VO failure during a checþoint operation,

two such regions are used in strict alternation by means of Challis' algorithm. If the

log server must be restarted, the allocation bitmap and the value of LastSeg are

restored from the last checþoint. Since segments may have been written and freed

since the last checþoint, the restored values will need to be brought up to date by

traversing the sequence of segments written after the restored value of LastSeg.

For each segment reached on a forward traversal of the log starting at LastSeg,

the Time Stamp field is checked to make sure that it is greater than that of the

previous segment. If so, the corresponding bit in the allocation bitmap is set to zero

to reflect the valid allocation of the segment and the value of LastSeg is updated to

contain the identity of the new segrnent. Otherwise, LastSeg is the tail of the log and

the allocation bitmap is up to date. NextSeg may be recovered by reading the

Forward Link fi,eld of LastSeg.

One difficulty in finding the end of the log occurs when comparing the time

stamp of a segnent to the time stamp of the previous segment. It must be possible to

decide whether the data being examined is actually part of a previously written

segment or simply a random pattem of bits from an untouched region of the disk. To

cope with this, all segment trailers must initially be filled with zeros before a disk

can be used as a log storage device.

7.4.4 RrL¡nsLe Sronne e oF SEGMENTS

When segments are written to a logical log, clients assume that their data will be

stored in a stable marìner. To guarantee this, the log seryer must ensure that the

writing of segments occurs in such a way that it is possible to detect a segment

which has been written improperly due to an intemrption such as a power failure.

One of the diffrculties in achieving this is determining whether a recent write
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operation was performed correctly. Some disk controllers are able to detect failed

writes because of unexpected variations in the magnetic flux during writing. ln this

case, the controller is able to signal a failure, which can be detected by the software

device driver. However, without understanding the detailed operation of a disk

controller, it is difficult to know whether a write operation that was flagged as

successful by the disk controller has, in fact, been performed correctly.

Schemes such as Challis' algorithm, described in Section 5.3, have been used to

address the problem of performing reliable disk writes. However, such algorithms

only deal with a single disk bloch which is of little use when writing segments that

span a contiguous range of blocks. The technique used by the log server writes

segments by performing two separate VO requests. The first is used to write the

entire segment with the exception of the last block, which contains the segment

trailer. It is assumed that a successful completion of this operation indicates that the

data has been stored correctly. A failure is either reported by the disk controller or is

noticed when the segment is read because of the lack of a consistent trailer. In this

last case, the write of the segment has probably been intemrpted by some sort of

shutdown and it will be at the tail of the log. The second VO request is only

performed if the first is successful and is used to write the final block of the segment

containing the trailer information. The assumption made for the first VO request is

also applicable to the second.

To detect an incomplete write operation during restart, Ihe Time Stamp field of

the segment trailer is used. Since segments are always written to an area of disk

representing a free segment, the block to which the trailer information will be written

will either be frlled with zeros or contain a lower time stamp than the previous

segment. Thus, if a failure occurs before the second VO request is initiated, the Time

Stamp field will be less than that of the previous segment and the segment will not

be counted as part ofthe log. The detection ofa failure that occurs before the second

VO request completes presents more of a challenge. The current implementation

simply assumes that the trailer block will be incomplete and the Time Stamp freld,

which occupies the last bytes of the block, will be not get written. However, since

this is somewhat error-prone, a better method would be to include a checksum of the

data held within the final block as part of the trailer information.
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7.5 ConclusroN
In this chapter the design and implementation of the stable storage layer used in the

construction of the PCE was described. It provided a general purpose log-structured

storage facility that can be used simultaneously by multiple clients. In the next

chapter, the implementation of the persistent address space layer of the PCE is

described. It uses the facilities of the log server to implement checþoint and

recovery mechanisms.



Chapter 8

A Restricted Implementation
of the PCE

8.1 InrnooucrroN
The previous chapter presented the design and implementation of the stable storage

layer of the PCE, which is based upon log-structured storage technology and is

embodied in the form of the log server. This chapter builds on the stable storage

layer by describing the use of the log server in the implementation of the PCE. For

the purposes of discussion, it is assumed that the PCE supports only a single

computation running within the persistent address space, This eliminates the effects

of concurrency, which are the subjects of Chapters 9 and 10. Thus, the discussion is

able to focus on the issue of managing persistent data.

As discussed in Chapter 4, an implementation of the PCE consists of two

interacting layers, the cómputation layer and the persistent address space layer. In

the restricted version of the PCE described in this chapter, the computation layer

must respond to the faults generated by the single computation and map them onto

the corresponding pages of the persistent address space. When the required pages are

not resident, the persistent address space layer must respond by loading the pages

from swap space in the same manner as a conventional virtual memory system. In

this case, swap space is provided by the log server in the form of a logical log.

Once the computation has created and modified data within the persistent

address space, it is able to checþoinf its current state. This makes the results of its

actions permanent and allows it to be restarted from its current point of execution
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after recovery from a failure or shutdown. When the computation initiates a

checþoint operation, all of the modified pages it has accessed within the persistent

address space must be made stable by writing them to the log. In addition, the meta-

data representing the computation must be made stable to capture its current

execution state. If the operation of the PCE should be intemrpted by failure, the

recovery mechanism will restore the state of the computation and the persistent

address space to that captured during the most recent checþoint.

The implementation of the PCE described in the remainder of this chapter uses a

logical log to provide both swap space and stable storage for the persistent address

space, The manner in which the log is used and the data structures required to

maintain it are described in Section 8.2. The implementation of the restricted PCE

follows in Section 8.3. Although the system described was not explicitly

implemented, all of the techniques were used in the full implementation of the PCE

described in Chapter 10.

8.2 USrnE A LOGICAL LOG AS STABLE STORAGE

This section describes how a logical log may be used to support a persistent virtual

address space. Supporting such an address space is not novel in itselfalthough using

a log-structured storage facility to provide swap space fo¡ the virtual memory as well

as stable storage for the persistent data presents some new challenges.

In conventional virtual memory systems, swap space is used to hold the contents

of virfual pages that are not resident in physical memory. In response to page faults,

the appropriate pages are loaded into main memory whereupon they may be

modifred as a result of computation. Eventually, resident pages will be evicted from

main memory as the working sets of the computations evolve. When modified pages

are evicted, they are written to swap space to preserve the changes that were made to

them. ln some systems, pages are written to the same location in swap space each

time they are evicted. When a logical log is used to provide swap space, modified

pages must always be written to the tail of the log since random writes are not

supported. The consequence of this is that the log will contain a serial history of the

changes made to each virtual page whilst resident. However, since the pagrng
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mechanism only requires the most recently logged version of each page, the log will

fill with obsolete versions of pages, which must be periodically collected or cleaned.

The virtual memory paglng mechanisms provide an excellent platform for the

integration of the checþointing and recovery mechanisms that manage the persistent

data. The paglng mechanisms are designed to handle the transparent movement of

data between main memory and swap space. This leaves the persistence mechanisms

the task of ensuring that the contents of the log always contains at least one

consistent representation of the state of the PCE which may be used for recovery.

Using a logical log to provide s\¡/ap space is quite useful in this regard since

modified virtual pages are always appended to the log and do not overwrite their

previous versions. This automatically preserves any existing recoverable states and

leads to a situation in which new states are formed incrementally. Thus, by itself, the

paglng mechanism cannot guarantee that recoverable states will actually be formed.

Therefore, the role of the checþointing mechanism is to force the construction of a

new recoverable state by writing all of the modified pages to the log. This ensures

that the current state of the PCE is reflected by the most recently logged version of

each page. If recovery is necessary at any point, the PCE may be restored to the state

captured during the last checþoint operation.

One of the difficulties in using a logical log to provide both swap space and

stable storage is being able to locate the most recent version of each virtual page in

the log. The paging mechanism must have access to this information in order to

resolve page faults, as must the recovery mechanism in order to reconstruct the state

of the PCE at the time of the last checkpoint. Most systems using log-structured

storage keep this information within an index data structure that is periodically

written to the 1og. Since the locations of pages change every time they are written to

the log, the index must be dynamically updated. In the case of the PCE, an index is

required to map from virtual address to log address to enable the paging and

recovery mechanisms to operate conectly. In addition, the paging and checþoint

mechanisms require a separate data structure to record the location of virfual pages

within physical memory along with their modification status. The particular data

structures used in this implementation of the PCE are described in Section 8.2.1 and
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following this, Section 8.2.2 describes how all of this information is stored within a

logical log.

8.2.1 Dnrn Srnucrunrs

A virtual memory system is essentially a cache manager in which physical memory

acts as a buffer for the portions ofthe virtual add¡ess space that are currently in use.

The majority of virtual pages are held in swap space, which in this case is provided

by a logical log. ln a tl,pical system, the current location of each virtual page is held

within a multi-level page table, the structure of which is often defined by the

hardware. Some architectures, such as the MIPS, do not impose particular data

structures on the system and instead make use of a translation look-aside buffer

(TLB) which must be loaded by software as required. This approach is arguably

better in that the operating system is free to implement the data structures most

suited to the task at hand. However, more often than not, multi-level page tables

continue to be used.

In an architecture supporting a 32-bit virtual address space, page tables are

certainly a viable approach and a typical configuration would consist of a two level

structure (assuming a page size of 4 KB with 32-bit page table entries). The

maximum size of such a page table would be approximately 4 MB, a size that can

easily be kept within the physical memory of most systems. However, when the

move is made to a 64-biT address space, the traditional multi-level page table does

not scale well. If a suitably small page size is to be retained (say 8 KB), and page

table entries are assumed to occupy 64 bits, a six level page table structure is

required. The disadvantages of such a table are numerous. Address translation triples

in complexity, maintenance of the address space mapping requires updates to all six

levels in the worst case, and the number of pages required to be kept in memory to

track the working set of a computation is also increased. Another issue in a 64-bit

architecture is that the address space is very likely to be sparsely populated, since if

it were not, a 32-bit address space would usually suffice. Such sparcity creates

further problems with the use of multiJevel page tables because the majority of

entries are likely to be empty and hence represent a significant overhead. In short,
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8.2.1.1

multi-level page tables are not an efficient method for describing a large, sparse

address space.

The problems with using multiJevel page tables to describe a 64-bit address

space can be avoided through the use of different data structures such as inverted

page tables or guarded page tables. lnverted page tables ltan92] are a convenient

method of locating pages in the resident portion of a virhral address space since the

size of the table is proportional to the size of physical memory. The downside of this

is that most inverted page tables only contain entries for those pages that are resident

in physical memory. Thus, pages residing in swap space must be located using

another data structure. The guarded page table construction [ie95] is an optimisation

of the multilevel page table for use in large, sparse address spaces. It has the ability

to install page table entries that act as "shortcuts" to entries further down the

hierarchy thereby eliminating page tables that would only contain a single entry.

Two data structures were chosen for use in this implementation of the PCE. The

first is known as the Active Page Table and is used by both the paging and

checþoint mechanisms. The second is known as the Recoverable State B-Tree artd

is only used by the recovery mechanism. These data structures are now described in

more detail.

Tx¡ AcrrvE PAGE Tnsle

The Active Page Table (APT) is essentially an inverted page table that is used to

track the current location of virtual pages within physical memory and the location

of pages that have been swapped to the log. Each entry in the APT represents a

single virtual page and contains its virtual address along with flags stating whether

the page is currently resident, currently stable, or both. In addition, each entry

contains the physical address occupied by resident pages and the log address

occupied by stable pages. Since the APT contains entries for both resident and

swapped pages, it reflects the current location of the active pages within the

persistent address space. It is implemented as a hash table keyed on the virtual

address stored in each entry.

The APT is a transient data structure meaning that it is created from scratch each

time the system is restarted. This is possible since the APT does not hold any
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information that is of use following a failure; all of the data held in resident pages

will be lost and data held in swapped pages is not generally part of a consistent

checþoint. Therefore, the APT is only used during the normal operation of the PCE

by the paglng and checþoint mechanisms, which require information about resident

and swapped pages.

8.2.1.2 Tre RTcovERABLE Snre B-Tnee

The Recoverable State B-Tree is used to describe the current recoverable state of the

persistent add¡ess space. Each entry in the B-Tree represents a contiguous range of

the virtual address space and contains the location of that range within the logical

log. The advantage of this representation is that it permits large regions of the

address space to be described concisely. This makes it especially suitable for

describing a sparsely populated address space, which is crucial for good performance

in the case of 64-bit architectures. The diffrculty in achieving this is arranging for

contiguous regions ofthe virlual address space to be stored contiguously in the log,

an issue that is dealt with in Section 8.3.4.

Unlike the APT, the B-Tree is a persistent data structure. Since it is possible to

rebuild the B-Tree from the contents of the logical log during recovery, there is no

need to actually write the B-Tree to the log. However, by performing periodic

checkpoints, the number of segments that must be scanned to rebuild the B-Tree

during recovery is reduced. Consequently, the frequency with which the B-Tree is

checþointed represents a trade-off between overhead during normal operation and

overhead during recovery.

8.2.2 SrnucruRE oF THE LocrcAt Loc

This section describes how a logical log is used to provide swap space and stable

storage fo¡ the PCE. The structure of segments is described first followed by meta-

information that is required for recovery purposes.

8.2.2.L Secu¡tr Srnucrun¡

A logical log is composed of a series of fixed-size segments as described in

Section 7.4.1. A large proportion of each segment is reserved for use by clients and

is used to store data being written to the log. Since the log provides stable storage
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8.2.2.2

and swap space for the persistent address space, the primary storage requirement is

page-sized records. However, it is not sufficient to simply fill each segment with

pages from the persistent add¡ess space. During recovery, the logical log will be

examined and it must be possible to identiff the contents of each segment.

Therefore, segments must also contain a set of meta-records to describe their

contents. Meta-records may describe pages of data stored within the segment or may

act as control information, for example, to signiff the completion of a checþoint

operation. Pages from the persistent address space are allocated sequentially from

one end of the segment while the descriptive meta-records are allocated from the

other. This segment structure is shown in Figure 28. It shows .ò/ page-sized records

and M meta-records where M >- N. Exactly N of these meta-records will describe

the pages allocated at the left of the segment. The ¡emaining meta-records contain

control information. The number of meta-records is described by a special entry

directly adjacent to the segment trailer.

Figure 28: Structure of segments within the logical log.

SrnucrunE oF META-Reconos

Meta-records are of variable size and are self-describing via a fxed size trailer

containing type and size ftelds. The size field contains the size of the variable part of

the meta-record which may be zero. The type field determines how the meta-record

and its variable size part should be interpreted. The management of the persistent

address space requires a number of different types of meta-record. Some are used to

describe pages written to the log while others sigufy important events such as the

start and end of a checþoint. Mo¡e information on the use of the various meta-

records is given in the description of the implementation in Section 8.3. The different

types of meta-record used in the implementation of the PCE are:
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Checkpointed Page: A checþointed page meta-record describes a page

that has been stored in the log as the result of a checþoint operation. It

contains fields to record the virtual address of the page, its location within

the segment and a checþoint identifier.

Swapped Page: Swapped pages a¡e those that have been evicted from main

memory during the normal running of the system. They are not part of any

checþoint and must be described by different meta-records to distinguish

them from other pages. These meta-records contain the same fields as the

checþointed page meta-records except for the checþoint identifier field,

which is not required.

Checkpointed Swapped Page: When a page is swapped out and

subsequently checþointed, these meta-records are used to optimise the

checþoint by referring to the swapped page earlier in the log.

Consequently, they describe the location of a page in a previously written

segment.

Computation Meta-Data: This meta-record is used to describe the meta-

data that is written to the log to enable the execution state of a computation

to be recovered. It contains the identity of the checþoint to which it

belongs and the location of the meta-data within the segment. The details of

its use are discussed in Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3.

Checkpoint Start and Checkpoint End: A checþoint operation typically

involves writing a number of modified pages back to the log. During

recovery, it must be possible to detect whether a checþoint was intemrpted

before completion. Therefore, these meta-records are used to delimit the

data written as part of a checþoint operation and contain a single field

holding the checþoint identifier.

B-Tree Page: These meta-records describe pages used to store the

Recoverable State B-Tree discussed in Section 8.2.1.2. They contain the

virtual address of the page, an identifier for the segment in which the page is

contained and the page's location within the segment.

a
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a B-Tree Start and B-Tree End: This pair of meta-records serves a similar

purpose to the checþoint start and end meta-records. In this case they

delimit the data written to describe the B-Tree. This guards against potential

B-Tree comrption if a failure occurs when the B-Tree is being written to the

log.

8.3 IUpITUENTATION OF THE PCE

The implementation of the PCE is largely concerned with the transparent movement

of data between stable storage and main memory. Data movement can occur for a

number of reasons as described in sections X to Y.

¡ Page Faults: Page faults are generated when a computation accesses a page

within its virtual address space for which there is no mapping or for which

the access protection has been violated. The computation layer responds to

these faults by mapping the virtual pages onto the corresponding pages in

the persistent address space. Ifthe pages within the persistent address space

are not resident, a secondary page fault is generated.

o Page Evictions: Page evictions are required when the virtual memory

system has reached the equilibrium state in which all of physical memory is

occupied by virtual pages. As the working sets of the computations evolve,

pages that have not been used recently are evicted to make way for others.

Eviction either involves discarding unmodified resident pages, or writing

modified pages to the log. It is this latter class of evictions that cause data

movement.

. Checkpoint: Computations will periodically perform checþoint operations

to make their results persistent. That is, after manipulating the contents of

the persistent address space, a computation may checþoint itself to ensure

that the modifications are permanently held on stable storage.

Checþointing also saves the meta-data relating to the state of the

computation and its address space so that the computation is itself

recoverable as well as the results of its execution.
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Apart from data movement, the management of the persistent address space

entails a number of other responsibilities. The most important of these are Recovery

and Cleaning. Recovery is required to provide resilience since the ability to

checþoint computations is of little use if the system cannot be restarted in the event

of failure. The other major responsibility, cleaning, stems from the use of the log

server to provide stable storage. Every time persistent data is modified, it is written

to a new location within the logical log thereby creating garbage. Since the log

resides on a storage device with a finite size, this garbage must be periodically

collected or cleaned to enable the log server to reuse the space for writing more data

to the log. The implementation of these responsibilities is now described.

8.3.1 VrRruru MruonY Mnnneem¡nr

This section describes the operation of the virtual memory paglng mechanisms in

both the computation layer and the persistent address space layer. These layers

interact to some extent since they share the use of the APT and B-Tree data

structures. The operation of the virtual memory system is relatively straightforward

and the only aspects that will be dealt with are the handling of faults and evictions.

All faults originate in the computation layer when a computation attempts to

access a page which is not mapped within its virtual address space or for which the

access protection has been violated. The first type of fault is normally termed a page

fault and is handled in a different manner to the second type, which is termed an

occess fault. When resolving a page fault, the computation layer must determine

whether the referenced page is currently resident. This is achieved by consulting the

APT to check whether an entry exists, and if so, whether the page is marked as

resident. If the page is resident then an appropriate mapping is entered within the

address space of the faulting computation, which is then allowed to resume

execution. The other possibilities are that the page is not marked as resident, or it

does not have an entry in the APT. ln these cases, the fault is passed onto the

persistent address space layer for resolution.

Access faults are used to detect the modification of resident pages. The first write

access to each page is trapped to enable the page's APT entry to be marked

reflecting the fact that it is dirty and must be swapped to the log on eviction. It is
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possible to avoid the overhead of these access faults altogether on architectures

which maintain dirty bits in the data structures used to represent a virtual address

space. Such architectures set these bits automatically whenever a write access is

performed on each virtual Page.

Pages faults that are passed down to the persistent address space layer are known

to affect pages which are not currently resident. Therefore, when a page fault is

received, the first task is to locate the current version of the affected page within the

log. The cu:rent location is obtained from either the APT or the B-Tree. If the page

was recently swapped out, the page's APT entry will contain the current location,

otherwise the B-Tree must be consulted. The need to consult the B-Tree indicates

that the page has not been active since the last checþoint operation. Once the log

address of the required page is known, a read-segment or read-block request is

issued to the log server causing the page to be loaded into physical memory.

Following this, an APT entry for the page is created if necessary, the page is marked

as being resident, and the dirty flag is cleared. To complete the handling of the fault,

an appropriate mapping is entered into the address space of the faulting computation,

which is then allowed to resume execution. As previously mentioned, the access

protection specified in the mapping is set such that the first write access to the page

will be trapped.

When the PCE begins operation after a restart, a relatively large number of page

faults will occur as the working set of each computation is formed. Eventually the

system will reach equilibrium whereupon physical memory is fully utilised. As the

working sets of computations evolve, more page faults will occur and physical

memory must be reclaimed to make way for the new virtual pages. Therefore, some

virtual pages will need to be evicted and possibly written to the log if they are dirty.

After evicting a page, the APT entry must be updated to reflect the fact the page is

no longer resident, and if dirty, to record the new location of the page in the log.

When a dirty page is written to the log, it is described by a Swapped Page meta-

record, which tells the recovery mechanism that the page was written to the log

because it was evicted and that it is not part of any checþoint.

Since log segments can contain a number of pages, it would be rather wasteful if

an entire segment was written each time a modified page was evicted. This situation
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can be avoided by buffering data being written to the log until segments are full.

Unfortunately, the use of this practice when swapping out a number of pages leads to

extremely poor paging performance. This is due to the fact that segments are

generally filled with a collection of non-contiguous pages. When one of these pages

is faulted back in, it is unlikely that any of the other pages in the same segment can

be usefully pre-fetched due to the lack of locality. Therefore, reading the entire

segment is likely to be a waste of time. For this reason, the current implementation

reads only the required page from the log, although this can be relatively expensive

in terms of seek and latency time.

An alternative approach to achieving acceptable paglng performance is to try and

fill segments with contiguous ranges of pages from the virtual address space. This

immediately improves the chances that reading an entire segment during a page fault

will usefully pre-fetch other pages. Furthermore, it creates stable copies of

contiguous regions of the address space, which are also contiguous within the log.

Should these regions become part of the recoverable state of the PCE, the entire

region can be described with a single B-Tree entry.

8.3.2 Cn¡crpornr
In the restricted version of the PCE in which only a single computation is supported,

checþoint operations are relatively simple due to the fact that there is no sharing of

data within the persistent address space. The first task to be dealt with is arranging

for all of the pages modified by the computation to be written to the log to create a

consistent representation of the state of the PCE. To enable the computation to be

restarted following failure, it is also necessary to save the meta-data which describes

the state of execution. This meta-data includes the values of the machine registers

and the contents of the runtime stack.

The initial step when performing a checþoint operation is to identiff which

pages have been modified since the last checþoint. To achieve this, a modified flag

is required within each APT entry. The modified flag for a particular page is set by

the access fault handler whenever a write access is detected on the page and is reset

when the page is checþointed. ln contrast, the dirty flag discussed in Section 8.3.1
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is also set on each write access but is cleared every time the page becomes resident.

Thus, the two flags serve subtly different, yet equally important purposes.

lf the modffied flag is maintained in the manner described, the set of pages that

have been modified since the last checþoint can be obtained by scanning the APT

and examining the state of the flag on each entry. The action that is taken upon

discovery of an entry in which the flag is set depends on whether the page is

currently resident or swapped to the log. Pages that are resident must be marshalled

into log segments along with corresponding Checþointed Page meta-records. For

pages that are currently swapped to the log, all that is required is to log a

Checlcpointed Swapped Page meta-record. These meta-records act as pointers to the

swapped pages earlier in the log thereby avoiding the need to read the pages into

main memory in order to log them as part of the checþoint.

As each full segment is written to the log, the APT entries for the pages within

the segments must be updated. For each page, the dirty and modffied flags are

cleared, the page is marked as stable, and the log address to which it was written is

recorded. For resident pages, it is necessary to reset the mapping within the virtual

address space of the computation such that the first write access will cause a trap.

This ensures that the dirty and modffied flags will be correctly set in the future.

The final step of the checþoint operation is to log the current state of the meta-

data associated with the computation. During recovery, this may be used along with

the captured state of the persistent address space to reconstruct the state of the PCE

at the time of the last checþoint. To enable the recovery mechanism to identify the

meta-data, it is described by a Computation Meta-Data meta-record.

Since it is possible for a checþoint operation to be intemrpted by a failure

before it can complete, the most recently logged versions of each page may not

represent a consistent state of the PCE. To allow the recovery mechanism to detect

this situation and ignore failed checþoints, the first and final actions of any

checþoint operation are to log Checlcpoint Start and Checþoint End meta-records.

These meta-records mark the beginning and end of data written to the log during

checþoint operations and enable incomplete checþoints to be detected relatively

easily.
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In the implementation of the PCE considered in this chapter, each checþoint

produces a ne\ry consistent representation of the state of the PCE within the log. To

record the locations of the pages that comprise each new state, the APT entries of the

pages involved in the checþoint are used to update the Recoverable State B-Tree. If

necessary, the APT entries for non-resident pages may be removed from the APT at

this point since all of the information has been transferred into the B-Tree. As

mentioned in Section 8.2.1.2, the B-Tree is periodically written to the log to aid in

the recovery process described in the next Section. The details of this are deferred

until Section 8.3.5.

8.3.3 Rrcovrnv
The purpose of the recovery mechanism is to restore the PCE to a consistent state of

operation in the event of a failure. Since a failure typically implies the loss of main

memory, the recovery must be performed using only the contents of non-volatile

storage which, in this case, is provided by a logical log. ln the implementation of the

PCE described in this Chapter, the recovery mechanism is relatively simple. It

involves restoring the state of the persistent address space using the most recently

checþointed version of each page and restarting the computation using the meta-

data written dwing the last checþoint.

ln order to describe the operation of the recovery mechanism, it is necessary to

consider what a typical logical log might contain following a crash. Such a log is

illustrated in Figure 29; it contains a number of checþoints of a single computation

that is operating on data stored within a persistent address space containing eight

virtual pages. The last segment in the log is incomplete due to the crash and only the

portion that was actually written is shown. Each entry in the log is labelled with the

relevant meta-information. Thus, each virtual page is marked with the corresponding

page number. Pages written to the log as part of a checþoint are shown as white

squares, whereas swapped pages are shown as shaded squares. When a swapped

page is checþointed, a single meta-record is written to reflect that the page is

already stable and to provide its location. The one instance of this in Figure 29 is

shown as an ¿urorw linking a checþointed version of page 5 to a previously swapped

vers10n.
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Figure 29: The contents of a tlpical logical log following a crash.

The first step in the recovery process is to locate the last B-Tree that was written

to the log. Regardless of the nature of the crash, it is always possible to obtain this

information by using the logical log traversal functions read-.:fìrst and read-next

provided by the log server. Read;first provides the location of the head of the log

and reads the contents of the first segment. Through the use of read-nexl, each

segment in the logical log can be progressively examined until the end of the log is

reached. By recording the identity of the current segment each time a B-Tree Start

meta-record is observed, a complete traversal of the log will succeed in locating the

last B-Tree. However, since the log may contain many segments, a better approach

to obtaining the desi¡ed information is to periodically record the identity of the first

segment in which the last B-Tree was written. On restart, this information may be

examined to locate the last B-Tree without having to scan the entire log. Naturally, it

is not possible to store the information within the log since this would defeat its

purpose. An ideal storage location would be the non-volatile RAM that it installed

on many machines these days and is intended to be used for storing operating system

configuration parameters, although any form of storage not based on logging would

suffice.

Once the location of the last B-Tree is obtained, the root node may be cached in

main memory to enable lookup and update operations to be performed. There are,

however, two difficulties that immediately present themselves. Firstly, the B-Tree

may never have been written to the log before the crash occurred since it may be

updated and checþointed lazily as described in Section 8.3.5. Secondly, assuming

the B-Tree has been recorded in the log at least once, a number of checþoints may

have occurred since the last time this occurred. These difficulties amount to the fact
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that any B-Tree which is recovered from the log is not likely to describe the most

recent recoverable state and will need to be updated by examining the meta-records

within the segments which appear after it in the log. ln the rryorst case, there may not

even be a B-Tree to recover, in which case it must be reconstructed by performing a

complete traversal of the log. ln the example shown in Figure 29,the last B-Tree is

recorded in the second segment from the left and will require updating due to the

segments which were written after the B-Tree was last checþointed.

ln order to bring the B-Tree recovered from the log up to date, it is necessary to

use the readJnext operation to sequentially examine each segment beginning with

one containing the last B-Tree End meta-record until the end of the log is reached. In

the case, where no B-Tree has ever been written to the log, the scan must begin from

the head of the log. For each segment, the meta-records must be examined and the

action taken upon discovery of each tlpe is as follows:

¡ Checkpoint Start: These meta-records signiff the start of a potentially

valid checþoint and contain its identity, which is recorded in a transient list

called Checþoints. Each entry in the list contains the identity of some

checþoint discovered in the log and a frrther Page list, which is initially

empty when the entry is created. This list is used to store information about

the pages that comprise the checþoint.

o Swapped Page: Swapped pages are of no interest after a crash since they

are not part of any checþoint and are therefore ignored by the recovery

mechanism. However, such pages may later become part of a checþoint in

which case a Checþointed Swapped Page meta-record will subsequently be

discovered.

o Checkpointed Page and Checkpointed Swapped Page: These meta-

records describe pages that were written as part of a checþoint operation.

They contain the identity of the checþoint to which they pertain and this is

used to hnd the corresponding entry in the Checþoints list. The remaining

information is used to create an entry in the associated Page list'

o Computation Meta-Data: These meta-records record the location of the

meta-data used to recover the execution state of the computation. Upon
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discovery, the information is saved the appropriate entry of the Checþoints

list.

o Checkpoint End: The discovery of a Checþoint End meta-record signals

the creation of a new recoverable state. When this occurs, the information

stored in the Page list associated with the appropriate entry in the

Checþoints list is used to update the recoverable state described by the B-

Tree.

o B-Tree Start, B-Tree Page, and B-Tree End: These meta-records should

not be discovered during the traversal of the log since only those segments

written after the last B-Tree are examined. However, it is possible for a

crash to occur in the middle of writing the B-Tree to the log in which case a

partial B-Tree will be discovered. Since this is of no use during recovery, it

should simply be ignored. It is also possible for a crash to occur just after

writing the B-Tree but before the meta-data describing its location can be

updated. Since the B-Tree is complete in this case, it could conceivably be

used for recovery purposes. However, in order to discover the existence of

such a B-Tree, the log would need to be scanned forwards from the recorded

location of the last B-Tree. Since this scanning could also be used to update

the previous B-Tree, it is unclear that the discovery of a newly written B-

Tree is of any assistance.

Upon reaching the end of the log, the B-Tree will have been fully updated and

will accurately describe the location of each page in the most recent recoverable state

of the persistent address space. However, the Checþoints list may contain

information about checþoints that were incomplete at the time of the crash; these

will be the checþoints for which there was no Checþoint End meta-record. Since

this information cannot be used for recovery, it should be deleted. By applying this

technique to the example in Figure 29, one complete and one incomplete checþoint

will be encountered and the B-Tree will be updated to contain the new locations of

virtual pages 4, 8, and 5.

The final part of the recovery process is to locate the most recent complete

checþoint since this will contain the meta-data describing the execution state of the
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computation. If this checþoint was written after the last B-Tree, the location of the

meta-data will have been recorded in the Checþoints list. If this is not the case, then

the log will need to be searched backwards from the last B-Tree until it is located.

One way to avoid this is to record the location of the last complete checþoint with

the location of the last B-Tree. Using this technique, the B-Tree would be updated as

described above except that the location of the last complete checþoint would also

be updated. Thus, once the update is complete, the meta-data may be recovered from

within the last checþoint and be used to restart the computation. Once running, the

computation will begin to generate page faults as its working set is built up. Using

the recovered and updated B-Tree and an empty APT, these may be serviced in the

manner described in Section 8.3.1.

8.3.4 Clrnn¡ne
The purpose of the cleaning mechanism is to identity all of the obsolete data within

the log and convert it into free space. The process of cleaning is ongoing since

appending data to the log consumes free space and potentially creates more obsolete

data. On average, the rate at which free space is consumed must not exceed the rate

at which it can be created by the cleaning mechanism. Thus, the implementation of

the cleaning mechanism must be efficient to minimise overhead during the running

of the system.

Cleaning operates by reading segments from the log and loading the live data

into memory. Once loaded, it is marshalled into and written to the tail of the log. The

segments in which the live data was originally stored can then be freed using the

free_segment operatioîprovided by the log server. Provided that the segments being

cleaned contain a reasonably large amount of obsolete data, this process results in

the creation of free space due to the fact that live data is re-clustered into a smaller

number of segments. The first issue to be addressed is how live data is identifred.

At any moment during the normal operation of the PCE, the B-Tree and APT

contain the current location of every live page stored in the log. Thus, the cleaner

may consider pages to be obsolete if they are not referenced by either data structure.

However, this technique cannot be used for data such as B-Tree checþoints or

computation meta-data since the location of this data is not held in the APT or B-
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Tree. Instead, the cleaner is able to rely on the knowledge that all but the most recent

version is obsolete. Fortunately, the locations of the most recent versions are

maintained for recovery purposes and may be used by the cleaner as required.

Apart from creating free space, cleaning provides the opportunity to re-cluster

the live data into segments in more appropriate ways. For example, it is

advantageous to arrange for contiguous regions ofthe persistent address space to be

stored contiguously within the log. If this can be arranged, the B-Tree can represent

the recoverable state of the address space with fewer entries since each entry

describes a single contiguous range. ln addition, re-clustering in this manner has the

potential to improve the likelihood that reading an entire segment on a page fault

will usefully pre-fetch other pages.

The final issue that must be dealt with by the cleaning mechanism is when to

initiate cleaning, and once started, how much cleaning should be performed. ln

general, cleaning may be initiated either by reaching internal log usage thresholds or

by being instructed to clean by some extemal agent. In the case of the PCE, cleaning

is triggered by the log server when a shortfall of free segments is detected. As each

segment is cleaned, the log server is polled to see whether the shortfall has been

rectified, and ifnot, the process is repeated.

8.3.5 CnecxporNTrNc THE B-TREE

In Section 8.3.3 it was mentioned that the B-Tree can be periodically checþointed

to improve the efhciency of the recovery mechanism. Checþointing the B-Tree

consists of writing the current version to the tail of the log and recording its location

in another storage facility such as a file or non-volatile RAM. The effect is to create

a sununary of the location of all the recoverable data contained in the log up until the

checþoint, which eliminates the need to scan this portion of the log during recovery

since all of the information that could be collected by doing so may be recovered

from the checþoint.

Improving the efficiency of the recovery mechanism provides incentive to

checþoint the B-Tree quite frequently. However, the benefit to be gained from this

must be offset against the overhead caused during the running of the system.

Checþointing the B-Tree consumes valuable VO bandwidth and renders previous
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checþoints obsolete creating more work for the cleaner which results in further

overhead. Therefore, the frequency with which the B-Tree is checþointed can be

used to trade-off the efficiency of normal operation against the efficiency of

recovery. Frequent checþoints will optimise the recovery process but produce the

greatest operational overhead. On the other hand, not checþointing the B-Tree at all

results in the least overhead at the expense of poor recovery performance. ln the case

of the PCE, an optimistic viewpoint is taken in which failures are expected to be

rare. Therefore, the B-Tree is checþointed relatively infrequently according to a

threshold based on the number of segments that have been written since the last

checþoint.

8.4 CoruclusroN
In this chapter the implementation of a restricted version of the PCE supporting only

a single computation was described. This allowed the discussion to focus on the

issues of managing persistent data without the complications that arise when

computations are able to share data. In the next chapter, this restriction is removed

and issues ofconcurrency and sharing are explored.
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Managing Consistency

9.1 InrRooucrroN
The previous chapter described the implementation of a restricted version of the PCE

in which only a single computation was supported. The purpose of the restriction

was to focus the discussion on the issues of managing persistent data. This chapter

removes the restriction and discusses the issues that arise when multiple concurrent

computations are permitted to share data within the persistent address space.

Broadly speaking, the issue that arises when multiple computations execute

concurrently and potentially share data is one of consistency. A system of

computations is said to be consistefi if and only if all computations share a common

sequential view of the overall computation. This sequential view can be formally

defined as a total order on the operations performed by the computations. The

execution of a particular computation is correct if any read of an object retums the

value last written to the object with respect to the total order.

In the absence of failure, the consistency of a system of concurrent computations

is naturally preserved. To guard against failures that involve losing the contents of

volatile storage, checþoint and recovery mechanisms such as those described in the

previous chapter are required. These mechanisms aim to maintain the consistency of

the system by abstracting over failures such that the operation of the system is

always equivalent to some failure-free execution. In the case of the restricted PCE,

which supports only a single computation, this is a relatively simple task and

involves writing all data modified by the computation to the log to ensure that the
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checþointed. When the system is recovered, the dependency between A and B is

lost and it is possible for B to perceive the inconsistency which results. This situation

illustrates the consequences of violating causality and is something that could never

have arisen through failure-free operation. In general, it is only when the operation

of a system is intemrpted by failure that causal inconsistencies can arise. Thus, in

abstracting over failure, the checþoint and recovery mechanisms must endeavour to

preserve causal consistency. In the case of the example, both computations should

have been rolled-back to their initial checþoints to avoid violating causality.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the manner in which causality may be

used to maintain consistency in systems such as the PCE. Section 9.2 begins by

presenting a formal defìnition of the basic concepts of causality within systems of

communicating computations. Section 9.3 builds on this theory and examines a

number of practical mechanisms that may be used to capture the causal relationships

that arise during the operation a system. Finally, Section 9.4 explores the application

of causality to checþoint and recovery and examines a number of existing

mechanisms.

9.2 Clusnuw
Causality is a term used to describe the relationship between events in a system. Two

events are causally related if one can affect the other in some way. This type of

relationship is of particular importance in understanding the operation of a system in

which multiple concurrent computations are conìmunicating. When information is

transferred from one computation to another, the receiver becomes causally

dependent on the sender since the receipt of the information may influence its future

behaviour.

The systems which are of interest in this study of causality may be formally

defined as consisting of n sequential processes pr, ..., p,, which communicate by

exchanging information via some medium such as a communication network or

shared memory. The execution of a process p¡ produces a sequence of events that is

totally ordered due to the sequential nature ofthe process and is represented by:

E¡: €¡0, €it, ,.,, €¡k, .'.
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Each event may be broadly classified as send, receive, or internal. Send events

represent the sending of information and receive events represent the receipt of

information. ln a distributed system, these events colrespond to the sending and

receiving of messages. When shared memory is used as the communication medium,

a send event corresponds to writing a value to an object and a receive event

corresponds to reading the value of an object. Whereas send and receive events can

influence the futu¡e behaviour of processes, intemal events are not related to

communication and can only affect the local process. The set of all events in the

system is represented bY:

E: Et v ... \) Eu

It is often convenient to visualise a system of communicating processes using a

time line diagram such as the one shown in Figure 31. Each process is represented by

a horizontal line in which time flows from left to right, events are marked as dots on

the time lines, and communication between processes is represented by directed arcs

between pairs of events. If event a causally precedes event á, then it is possible to

follow a causal path from event a to event å by traversing the path between them in

the direction of the communication arcs and from left to right on the time lines. This

idea is formalised in Section 9.2.1.
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Figure 31: A time line diagram depicting processes, events, and communication.

9.2.L HnppeneD BEFoRE

The notion of causality in a system of processes is captured by the happened beþre

relation, which was first defined by Lamport [am78]. Although the name suggests a

temporal ordering, Schwarz and Mattem note that it is actually a causal ordering and
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that the relation might be more aptly named the causality relation [sm92]. It is

defined as follows:

Der¡nrrror CluslL¡w Reurron

The causality relation, + ç E x E, is the smallest relation such that:

Ð If e¡, eit e E¡ are events occurring in process P¡, andi < Æ, then €¡ ) €¡¡.

iÐ If s e E¡ is a send event and r e E¡ is the co¡responding receive event,

thens + r.

iiÐ If a -s b arrd b -+ c, then a -) c.

The causality relation defines a partial order on the set of events produced by a

system of processes. Informally, a ) å means that event ø is able to affect event å

and hence, event å is causally dependent on event ø. Correspondingly, event a must

have occurred before event å in the course of the overall computation. If neither

a + b nor á -+ ø hold, then events a and b are not causally related and nothing can

be said about the order in which they must have occurred. Such events may occur in

a different order each time the overall computation takes place. This observation

serves as the motivation for the following definition of concurrency:

D¡rrn¡¡nor ConcunneNcY RELATIoN

The concuwency relation, ll E ¿ x E, is defined as:

a ll b if andonly if -'(a -+ å) and -(b -+ a).

From this definition, two events a and b are concurrent if and only if a ll b.

Relating these ideas to the diagram shown in Figure 3I, e11 ) €21, e,z ll ezs,

€ to -) € j2, ãîd ez: ll e:2.

9.2.2 Cnusnl HrsroRv

Using the definition of the causality relation, it is possible to define fhe causal

history of an event e as the set of all events on which e is causally dependent. This is

an extremely useful concept as it provides a method for determining the set of events

that may have influenced the behaviour of a process. If these events are captured
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during a checþoint of that process, all of the causal dependencies will be preserved

and the system can be safely recovered to a consistent state in the event of failure.

The notion of causal history can be formally defined as follows [sm92]:

Drrrnrrron Clusll Hrsronv

Let e e .E denote a particular event occurring during the execution of a system

of processes. The causal history of e, denotedby H(e), is defined as:

H(e):{ieEli-+e}u{e}.

The projection of H(e) on processp¡ is defined as:

H,(e) = {j e H(e) lj e E').

To illustrate this concept, the causal history of event e73 in Figure 3l is:

H(e,s) : { eto, €tr, €12, €20, €21, €22, €30, €3t, €32, est, ets )

The events in the causal history of e13 are shown in Figure 32 as those lying on

the thick black lines, Notice that each thick line corresponds to the projection of

H(e t) on each process and that the lines for processes p2 and p j end at the last send

event which could have influenced event e¡j. This observation is important to the

Vector Clock mechanism described in Section 9.3.2.

êr" êt. êt¡

êro êrt êro êru

es e3i e32 es

Figure 32: The events ofthe causal historyofe73.

9.2,3 Curs

A cut is conceptually formed by partitioning the set of events .E produced by a

system of processes into two parts representing past and future. Cuts may be

represented informally on a time line diagram by a vertical line that crosses the time

line of each process at a particular point. The set of events to the left of a cut line

represent the past and those on the right represent the future. The cut itself comprises

êr,êro
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those events ínthe past. A number of examples of cuts are illustrated in the time line

diagram shown in Figure 33.

ê,,

ê¿¿ êrs

e"r" ea, eo

Asc
Figure 33: Time line diagram showing th¡ee different cuts.

Cuts have a useful application in the theory of checþoint and recovery since

they provide a means of determining whether a set of individual process checþoints

represents a consistent, and hence recoverable, state of the overall system. To

achieve this, it must be possible to determine whether a cut comprising all of the

events captured in the set of checþoints is consistent. Therefore, it is necessary to

define the idea of a consisterzl cut [mat90]

D¡r¡nrr¡on Consrsretr Cur

A consistent cut of the set of events produced by a system of processes is a

finite subset, C c E,such that if c e C and e + c, then e e C.

lnformally, a consistent cut represents a set of events produced by a system of

processes in which the causal dependencies of every event are also part ofthe cut. In

terms of the time line diagram in Figure 33, cuts A and C are consistent whereas cut

.B is inconsistent. By examining a graphical representation of a cut, it is relatively

easy to determine whether it is consistent. The essential criterion is that no

communication arc is allowed to start in the future and end in the past. The

application of cuts to the theory of checþoint and recovery is examined in

Section 9.4.
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9.3 MrcnnrursMs FoR Cnprun¡Nc CAUSALTTY

This section builds on the basic theory of causality presented in Section 9.2 by

examining mechanisms that can be used to capture and analyse the causal

relationships within a system of concurrent processes. The mechanisms covered in

this section are based on the concept of a logical clock. To capture causality within a

system, each process is assigned a logical clock that measures logical time according

to a set of rules. The clocks are used to label each event with a time stamp that may

subsequently be used to detect causal relationships between events and processes.

More formally, a system of logical clocks consists of a time domain T and a

logical clock C. The elements of Z are partially ordered by a relation < which

corresponds to the causality relation described in Section 9.2.1. The logical clock C

is a function that maps an event e e E to an element C(e) e I which is called the

time stamp of e. All logical clocks must satisfy the clock consistency condition

[am78]:

Derrnnron Clocr Consrsr¡lcY CoNDITIoN

Forevents a,be E,if a-+ å,then C(a)<C(b).

Logical clocks that also satisfy the following condition are said to be strongly

consistent [rs96, sm92] :

D¡rrn¡uon Srnolcl-v ConsrsrrNT CLocKs

For events a, b e E, a + b if and only if C(a) < C(b).

Sections 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 examrne two of the most important systems of logical

clocks. The mechanisms used to implement them have been widely used in the field

of distributed systems for a variety of purposes including checþointing [mat90,

sy85l.

9.3.1 Lnuponr Clocrs
In [am78], Lamport introduced the idea of using a system of logical clocks to assign

a logical time to each event in a distributed system to facilitate reasoning about the
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order of events. These so-called Lamport Clocks are not related to physical time and

are defined as follows:

D¡¡rnrr¡on LluPonr Clocr

A Lamport Clock is a mapping, L ' E + N, which maps events to integers

according to the following four rules:

Ð lf e e E is an internal or send event for whrchH(e): Ø,thenL(e):1.

iÐ Ife e E is an internal or send event and ehasaunique local predecessor

e',IhenL(e): L(e') + L

iiÐ If r e E is a receive event and s e E is the corresponding send event,

andH(r): Ø,thenL(r): L(s) + L

iv) If r e E is a receive event and s e .E is the corresponding send event,

and r has a unique local predecessor e', then L(r): max { L(s), L(e') \.

In practice, a system of Lamport Clocks can be implemented by associating a

counter with each process. The counter is initially set to zero and represents the local

logical time, which may be used to produce event time stamps. It is incremented by I

for every local event no matter what the type. For receive events, the counter must be

set to the time stamp of the conesponding send event if this is larger than the

incremented value. The only difficulty with this is obtaining the time stamp of the

corresponding send event. In a distributed system in which communication is via

message passing, the time stamp of the send event is piggybacked with the message.

In the case of a shared memory, each object must be labelled with the time stamp of

the last send event that changed its value. Figure 34 illustrates the use of Lamport

Clocks to assign time stamps to the events within a system of processes'
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Figure 34: Assigning Lamport time stamps to the events in a system of processes
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After examining the time stamps in Figure 34, it is apparent that Lamport Clocks

are not strongly consistent. For example, L(e¡) < L(eÐ yet it is clear that =(e¡2 è

e23) since, in this particular eàsa, €¡2 ll e23. Thus, Lamport Clocks are consistent with

causality but do not provide a clear picture of whether there is a causal relationship

between any two events.

9.3.2 Vecron Clocrs
The concept of the Vector Clock was motivated by the need for a mechanism that

could be used to determine causal relationships simply by comparing the time

stamps associated with events. Unfortunately, this is not possible using Lamport

Clocks because of the problem discussed at the end of Section 9.3.2. However, by

labelling each event with its causal history, it is possible to determine whether event

o causally precedes event å by examiniîg H(b).By definition, if a + å then

a e Hþ) which indicates that causal histories are consistent with causality in the

same manner as Lamport Clocks. The property that sets them apart, however, is the

fact that a e Hþ) implies a + b. Therefore, the use of causal histories in this

manner provides a way to capture and determine the causal relationships between

events in a system ofprocesses.

Although it is possible to construct an algorithm to label events with their causal

histories, it is not practical to do so because the size ofthe causal histories is ofthe

order of the total number of events in the system. Fortunately, the following

observation provides the key to an optimisation [sm92]:

Oes¡nvlrroN

The causal history of an event e e E may be defined as the union of its

projection on all ofthe processes:

H(e):H1@)v...wH,,(e)

Due to the sequential nature of each process, if e¡¡ e H¡(e), then by definition:

€it, ..', e¡,¡-¡ e H¡(e)

Therefore, it is possible to determine H(e) glveî only its cardinality, I H,(e) l.
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From this observation, H(e) may be represented as an n-tuple or vector V(e)

containing the cardinalities of the projections Híe), ..., H,(e) such that the itå element

V(e)[t] = lH(e) l. This representation of a causal history is known as a Vector Time

Stamp and was independently derived by both Mattem [mat89] and Fidge [fid88],

although the description given here is taken from [sm92] in which an algorithm for

maintaining a Vector Clock V¡at eachprocessp¡ is given:

Alconruu

(l) Initially V,[k] : 0, for k = I , ..., n.

(2) On each internal and send event e, processp¡ sets V¡[iJ : V¡[iJ + I'

(3) On each receive event, process p¡ performs step (2) and then updates Z¡

using the vector time stamp associated with the corresponding send

event I/" as follows:

V,[k] = max( V¡[kJ, V,[k] ), for k: l, ..., n.

The vecto¡ clock resulting from the update shown in step (3) is sometimes

known as the supremum or piecewise-maximum.It is typically used to transfer causal

dependencies from one vector clock to another. By maintaining a vector clock local

to each process according to the algorithm above, each local event may be labelled

with the value of the clock at the time of occurrence as shown in Figure 35.

t1,0,01 12,0,01 t3,0,01 [4,3,4] t5,3,41

Pt

t0,1,01 [2,3,0] [2,4,0] [5,6,4]

12,2,ol t5,5,41

lo,o,1l 12,3,21 12,3,41

Figure 35: The events in a system of processes and their associated vector time stamps.

In order to detect causal relationships between events, it must be possible to

compare two vector time stamps, which requires the definition of an ordering

relation as follows:
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Der¡n¡nor

LeT X and I denote vector times of dimension n.

Ð X < Y if and oúy if X[k] < Y[k] for fr = I, ..., k.

ii) X<Yif andonlyifXS YandX+Y.

From this definition, Schwarz and Mattem present a theorem that provides an

efficient method of determining the causal relationship between two events. A proof

for this theorem may be found in [hw88]. The theorem is as follows:

Tnronru

For two events a e E¡and å e .Q such Lhat a i b,

Ð a -+ b if and only if V(a)tü < V(b)ttl.

iÐ allbif andonlyif V(b)tù <V(a)[iJ andv(a)fi] <v(b)[i]

This theorem shows that Vector Clocks are strongly consistent. It also shows that

causal relationships can be detected very efficiently (by comparing one or two

elements) provided that it is equally efficient to maintain the Vector Clock

associated with each process. Opinions regarding this last point tend to be somewhat

polarised. One group claim that Vector Clocks are only of theoretical interest

because the size of the vectors is of the order of the number of processes in the

system and, since the number of processes may change periodically, there is added

complexity in managing existing clocks. Whilst these points cannot be denied, recent

research has solved many of the problems such that vector time is actually a viable

approach to tracking causality in certain situations þv931. This is the focus of the

other group of opinions. Further to this, it has been shown in the literature [nx93]

that the use of vector time is both necessary and sufficient if accurate causal tracking

is to be performed.

9.4 Cn¡CTPOINT AND RCCOV¡RY MECFIANISMS

This section examines a number of checkpoint and recovery mechanisms and relates

their operation to the theory of causality presented in Sections 9.2 and 9.3. Earlier,
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Sectiong.l presented the idea that checþoint and recovery mechanisms should

abstract over failure such that the operation of the system is always equivalent to

some failure free operation. In other words, failure recovery must never ¡estore the

system to a state that could not have been reached through normal operation. Such

situations can only arise if causal dependencies are not preserved across failure.

Therefore, checþoint mechanisms must be sure to record sufficient state

information to enable a causally consistent state to be recovered following a failure.

Preserving causal dependencies during checþoint operations can be achieved

with the help of causal histories. To illustrate, consider the system of two

computations shown in Figure 36 in which each causally signifrcant event has been

labelled. Of particular interest is event e¿3, which represents the last checþoint

operation performed by computation B, the causal history of which is:

H(es¡) = { €s¡, €82,981, €80, €A2, €¡,1, eeo }

Since B has read the value of object Y which was updated by computation A,

there is a causal dependency between A and B which is reflected in the causal

history of the checþoint event esj. The events within this causal history determine

the dependencies that must be preserved and, by definition, represent a consistent

cut. Therefore, if the entire causal history is checþointed, it will always be possible

to restore the system to a consistent state that could have been reached through

normal failure-free operation.

Read
from X

(2)

Write
toY
(5)

Computation A
eÁo êot ô

em AÃÂvBt vB2 vB3

Computation B

Checkpoint Read Write
from Y to X(5) (e)

Figure 36: The causal history of a checþoint event.

Checþointing events in a causal history essentially consists of recording the

state information pertinent to each event. For read and write events, the state

information would consist of the current value of the referenced objects. However, it
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is only necessary to checþoint read events if the corresponding objects have been

modified since they were last checþointed. In systems, such as the PCE, in which

the computations are recoverable, the state information associated with the

checþoint event would consist of the meta-data describing the execution state of the

computation. To illustrate using the example above, checþointing the causal history

of event e33 would involve recording the current values of objects X and Y along

with the meta-data associated with each computation. It is necessary to include the

meta-data for computation A due to the dependency between A and B resulting from

the transfer of information. Finally, it is important to note that events ep and esg do

not contribute any state information to the checþoint since they are checþoint

events themselves and the events in their causal histories should have already been

recorded.

It is possible to classifu checþoint mechanisms according to the set of events

that are actually recorded. Some mechanisms checþoint the entire causal history

while others elect to checþoint only events which have occurred locally. Based on

this form of classification, two distinct approaches can be identified and these have

become known as consistent and optimistic checþointing. Consistent checkpointing

techniques operate in the manner outlined above by eagerly recording the entire

causal history on stable storage thereby guaranteeing the existence of a consistent cut

which may be used for recovery. In contrast, optimistic checþointing techniques

operate by recording a subset of the events in the causal history and rely on forming

consistent cuts lazily through a combination of checþoints from different

computations. Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 examine a number of existing consistent and

optimistic checþointing strategies respectively. In conclusion, Section 9.5 presents

a comparison of both approaches.

9.4.L ConsrsrENT CHEcKPoTNTTNG

The basic idea behind consistent checþointing is to ensure that checþoint

operations always result in the creation of a new recoverable state that is causally

consistent. In theory, this means that a checþoint operation must capture all of the

events within the causal history of the checþoint event. ln practice, most systems do

not deal with causal histories and rely instead on altemative methods to form
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9.4.1.1

recoverable consistent cuts. Very often, the methods used by these systems result in

checþointing more data than is strictly necessary. In other words, the checþoint

mechanism captures events other than those in the relevant causal history. This

phenomenon is known as false causality and can lead to inefficiencies within the

checþoint mechanism. In Sections 9.4.1.I to 9.4.1.4, a number of different

approaches to consistent checþointing are examined. The approaches differ in the

level of false causality they produce.

Srop-rne-Wonlo

The simplest consistent checþointing mechanism is often referred to as Stop-the-

World due to the effect that a checþoint has on the rest of the system. When a

computation initiates a checþoint, the entire system is suspended while modified

data is recorded on stable storage. ln systems such as the PCE, the checþoint would

also include the meta-data describing the execution state of each computation. Once

all of the data has been secured on disk, the system is permitted to resume operation.

Given that Stop-the-World records the current state of the entire system, it is

clearly a form of consistent checþointing. However, since it pays no attention to

causal dependencies, it tends to checþoint much more data than is strictly necessary

which leads to inefficiency when there is little or no sharing between computations.

In addition, synchronously checþointing the entire system may introduce a

significant delay which penalises all computations rather than just the initiator of the

checþoint. Thus, the Stop-the-World approach is unlikely to scale well if used in a

system containing a large number of concurrent computations. For this reason, it is

generally used in systems supporting only a single computation such as the restricted

PCE described in Chapter 8 or the Napier-88 system [mbc89].

It is possible to improve the performance of Stop-the-World significantly by

tsing copy-on-write techniques described in lejz92l. The idea is to introduce some

asynchrony into the checþointing process to allow VO to be performed lazily. This

can be achieved by exploiting the virtual memory page protection mechanisms to

mark pages containing modified data read-only so that they cannot be changed until

the data is written to stable storage. This allows computations to continue running

provided they do not need to modifu any of the protected data. Meanwhile, the
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9.4.1.2

system is able to write the modified data to stable storage and, once each page is

complete, enable write access again. If a computation attempts to modifo a page

before its contents have been checþointed, the system makes a copy of the page and

enables write access to allow the computation to proceed. The copy of the page is

discarded once it has been written to stable storage.

Wu nno Fucns

In [wf90], Wu and Fuchs describe a form of consistent checþointing used in their

implementation of a distributed shared memory (DSM). In their system, clients

running on separate workstations connected to a LAN may concurrently access the

shared address space. Central to the management of this address space is the

coherency algorithm, which ensures that the memory behaves as if there is only a

single logical copy of each page. Thus, the modification of pages must be controlled

to prevent clients from accessing stale data. The coherence policy enforced by the

system allows multiple readers of a page, but only a single writer. Thus, when a

client wishes to modiff a page, any copies cached in the local memories of other

clients must be invalidated. Once this has occurred, the writer is permitted exclusive

access to the page. If the page is subsequently required by other clients, the writer is

forced to checþoint locally modified pages before the required page can be

released. This prevents the spread of causal dependencies between the readers and

writers of shared pages by ensuring that clients can never gain access to modified

data.

Since the existence of causal dependencies between clients is not possible, the

checþoints made by writers represent consistent cuts that result in the creation of

new recoverable states. In addition, the elimination of causal dependencies between

clients means that the failure of one client does not affect the others. If such

dependencies could exist, clients that read data modified by a failed client would

need to be rolled-back to their previous checþoints to preserve causal consistency.

This may in turn force other clients to roll-back leading to the so called domino effect

fran75, rus80] in which the roll-back eventually propagates to all clients. It was the

desire to avoid this roll-back propagation which motivated the design of the

checkpointing mechanism.
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9.4.1.3 CASPER

The CASPER system [vbd92] supports a persistent distributed shared memory that is

accessible to multiple concurrent clients executing on individual workstations

connected to a LAN. Thus, CASPER is similar in style to the system developed by

Wu and Fuchs although it employs a significantly different checþointing strategy.

Whereas Wu and Fuchs prevent causal dependencies between clients via an eager

checþointing policy, the CASPER system allows clients to read and write pages

modified by other clients without requiring a checþoint. Hence, clients that share

access to modified pages become mutually causally dependent and form sets called

associations. To preserve causal dependencies across failure, CASPER forces all of

the clients in an association to checþoint together.

In CASPER, associations are maintained by a centralised stable store server that

manages the coherency of the system as a whole. Each association has a

corresponding page list that identifies those modified pages accessed by the

members of the association since their last checþoint. The coherence mechanism

employs vifual memory page protections to detect read and write accesses to pages

held by clients. When a page is first modified, its identity is added to the page list of

the association containing the client responsible for the modification. If a client

accesses a modified page in the page list of another association, the client becomes

causally dependent on the members of the other association. To reflect this, the two

associations and their page lists are merged. A checþoint initiated by any member

of an association causes all of the members to checþoint together using a two-phase

commit protocol co-ordinated by the central seryer. Upon completion, the

association is disbanded since the members no longer share modified pages.

The use of associations in CASPER represents an improvement on the Stop-the-

World approach since only causally dependent subsets of clients are required to

checþoint together. Thus, the checþoint mechanism used by CASPER produces

less false causality, which results in reduced checþoint latency especially when the

level of sharing is low.
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9.4.1.4 MONADS-DSM

The MONADS-DSM system [hen91] is an adaptation of the original MONADS

system described in Section 2.3 which is designed to support a persistent distributed

shared memory. Recent work by Jalili and Henskens [h95] has focused on

improving the checþointing mechanism to reduce the amount of false causality. The

resulting mechanism is based on a refinement of the associations concept originally

used in CASPER. The refinement came about through the observation that

checþointing an association forces more data to be checþointed than is strictly

necessary. To illustrate this, consider the situation depicted in Figure 37 in which

client B has read an object previously modifred by client A. In CASPER, the causal

dependency between A and B would result in the formation of a single association

containing both clients thereby forcing them to checþoint together.

ClientA

Write

Object

Client B

Figure 37: A situation producing false causality in CASPER.

As noted by Jalili and Henskens, the situation in Figure 37 certainly results in a

causal dependency between clients A and B. However, the dependency is uni-

directional such that client B depends on client A, but not vice-versa since A is not

dependent on any result produced by B. This observation lead to a refinement of the

associations concept based on the maintenance of directed dependency graphs.

Like CASPER, the system described by Jalili and Henskens uses virtual memory

page protections to track read and write accesses to pages. The faults generated by

each client are used to construct directed dependency graphs (DDGs) rather than

simple associations. In a DDG, each client and page is represented by a single node

and dependencies are represented by directed arcs between nodes. lnitially, all DDGs

consist of a single node representing a particular client or page. As reads and writes

are detected, dependency arcs are created causing previously separate DDGs to

merge, The th¡ee rules concerning the maintenance of DDGs are as follows:
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1. Reading a page that is unmodified with respect to the last checþoint results

in no dependency between the client and the page.

2. Reading a modified page results in the creation of a directed dependency

from the reader to the page. (i.e. the client becomes causally dependent on

the contents ofthe Page).

3. Writing to a page results in a mutual dependency between the modiffing

client and the page. (i.e. the page becomes causally dependent on the

execution state of the client, and the client becomes dependent on the

contents ofthe page).

To illustrate the application of these rules, Figure 38 shows the DDG that would

result from the events shown in Figure 37. lî the diagram, client nodes are

represented by circles and page nodes are represented by squares. When a client

initiates a checþoint operation, the DDG is traversed starting from the initiator's

node and all pages and clients transitively reachable via outgoing arcs are written to

stable storage.

Figure 38: A directed dependency graph reflecting the situation shown in Figure 37,

According to the DDG shown in Figure 38, a checþoint initiated by client B

would cause the execution state of both clients, and the contents of page O, to be

written to stable storage. On the other hand, a checþoint initiated by client A would

involve the execution state of A and the contents of page O, but not the execution

state of client B. Thus, DDGs capture the causal dependencies between clients and

pages more accurately than associations, which results in less false causality during

checþointing.

To support the construction of DDGs, certain information must be collected

during each read and write fault. ln particular, the following details are required:

. The set of pages that have been modified with respect to the last checþoint.

o The set ofpages accessedby each client.

o The set of pages modified by each client.
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Although it is possible to collect this information relatively simply, the resulting

DDGs would not be particularly accurate. To illustrate, consider the following

sequence of events represented by the time line diagram shown in Figure 39:

1. Some page P is read by clientl.

2. The operating system pre-empts A and allows client ^B to execute.

3. .B modifies page P.

4. The operating systempre-empts,B and resumes l.
5. Areads the modifiedPage P.

As shown in Figure 39, the first read of page P by client I is an access to an

unmodified page and does not result in any causal dependency. However, following

this initial access, further reads from the page go undetected until the page is

invalidated from the TLB/\{MU. Thus, the modification to page P by client .B will

not be detected and as a result, the causal dependency between client A andpage P

created by event 5 will not be reflected in the DDG.

ClientA

Page P

Glient B

Figure 39: Inexact read and write events.

The point to note from this sequence of events is that the first access to a

particular page creates a timing window during which further accesses of the same

type carurot be detected. Consequently, apart from the first access, the exact ordering

of events cannot be determined using conventional virtual memory techniques.

Therefore, additional mechanisms are required if DDGs a¡e to accurately reflect the

causal dependencies within the system.

Jalili and Henskens propose that the correct ordering of events can be obtained

by recording those pages accessed during each time quantum of a client's execution.

As each client is descheduled, the information collected is used to update the

appropriate DDGs. In order to avoid the problem illustrated above, all pages are

marked no-access on each context switch which involves flushing the TLB/I\4MU.
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9.4.2

This guarantees that all relevant accesses will be detected and that the DDGs will

accurately reflect all causal dependencies. However, the performance of the resulting

system would be extremely poor due to the increase in access faults. Thus, an

alternative solution involving a hardware extension is proposed in [hkjga].

Oprrursrlc CHEcKPoTNTTNG

The consistent checþointing techniques described in Section 9.4.I all result in the

eager formation of consistent cuts thereby allowing the system to be recovered to a

consistent state in the event of a failure. One of the problems with consistent

checþointing is the lengthy delay that can result when a computation initiates a

checþoint. This delay is caused by checþointing data unnecessarily due to false

causality. Thus, if false causality were eliminated, the efficiency of checþointing

would improve. However, efficiency could be further improved if the requirement of

absolute consistency were to be relaxed. ln other words, if consistent cuts could be

identified lazily, then it would not be necessary to preserve causal dependencies

eagerly during a checþoint. This is the basic idea behind optimistic checþointing,

which trades consistency for an increase in checþoint efficiency. To illustrate the

principles of optimistic checþointing, consider the situation shown in Figure 40.

Page I

Process A

Page2

Process B

Page 3

>

)

Figure 40: A system of processes illustrating the principles of optimistic checkpointing.

Here, the computation of process B does not share data used by process A. That

is, B does not depend on any result produced by A. On the other hand, the

computation of process A uses a result written to page 2 by process B, which

potentially influences the values stored in pages I and 2. Finally, process A initiates

a checþoint operation, which, under a consistent checþointing mechanism, would

cause all three pages and the execution state of both processes to be written to stable

storage. However, an optimistic checþointing mechanism might only checþoint
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9.4.2.r

data on which process A directly depends, which, in this case, would be pages I and

2 and the execution state of A.

If the checþoint of process A is performed as suggested above, the contents of

stable storage would not constitute a consistent cut since certain events on which A

depends have not been recorded. Thus, in the event of a failure, the checþoint

would not be recoverable and both processes would be rolled-back. It is worth noting

that this would not occur if consistent checþointing had been used since all causal

dependencies would be captured on stable storage ensuring the existence of a

consistent cut. However, optimistic checþointing wins in situations where failures

are rare and the efficiency gained by relaxing the consistency requirement outweighs

the extra complexity of recovery and the cost of rollback. Sections 9.4.2.1 and

9.4.2.2 now examine two optimistic checþointing strategies used in distributed

message passing systems.

Srnou AND YEMTNI

ln [sy85], Strom and Yemini describe an approach to optimistic checþointing for

use in distributed message passing systems. Their system is based around the

concept of a recovery unit (RU) which may consist of one or more processes.

Recovery units exchange messages with other recovery units and the outside world

and are checþointed and recovered on an individual basis. A critical assumption

made by Strom and Yemini is that the execution of a recovery unit is deterministic

and driven by the contents of input messages. To be more precise, each message that

is received by a recovery unit is said to begin a new period of deterministic

execution called a state intertal. During each state interval, a recovery unit may

perform internal computation and send messages to other recovery units. The

reception of the next input message begins the next state interval.

To track causal dependencies arising through message passing, each recovery

unit maintains a dependency vector which closely corresponds to the vector clock

mechanism described in Section g.3.2. It a dependency vector, the ith element

represents the identity of the most recent state interval in recovery unit i on which

the maintainer of the dependency vector is causally dependent. As with vector

clocks, all messages sent from a particular recovery unit are tagged with the current
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value of the local dependency vector. When a message is received by a recovery

unit, the attached dependency vector is used to update the local dependency vector to

reflect any new and transitive dependencies on other recovery units. This is

performed in a manner analogous to that used for updating a vector clock following

the receipt of a message. Thus, the receiver effectively inherits the causal

dependencies of the state interval from which the message was originally sent.

Each recovery unit has an associated recovery mqnqger that is designed to

provide transparent fault tolerance for the processes embodied in the recovery unit.

This is achieved by logging input messages and periodically checþointing the

current state ofthe recovery unit. Ifa recovery unit fails, execution is restarted using

its most recent checþoint and all of the input messages received after this

checþoint are replayed to it from the log in the same order as they were originally

¡eceived. Since execution is deterministic within each state interval, the recovery

unit will roll-forward to the state that existed just before the failure. However, since

message logging is performed asynchronously, some messages may not be logged

and it may not be possible to recover to the required state interval. This may result in

the need to roll-back other recovery units which depend on the state intervals which

could not be recove¡ed. Therefore, the final step in the recovery process is to

broadcast a message containing the state interval index from which the failed unit is

restarting. The receipt of this message enables a recovery unit to determine whether

roll-back is required by checking the local dependency vector. If necessary, a

recovery unit performs roll-back by simulating a crash and restarting from a state

interval that is not causally dependent on state intervals that could not be recovered.

To enable a recovery unit to determine whether a particular state interval is

recoverable, each unit maintains a log vector. The ith element of a log vector

represents the identity of the most recent state interval in recovery unit i which is

guaranteed to be recoverable. Each recovery unit periodically broadcasts the current

value of its log vector and when such a message is received, the local log vector is

updated in the same manner as a vector clock. That is, each element in the updated

vector is set to the maximum of the corresponding elements in the old and broadcast

vectors.
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9.4.2.2

From the above description, it is apparent that optimistic recovery can result in a

relatively low runtime overhead at the expense of a more complicated and time

consuming recovery procedure. However, if recovery units rarely fail, then the

system is able to reap the benefits. The techniques described by Strom and Yemini

have been implemented within the Mach operating system to provide transparent

recovery for tasks. The report of this experience is documented in [ggl90] and

appears to be favourable.

Jonrsolt AND ZwAENEPoEL

ln [1290f, Johnson and Zwaenepoel describe an optimistic checþointing technique

for use in distributed message passing systems that is similar to that of Strom and

Yemini. Whereas the latter system is concerned with providing transparent fault

tolerance for recovery units, the approach described by Johnson and Zwaenepoel is

centred on individual processes. In general, processes and recovery units are

equivalent in that processes may exchange messages and may be checþointed and

recovered independently. The execution of each process is divided into discrete s/a/¿

intervals during which the behaviour of the process is deterministic. The start of

each state interval coincides with the receipt of a new input message. Each state

interval within a process is uniquely identified by a sequential state interval index,

which is simply a count of the messages received by the process.

Causal dependencies arising through the exchange of messages between

processes are tracked by maintaining a dependency vector local to each process.

Elementj of process l's dependency vector is set to the maximum index of any state

interval of process j on which process i currently depends. If process I has no

dependency on any state interval of processT, then elementT is set to l- which is less

than all possible state interval indices. Element i of process l's own dependency

vector is always set to the index of process i's current state interval.

Each process maintains its dependency vector by tagging all outgoing messages

with the current state interval index, and by remembering the maximum index

tagging any message from each of the other processes. By tracking dependencies in

this manner, the dependency vector of a process only reflects the state intervals on

which the process directly depends due to the receipt of a message. This is in
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contrast to the technique used by Strom and Yemini in which the dependency vectors

also contain transitive dependencies. The difference stems from the fact that Strom

and Yemini tag outgoing messages with the entire dependency vector, whích enables

the receiver to inherit the causal dependencies of the sender's state interval. Using

the scheme of Johnson and Zwaenepoel, the information transmitted is sufficient

only to create a direct dependency between the sender and receiver. Thus, transitive

causal dependencies must be discovered via other means.

Like the system described by Strom and Yemini, process recovery is performed

using a combination of process checþoints and the deterministic replay of logged

messages. Since logging is performed asynchronously, it is not always possible to

recover all of the state intervals started before a failure. A process that has received a

message from a failed process that was sent from a state interval that could not be

recovered is said to be an orphan. Such a process must be rolled back to the state

interval before the message that caused it to be an orphan was received. As described

earlier, rolling back one process may cause other processes to become orphans which

must also be rolled back. ln order to guarantee progress in the system, the

propagation of rollbacks must be controlled to avoid the domino effect. Johnson and

Zwaenepoel provide an algorithm which can be used to recover from failure in a

matìner that avoids the domino effect and which finds the most recent combination

of process states such that no process is an orphan. The full details of the algorithm

are described in fi2901 although a brief summary is presented here.

The algorithm involves the construction of an n x n dependency mqtrix in which

row i represents the dependency vector of process l. Thus, the elements on the

diagonal hold the index of the current state interval for each process. Johnson and

Zwaenepoel show that such a matrix represents a consistent cut if and oniy if the

elements in each column are less than or equal to the diagonal element in the

column. Informally, this means that there are no orphan processes.

The algorithm conceptually maintains a consistent dependency matrix

representing the most recent recoverable system state. Each element on the diagonal

of this matrix represents the index of the most recent recoverable state interval of the

corresponding process. Due to the use of asynchronous message logging, the most
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recent recoverable state interval is likely to lag behind the current state interval of

each process. Whenever a new state interval becomes stable, the algorithm attempts

to find a new consistent dependency matrix in which the state interval is recoverable.

Such a matrix will only exist if the transitive causal dependencies of the new state

interval are on state intervals of other processes which are themselves stable. The

algorithm employs an iterative approach to determine whether this is true, and if so,

updates the dependency matrix to reflect the new recoverable system state. If a new

consistent state cannot be found, the algorithm constructs a set of the state intervals

that must become stable in orde¡ fo¡ the new state interval be incorporated into the

recoverable system state. If necessary, this set may be used to force the appropriate

state intervals to become stable and thereby ensure that the original state interval is

recoverable.

9.5 ConclusroN
This chapter has dealt with the issue of consistency within a system of

communicating processes. Such a system may be distributed with each process

executing on a separate node, or the processes may execute concurrently within a

single node and communicate via a shared memory. The discussion has focused on

how causality theory is related to consistency and how consistency can be

maintained in the event of a failure by using checþoint and recovery mechanisms

that preserve causal dependencies.

Checþoint mechanisms can be roughly divided into two categories depending

on how eagerly they preserve causal dependencies. The first category, known as

consistent checþointing, captures all of the events in the causal history of the

checþointing process and guarantees that a process is always recoverable from its

most recent checþoint. To achieve this, the mechanisms described in Section 9.4.1

force other processes to checþoint together with the initiator, which generally

¡esults in more data being written to stable storage than is absolutely necessary. This

occrus because of the coarse granularity with which the causal dependencies

between processes are tracked. For example, the dependency tracking mechanism

used by the CASPER system can result in false causal dependencies between two or

more processes due to the fact that dependencies are treated as being bi-directional in
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all cases. As shown by Jalili and Henskens, it is possible to eliminate false

dependencies of this type through the use of directed dependency graphs although

the solution they propose is infeasible without the assistance of hardware

modifications.

Thus, false causality is a significant problem with the consistent checþointing

techniques examined in Section 9.4.I, and as a result, checþoints take longer to

complete due to the extra data that must be written to stable storage. However, the

main difficulty is the fact that causally dependent processes are required to

checþoint together. This is acceptable when processes execute in isolation, but the

situation can degenerate into Stop-the-llorld when there is a lot of communication

between processes. Thus, a checþoint initiated by one process can induce

signihcant delays in the execution of the processes on which it depends.

The second category of mechanisms, known as optimistic checþointing, takes a

lazry approach to preserving causal dependencies. lnstead of checþointing

dependent processes together, each process is permitted to checþoint independently.

Since this potentially results in less data being written to stable storage, the time

required to perform a checþoint is often significantly less than with consistent

checþointing. However, if processes are checþointed independently then the

causal dependencies between processes are not guaranteed to be preserved. Thus, in

the event of a failure, the recovery mechanism must identi$ a set of checþoints that

are causally consistent. ln some cases, processes will not be able to recover using

their most recent checþoints because the other processes on which they depend

were not stable at the time of the failure. In such cases, the affected processes are

required to roll back to an earlier checþoint thereby losing the results of recent

computation.

The basis of optimistic checþointing is that failures occur so infrequently that it

is more efficient to checþoint processes individually and suffer the occasional roll

back than it is to eagerly preserve causal dependencies. In essence, there is a trade

off between checþoint latency and recovery cost. Consistent checkpointing

guarantees that processes will never need to be rolled back yet has the potential to

impose significant checþoint delays. On the other hand, optimistic checþointing

permits processes to checþoint with minimal delay but may result in the loss of
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computation in the event of a failure. However, the advantage of the optimistic

approach is that it may gracefully degrade into consistent checþointing should the

need arise. Thus, by employing a technique such as that described by Johnson and

Zwaenepoel, it is possible to gain the efficiency of the optimistic approach yet retain

the guarantee of recoverability offered by consistent checþointing.

ln the next chapter, the implementation of the PCE is completed by removing the

restriction of a single computation imposed in Chapter 8. Thus, the issue of

maintaining the consistency of multiple concurrent computations must be addressed.

It is handled using a new optimistic checþointing technique that employs the

algorithm of Johnson andZwaenepoel to identifu consistent cuts lazily.



Chapter 10

Optimistic Process Checkpointing

10.1 InrRooucrroN
This chapter completes the design and implementation of the PCE started in

Chapter 8. It removes the restriction of a single computation thereby allowing

multiple concurrent computations to share access to the persistent address space.

Since these computations may use the shared address space to exchange information,

causal dependencies may arise between computations that access the same pages. In

the event of a failure, these dependencies must be preserved to ensu¡e that the system

may always be recovered to state that could have been reached through failure-free

execution.

This chapter focuses on the design and implementation of a new optimistic

checþointing technique that tracks causal dependencies using virtual memory page

protections. It allows computations to checþoint independently and finds consistent

cuts lazily using an adaptation of an algorithm described by Johnson and

Zwaenepoel in [290]. If necessary, consistent cuts can be found eagerly to ensure

that any particular checþoint is recoverable.

Since causal dependencies in the PCE arise when computations communicate via

the shared persistent address space, Section 10.2 describes the issues involved in

tracking causality in a shared memory environment. Following this, Section 10.3

introduces the notion of a causality barrier, which plays a central role in the

optimistic checþointing mechanism described in Section 10.4. The algorithms and
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data structures used in the implementation of this mechanism are presented in

Section 10.5.

LO.2 TNNCXTNG CAUSAL DEPENDENCIES IN THE PCE

In the PCE, computations communicate through the use of the shared persistent

address space. Communication takes place when one computation reads the value of

a datum previously written by another computation. From a causal perspective, the

datum becomes causally dependent on the writer, and the reader becomes dependent

on the datum. In theory, a system of vector clocks could be used to track the causal

relationships between computations and data. While this would provide perfect

causal tracking, it requires the ability to detect every access to each datum made by

each computation. This would clearly be infeasible without hardware or compiler

support and would, in either case, result in a substantial run-time overhead.

Furthermore, the number of elements within each vector clock would be roughly

proportional to the amount of data. Thus, although practically infeasible, tracking

causality at the finest possible granularity is still of theoretical interest because it

provides a yardstick against which other tracking techniques may be measured.

If the granularity at which causal dependencies are tracked is increased, the

number of elements required in each vector clock is reduced. Thus, by tracking at a

suitably coarse granularity, the vector clocks become sufficiently small that causal

tracking is feasible to implement. However, tracking dependencies at granularities

coarser than a single datum inevitably produces a certain amount of false causality

since it is necessary to assume that computation which have accessed the same

region have exchanged information. In reality, such computations may have

accessed different data within the region in which case they would be causally

un¡elated. Thus, by tracking dependencies at a granularity coarser than a single

datum, it is possible for two computations which have not communicated to be

deemed causally dependent. ln general, the larger the granularity with which

accesses are tracked, the greater the potential for false causality.

ln a general-purpose system such as the PCE, it is desirable to hnd a granularity

at which the hardware may be used to assist with tracking since this would eliminate

the need for compiler support. On conventional hardware platforms, the virtual
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memory system can be used to detect accesses to individual pages. Thus, the

smallest granularity at which it is possible to track causal dependencies without

compiler support is the virtual page. Despite the inherent false causality, tracking

causality at page granularity represents the most accurate method for tracking

dependencies when computations communicate via a shared memory.

Page-based causality tracking may be implemented by exploiting the virtual

memory hardware to detect read and write accesses to pages. By setting the page

protections in an appropriate manner, it is possible to detect the first read or write

access to each page for each computation. However, this presents a difficulty in that

once a computation has accessed a page in a particular maruter, further accesses of

the same type will not be detected unless the page protection is subsequently reset.

This is shown in Figure 4l in which two computations access a coÍrmon virtual

page.

Computation A

Mrtual Page V
R = Read

W = Write
l= lnvalidate

Computation B

Figure 41: Tracking causal dependencies using virtual page protections.

As shown, computation A reads from page V causing a fault which enables the

access to be detected. The handler must grant read permission on the page to allow

the computation to proceed. Until the time at which the page protections a¡e reset

during invalidation, there is a period during which it is not possible to determine

whether A has performed further reads from page V. A similar observation can be

made about the write to page V made by computation B. According to the ordering

of the initial read and write, there is no (transitive) causal dependency between the

computations since the read was performed first. However, such a dependency

would exist if computation A were to read from page V before the invalidation.

Since such an access is not detectable, the only course of action that can be

guaranteed not to miss causal dependencies is to assume that such an access did

occur. However, this introduces the possibility of false causality.
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10.3

As described in Section 9.4.1.4, Jalili and Henskens avoid the false causality

described above by resetting page protections on each context switch. Thus, the

situation shown in Figure 4l does not occur in their system due to the invalidation

policy. ln effect, the grey bands shown in Figure 4l are prevented from overlapping

since each page is invalidated before the next computation is permitted to run.

Because of this, their system is capable of perfect causality tracking, although it is

not feasible without the hardware support described by Koch thkj94l, Therefore, the

most accurate and feasible method of tracking causality within a shared memory

environment such as the PCE, is to detect accesses to individual pages and tolerate

the situation shown in Figure 41. This amounts to taking a conservative viewpoint on

the ordering of read and write events so as to avoid missing causal dependencies.

Tol.¡nnrrNc AN In¡xncr Ono¡nrNG oF Evenrs
Consider the situation shown in Figure 42 in which two computations communicate

information via a shared page. The solid a¡cs represent the page accesses that can be

detected using virtual memory in an efficient manner. Hence, they correspond to the

first read and write access of the page by each computation. The dashed arcs

represent page accesses that may occur but cannot be detected. Since the occulrence

of such events can influence causality, the tracking mechanism must assume that any

form of access that cannot be detected will occur. For example, although the first

read by computation A precedes the first write by computation B, it must be assumed

that A will subsequently read the information written by B.

Computation A

Mrtual Page V

W

Computation B

Figure 42: A, sequence ofdetected and undetected access events.

To accurately capture the causal relationships between the computations and the

page shown in Figure 42, it is sufficient to associate a vector clock with each.

Whenever a read or write access is detected, the appropriate vector clocks must be

updated to reflect causality. Figure 43 shows the vector clock updates that would

-->
RR

W
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result from the page accesses detected in Figure 42. All vector clocks are initially set

to [0,0,0].

[1,1,0]

R/
Í0,2,11 )

[0, r,0]
w w/

[0,2,1]

Figure 43: Vector clock updates resulting from the initial page accesses.

After the initial page accesses, the causal relationships between the three parties

are accurately captured in their respective vector clocks. However, since

communication during the ensuing period of concurrent execution cannot be

detected, the vector clocks cease to be an accurate measure. The only way to bring

them up to date is to introduce a causality barrier to provide a point of reference

allowing any page accesses which may have occurred before that point to be

accounted for.

In practice, a causality barrier may be imposed on a computation by resetting the

page protections on all of the pages it has accessed since the last barrier to ensure

that future access to those pages can be detected. To take account of any page

accesses which were not detected before the barrier, the vector clocks of the pages

and computation must be updated as if all such accesses occurred immediately

before the barrier. Figure 44 shows the result of imposing causality barriers on

computations A and B.

t1,r,0I 12,3,11 --'Computation A
Barrier

R R/
Virtual Page V

,2,11 lo,4.2l

wi
[0,3,11

w
Computation B

lo,2,1l 10,4,21

Figure 44: Vector clocks after causality ba¡riers are imposed.

In the case of A, it is assumed that an undetected read was performed just before

the barrier and the vector clocks are updated accordingly. Similarly, for computation

B it is assumed that an undetected write occurred just before the barrier. To perform

the vector clock updates for the causality barrier imposed on computation A, both

page V and computation A must begin a new state interval. The vector clock

Computation A

Virtual Page V

Computation B

0Il0
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associated with A is then set to the piecewise-maximum of itself and the dependency

vector associated with V. It is necessary to begin new state intervals to ensure that A

depends on a state interval ofV at which all prior updates can be guaranteed to have

occurred. Therefore, although the detected write to page V occurred at state interval

2 (of page V), it is necessary to depend on the new state interval 3 since B could

have written to page V at any time leading up to this point. lndeed, B may continue

to write to page V right up until its own causality barrier is imposed.

The effect of a causality barrier on a computation is to guarantee that its vector

clock provides an accurate representation of its direct causal dependencies. Since a

computation can only depend directly on the pages it has accessed, any other

dependencies indicated in the vector clock must be transitive and are not gaaranteed

to be accurate. For example, in Figure 44 The vector clock at the barrier for

computation A indicates that A is causally dependent on B at the time of B's initial

write access. This is not accurate because there may be an undetected write from B

followed by an undetected read from A at any point leading up to the causality

barrier imposed on A.

During the operation of a virtual memory system used for tracking causal

dependencies, causality barriers can occur naturally for two reasons. Firstly, when a

virtual page is evicted from main memory, all computations are effectively

prevented from accessing it until it becomes resident once again. Therefore, a page

eviction must be handled by imposing a partial causality barrier on each of the

computations that have been granted access to the page. The barriers are partial in

the sense that only a single page is involved rather than all of the pages that a

computation may access without detection. This may be thought of as imposing a

causality barrier on the page itself rather than on a set of computations. Secondly, to

checþoint a computation it is necessary to impose a causality barrier to determine

which pages must be written to stable storage. This is indicated by the vector clock

of the computation at the time of the barrier since all of the causal dependencies on

pages are guaranteed to be up to date.

In addition to the natural uses of causality barriers, they may also be imposed at

certain times to force a stricter ordering of read and write events and thereby reduce

the amount of false causality. This idea is taken to an extreme in the system
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10.4

10.4.1

described by Jalili and Henskens in which a causality barrier is imposed on a

computation during every context switch. In the optimistic checþointing scheme

described in the remainder of this chapter, causality barriers are only imposed when

pages are evicted from main memory and when a computation is checþointed.

Pre r- BAsED Oprrursrlc Cn rcxporNTrNc

This section describes a new optimistic checþointing mechanism which uses the

techniques described in the previous sections to track causal dependencies between

computations at page granularity. This allows computations to checþoint

independently thus preventing one computation from delaying others. However, a

computation cannot be recovered using a particular checþoint unless the

checþoints of the computations on which it depends are also recoverable. Thus, in

the event of a failure, it may not be possible to recover each computation using its

most recent checþoint which will result in the need for some computations to roll

back to an earlier checkpoint. To limit the propagation of such roll-backs, the

algorithm described by Johnson and Zwaenepoel is used to find recoverable sets of

checþoints lazrly. As described in Section 9.4.2.2, their algorithm always finds the

most recent set of recoverable checþoints. In addition, by forcing other

computations to checþoint, it is possible to guarantee that any particular checþoint

will be recove¡able in the event of a failure.

Ovrnvrrw oF Oprmrron
Conceptually, the checþointing mechanism associates a Johnson and Zwaenepoel

style dependency vector with each computation and virtual page. Since these vectors

reflect only direct causal dependencies, pages are seen to directly depend on the

computations that have modified them and computations are seen to directly depend

on the pages they have accessed.

When a computation reads or writes a particular page for the first time, the

dependency vectors ofthe computation and page are updated to reflect causality. ln

particular, each detected read and write access begins a new state interval for the

affected computation and page. A read access causes the computation to become

dependent on the new state interval of the page and a write access causes a mutual
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dependency between the new state intervals of the page and the computation. These

dependencies are reflected in the appropriate dependency vectors by updating at

most two elements in each case.

Since every page and computation has an associated dependency vector, it is

possible to checþoint individual pages and the execution state of each computation

independently. For recovery purposes, it is necessary to label such checþoints with

a dependency vector that accurately reflects the direct dependencies of the

checþointed data. Thus, before checþointing a particular page or computation, a

causality barrier must be imposed to bring the associated dependency vector up to

date. Using this technique, the algorithm of Johnson and Zwaenepoel may be used to

lazily identiff the pages and computations that are recoverable. For example

consider the situation shown in Figure 45 in which three computations exchange

information through two shared pages.

[1,1,0,0,0] [2,3,0,0,0] [3,4,0,0,0]
Crash

Computation A

Virtual Page X
[0,1,0,0,01

[0,0,1,r,0]
W

Computation B

Virtual Page Y
[0,0,0,1,0]

w
Computation C

[0,0,0,2,1]

Figure 45: Conceptual operation of the optimistic checþointing mechanism.

After the four detected page accesses, computation A performs a checþoint

which is depicted by a checked box. As part of the checþoint, a causality barrier is

imposed on A to update its dependency vector. This causes the start of a new state

interval in page X which is depicted by the dashed arc. As a result of the causality

barrier, A's dependency vector indicates that there is a direct dependency on state

interval 3 of page X. Some time later, page X is checþointed; as a result of the

causality barrier, its dependency vector indicates a direct dependency on state

interval 3 of computation B. At the time of the crash, neither of these checþoints is

recoverable due to dependencies on state intervals that are not reflected in any

checþoint. More precisely, the checþoint of A is potentially recoverable since it

directly depends on a state interval of page X that is reflected in the most recent

R
10,2,2,0,01

f0 4 3,0,01

[0,3,2,0,01

R
[0,4,3,1,0]10,2,2,1,01

[0,0,0,2,11
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checþoint of X. However, this checþoint is not recoverable since it directly

depends on state interval 3 of computation B, which has never been checþointed.

This situation would be detected by the algorithm of Johnson and Zwaenepoel and

result in a total roll back of all computations and pages. This could be avoided by

checþointing the transitive closure of the dependencies indicated after updating the

dependency vectors at each causality barrier. For example, to guarantee the

recoverability of page X, and hence computation A, it is necessary to checþoint

state interval 3 of computation B. Imposing a causality barrier on B would reveal its

direct dependencies which could then be checþointed if necessary, and so on.

The unique aspect of the operation of the new checþointing mechanism is the

lazy updating ofthe dependency vectors at each causality barrier. Since barriers are

only imposed during checþoint or page eviction, the only cost during normal

operation is the overhead of servicing read and write faults on each initial page

access. This is not thought to be a disadvantage since many systems employ such a

faulting stratery for a variety of other purposes such as garbage collection and

distributed shared memory [a191]. However, there are other significant problems

with the overall mechanism as just described. In particular, associating a dependency

vector with each virtual page would lead to impossibly large vectors in a system

such as the PCE. Aside from this, the cost of storing and manipulating such vectors

would be prohibitive by itself. Thus, a number of optimisations are required before

such a scheme can be implemented. The optimisations that led to the design of the

algorithms presented in Section 10.5 are described in Sections 10.4.2 through 10.4.4.

tO.4.2 PrnroRurNc CHEcKporNTs wITH Lnne ¡n GnanuuRITY

The most obvious optimisation is to eliminate the need for dependency vectors on

each virtual page. This would effectively prevent the checþointing of individual

pages since it would no longer be possible to determine their direct causal

dependencies. Thus, before dependency vectors on pages can be eliminated, they

must first be made redundant. One way to achieve this is to increase the granularity

with which checþoints are performed such that the execution state of a computation

is checþointed together with the pages on which it depends. To illustrate this idea,

consider checþointing computation B at the point shown in Figure 46.
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[1,1,0,0,0]
Computation A

Mrtual Page X
[0,3,3,0,0]

>

[0,3,3,3,0]
Computation B

10,2,2,1,01
R

Virtual Page Y [0,0,0,2,r1

[0,0,0,3,1]

Computation C
[0,0,0,2,1]

Figure 46: The result of applying a causality barrier to computation B.

The application of a causality barrier reveals that B is directly dependent on state

interval 3 of pages X and Y. Therefore, it would be sensible to checþoint pages X

and Y along with the execution state of B to improve the chances that the checþoint

of B will be recoverable. However, before the checþoint can proceed, it is

necessary to impose a causality barrie¡ on each of the pages to bring their

dependency vectors up to date. The result of this is shown in Figure 47.

[1,1,0,0,0] [2,3,0,0,0]
Computation A

Mrtual Page X
lo,2,2,o,ol [0,3,3,0,0]

[0,3,3,3,0]
Computation B

10,2,2,1,01
R

Virtual Page Y [0,0,0,2,11

Computation C
[0,0,0,2,1] [0,0,0,3,2]

Figure 47: Extending the causality barrier to the di¡ect dependencies.

Applying an extended causality barrier to pages X and Y reveals that page X has

no frrther dependencies and that page Y is directly dependent on state interval 2 of

computation C. Thus, to ensure that state interval 3 of computation B is recoverable,

the following state intervals must also be recoverable:

¡ State interval3 of page X.

o State interval 3 of page Y.

o State interval 2 of computation C.

If the required state intervals of pages X and Y are checþointed together with

the execution state of computation B, the only remaining direct dependency is on

state interval2 of computation C. This could be discovered afterthe application of

0,3 2l[0,0,

R

[0,1,0,0,01

t0,0,r,1,0I
w

[0,0,0,1,0]
w

R

[0,1,0,0,0]

t0,0,1,1,01
w

[0,0,0,1,01
W
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the causality barrier by taking the piecewise-maximum of the dependency vectors

associated with pages X and Y and computation B. In the example shown in

Figure 47,the resulting dependency vector would be [0,3,3,3,2], which reflects the

correct set of causal dependencies of computation B at the time of the checþoint.

However, the elements of this vector corresponding to the state intervals of pages X

and Y are redundant since they are guaranteed to be stable. Thus, for recovery

purposes it would suffice to label the checþoint with the dependency vector [0,3,2]

which contains only the direct dependencies on other computations as well as the

current state interval index of computation B.

The example presented above demonstrates that the dependency vectors

associated with virtual pages can be made redundant by checþointing the set of

pages on which a computation directly depends with the execution state of the

computation. To eliminate the dependency vectors associated with pages requires

changes to the manner in which access faults and causality barriers are handled. To

illustrate the application of the new techniques, the previous example of Figure 47 is

reworked in Figure 48.

11,0,01 [2,3,0]
Computation A

R
{A},{B} {A},{B} I {A},0

Virtual Page X
{A},0

[0, r,o]
W t0,3,2I

Computation B
[0,2,0]

R
{B},{c}

Virtual Page Y

)

Computation C
[0,0,1] [0,0,2]

Figure 48: Eliminating dependency vectors on virtual pages.

The most noticeable difference between Figure 47 and Figure 48 is that the

dependency vectors on pages X and Y have been replaced by a pair oflists. The first

list associated with each page is known as the page readers list (PRL) and contains

the identity of the computations that may currently read the page. The second list is

known as the page writers /lst (PWL) and contains the identity of the computations

which may write to the page. On each detected access fault, the current state interval

index of the faulting computation is incremented and the identity of the computation

is added to either the PRL or PWL associated with the appropriate page. The

>
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members of the PRL and PWL for each page are shown in Figure 48 after each

access fault has been processed.

To impose a causality barrier on computation B to facilitate a checþoint, the

dependency vector associated with B must be updated as before. This can only be

performed if the computations that have written pages read by B and the

computations that have read pages written by B are known. This information is

available in the PRL and PWL of the relevant pages. Thus, for each page read by

computation B, the dependency vector associated with B must reflect a di¡ect

dependency on a new state interval of each computation that has written to that page.

For example, at the causality barrier on computation B shown in Figure 48, B has

read page Y whose PWL contains computation C. Thus, C is forced to begin a new

state interval, the index ofwhich is used to update the dependency vector associated

with computation B. Similar reasoning is applied to each page written by B. In the

example, B has written to page X, which has been read by computation A as

indicated by the PRL of page X. Thus, A is forced to begin a new state interval and

becomes dependent on the current state interval of computation B. After performing

the necessary updates, the identity of computation B is removed from the PRLs and

PWLs associated with the pages it has accessed. The resultant dependency vector

associated with B is used to label the checþoint for recovery purposes. As expected,

it reflects the possible dependency on state interval 2 of computation C.

This new scheme for the maintenance of dependency vectors involves

performing more updates at each causality barrier. However, the extra updates are

simply those that would have been performed on the initial page access under the old

scheme. It is also worth noting that the overhead of updating a dependency vector on

each access fault has been replaced by the overhead of performing a list insertion.

Overall, the size ofthe dependency vectors has been drastically reduced and is now

propofional to the number of computations rather than the number of virtual pages.

However, this must be weighed against the cost of maintaining the PRL and PWL

associated with each virtual page. Since this is likely to be expensive and therefore

infeasible, Section 10.4.3 describes a technique that may be used to reduce the

number of lists required.
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10.4.3 Tnxrne AovnnrneE oF RESTDENT Pncts

In Section 10.4.2, the need to maintain a dependency vector on each virtual page was

replaced by the need to maintain a PRL and PWL associated with each page. In any

virtual memory system, this would result in a significantly large number of lists

making the solution infeasible. However, it would be feasible to associate a PRL and

PWL with eachphysical page since there are much fewer physical pages than virtual

pages. This amounts to maintaining PRLs and PWLs only for virtual pages that are

currently resident. This is facilitated by the fact that the eviction of a virtual page

necessitates imposing a causality barrier on the page. The effect of such a barrier is

to force each ofthe computations that have accessed the page to begin a new state

interval. The dependency vector of each reader is then updated to reflect a

dependency on the new state interval of each writer. Following this, the contents

PRL and PWL associated with the page may be discarded. This situation is

illustrated in Figure 49, which is based on the example shown in Figure 48. When

page X is evicted, the dependency vectors which ¡esult from the application of the

causality barrier indicate that computation A is directly dependent on state interval 3

of computation B.

t1,o,0l
Computation A

R

Virtual Page X
{A},0

[0,1,01
W

Computation B
[0,2,0] [0,3,0]

R
{B},{c}

Virtual Page Y
{B},0 w

Computation C
[0,0,1]

Figure 49: The application of a causality barrier to a virtual page undergoing eviction.

After the eviction of page X, it is not necessary to maintain a PRL or PWL until

the page becomes resident once again. Since this situation coincides with the page

being accessed by one of the computations, it seems that this is an ideal solution.

However, consider what would happen if computation C were to read from page X

causing it to become resident once again. Since the state of page X depends on the

updates made by its previous writers, one would expect C to become dependent on at

least state interval 3 of computation B. However, this cannot occur because B is no

I

-_>
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1o.4.4

longer listed as a writer of page X after the eviction. This represents a serious

problem, which may result in the failure to recognise certain causal dependencies

such as the onejust described. A possible solution is described in the next section.

PR¡s¡nvrNG CAUSAL HrsroRY

When a computation reads from a particular page, the computation must eventually

depend on all of the previous writers of the page to guarantee the preservation of

causal consistency in the event of a failure. By removing a writer from the PWL

associated with a page, the fact that the w¡iter updated the page is essentially lost.

This prevents future readers of the page from acquiring all of the necessary causal

dependencies when a causality barrier is imposed. Such a situation may occur in

Figure 49 after the eviction of page X if computation C were to read from X. To

avoid this situation, it is necessary to maintain knowledge about the previous writers

of each page. In particular, whenever a writer is removed from the PWL of a page, it

is necessary to record the writer's identity and current state interval. This state

interval, termed the last write interval (LWI), represents the last state interval at

which the writer could have modified the page. The information could be held in a

special dependency vector associated with the page, the elements of which would

reflect the LWI of each previous writer. Future readers of the page could acquire the

necessary causal dependencies by updating their respective dependency vectors

using the LWI vector associated with the page. Note that this LWI vector would

need to be maintained until the page is found to be part of a recoverable checþoint.

Until such a time, it is possible for the page to revert to an earlier state if one of the

previous writers is required to roll-back. However, once the page is guaranteed to be

recoverable, future readers need not depend on previous writers since roll-back no

longer possible.

The maintenance and use of LWI vectors is illustrated in Figure 50 in which

computations A and B write to page X which is subsequently evicted. The causality

barrier imposed on X at the time of eviction sets the LWI vector associated with X to

{(A,2), (8,2)}, thereby reflecting the last state intervals at which A and B could have

written to X. Some time after the eviction, computation C reads from X and becomes

dependent on the state intervals of A and B contained in the associated LWI vector.
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Note that these dependencies would normally be reflected in the dependency vector

of C when the next causality barrier is imposed.

[1,0,0] [2,0,0]
Computation A

W 0,{AB} 0,{AB}
LWt

0,0 (A,2), (8,2))
Virtual Page X

Computation B
[0,1,0] [0,2,0]

R

Computation C
f2,2,11

Figure 50: Maintaining an LWI vector for a virtual page.

The need to maintain an LWI vector for each page is an undesirable result

because it means that using the PRL and PWL lists to eliminate dependency vectors

on each page does not work. Each page still requires a dependency vector to hold the

LWIs of the previous writers. Although the LWI vectors are much smaller than the

dependency vectors eliminated through the use of the PRL and PWL, they would be

too costly to maintain. Fortunately, it is possible to work around this if each writer of

a page can be guaranteed to depend on the previous writers of the page. To illustrate

this, consider the situation shown in Figure 51 in which computations A and B are

listed as writers and readers of page X. When X is evicted, the dependency vectors

of A and B are updated to reflect a mutual dependency since A may have read B's

writes and vice versa.

t1,0,0I 12,2,Ol
Computation A

Mrtual Page X
{AB},{AB} {AB},{AB}

LWI
0,0 {(A,2), (8,2)}

{A},{A}
W

Computation B ,-V¡'
12,2,01

R

Computation C )
12,2,11

Figure 51: Gua¡anteeing that every writer of a page is also a reader'

When computation C reads from page X, it becomes dependent on state interval

2 of computations A and B just as in Figure 50. However, since A and B are

mutually dependent, C need not depend on both A and B and may instead rely on

transitive dçendencies. For example, it would suffice for C to directly depend only

on state interval 2 of A, in which a transitive dependency on state interval 2 of B

[0,1,0]
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'would exist. Thus, by ensuring that all writers of a particular page are also readers of

the page, the writers are guaranteed to be mutually dependent. Therefore, future

readers ofthe page need only directly depend on the appropriate state interval ofthe

last writer which allows the LWI vector to be simplified to a single element as

shown in Figure 52. During the eviction of page X, computation B is arbitrarily

chosen as the last writer and is used to form the LWI element. When X is

subsequently read by computation C, it becomes dependent on state interval of the

computation held in the LWI element. In this case, C becomes dependent on state

interval 2 of B, which in tum depends on state interval 2 of computation A.

Computation A
[1,0,0] 12,2,Ol

Mrtual Page X
{AB},{AB} {AB},{AB} 0,0

LWI
(8,2)

Computation B

Computation C
10,2,11

Figure 52: Reducing the LWI vector to a single element for each virtual page.

It is necessary Ío maintain an LWI element as shown in Figure 52 for every

virtual page. Unlike the LWI vector mentioned earlier, a single element consisting of

the identity of a computation and a state interval index is feasible to manage. For

non-resident virtual pages, the LWI element could be stored with the meta-data

describing the page on stable storage. When a page becomes resident, the LWI

element could be associated with the corresponding physical page in the same

manner as the PRL and PWL.

The only difficulty that potentially prevents the reduction of the LWI vecto¡ to a

single element as shown in Figure 52, is that a writer of a particular page will only

depend on the previous writers of the page if it has also read from the page. This

occurs naturally when programs read a page and then write to it in the course of

performing an update. On the other hand, in programs that create data, it is likely

that many pages will be written to, but not read. Given that such programs are

relatively cotrunon, it is not possible to guarantee that a writer of a page is also a

reader of the page unless this logic is built into the causality tracking mechanism.

This could be achieved by requiring that each computation be entered in the PRL of

w

{A},{A}
W

[0,1,0]
R

12,2,01
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every page for which it is a writer. Unfortunately, this produces false causal

dependencies if a computation writes to a page without reading it. However, on

many architectures, this is unavoidable since the virtual memory hardware does not

permit write access to be granted on a page without also granting read access. ln

terms of causality tracking, this means that any detected write access must imply the

detection Of read access and hence, every writer of a page must also be a reader.

Thus, on these architectures it is possible to reduce the LWI vector associated with

each page to a single element since each writer can be guaranteed to depend on the

previous writers. On other architectures that provide more control over virtual page

protections, the causality tracking mechanism must be hardwired to enforce the

guarantee.

10.5 AleonrrHMs
This section presents the algorithms used to implement the optimistic checkpointing

mechanism described in Section 10.4. There are four algorithms, each corresponding

to a particular class of event that is causally signifrcant. These events are read

accesses, write accesses, page evictions, and checþoints. To provide a clear picture

of the operation of the algorithms, Section 10.5.1 describes the data structures

maintained by the algorithms. Since many of these have already been discussed in

Section 10.4, the description here is relatively brief. The algorithms and a brief

description of their operation follow in Sections 10.5.2 through 10.5.5.

10.5.1 DescRrprroN oF DATA Srnucrunrs

ln common with most operating systems, the PCE represents each computation with

a data structure used to hold the execution state. Similarly, each physical page is

represented by a data structure used to hold information used by the virtual memory

pagrng mechanism. This meta-data must be extended to include the information

required by the causality tracking algorithms.

To reflect the direct causal dependencies of a computation it is necessary to add a

dependency vector to the structure representing the execution state of the

computation. ln addition, for an efficient implementation of the algorithms, three

sets are required to record the identity ofthe pages that the computation has accessed
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since its last checþoint. Two of the sets are used to record the identity of the pages

to which the computation currently has access. The remaining set is used to record

the identity of pages that were evicted from main memory after being accessed by

the computation. The implementation of these sets is required to support insertion,

deletion, and traversal of members. Ideally, each of these operations should be as

fast as possible although insertion, being used during an access fault, is the most

speed critical. The current implementation uses a hash table to allow for fast

insertion and deletion. The data structure representing a computation has the

following type signature:

Drm SrRucrun¡ Coupurnrron

tl4)e Computation ig record
DV: VectorClock ; Reflects causal dependencies.
READ: Set of Page ; Records pages being read.
WRITE: Set of Page ; Records pages being written.
SEEN: Set of Page ; Records pages evicted pages.

end

The VectorClock type shown below is implemented as a set containing pairs

consisting of the identity of a computation and a state interval index. The current

implementation uses a linked list containing structures representing the pairs. The

data structures representing a VectorClock have the following type signatures:

Dlm Srnucrun¡ V¡cron Clocx

tlE)e Dependency iE record
C: Computation
SI : Statelntervaflndex

end

; Computation identity
; On which to depend.

Èlzpe VecLorClock is Set of Dependency

It is important to note that the sets associated with the execution state of each

computation would be required by most persistent systems which perform

checkpoints based on the pages accessed by a computation. In these systems, the sets

are used to record the pages that must be written to stable storage when a
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computation performs a checþoint. In this implementation the sets serve a similar

purpose.

The data structure representing a physical page must be extended to include the

page readers list (PRL) and page writers /,sl (PWL) described in Section 10.4.2.

These are simply represented as sets containing the identity of computations. The

operations required are insertion, deletion, and traversal of members. It is important

that the implementation of insertion is efficient since it is performed on every

detected access fault. The curent implementation uses a linked list of a:rays to allow

for very fast insertion. The size ofthe arrays is chosen such that the allocation of a

new array will only be required when there is a lot of concurrent access to the page.

In the current implementation, the array size is set to 5 which means that up to five

computations may share access to the page before another array must be added to the

list. In addition to the PRL and PWL sets, it is also necessary to include a single

dependency element to hold the last write interval (L\ùr'I) described in section 10.4.4.

Although the LWI is conceptually associated with a virtual page, it is stored with the

physical page when the virtual page is resident. The data structure representing a

page has the following b¡pe signature:

Dnm Srnucrune Prce

ty?e Page ís record
PRL: Set of Computation
PWL: Set of Computation
LWI: Dependency

end

Sections 10.5.2 through 10.5.5 describe the operation of the algorithms that use

the data structures described above, There are four such algorithms corresponding to

detected read and write accesses, page eviction, and checþoint.

10.5.2 I¡¡rrral Reao Accrss

The detection of a read access causes the algorithm below to be called with the

identities of the relevant computation and page. The actions required when such an

access is detected are kept to an absolute minimum to reduce the running cost of the

overall mechanism.
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10.5.3

Alconrrnn TRrcrrnc Reno Acc¡ss¡s

procedure track-read-access (Computation C, Paddr P)

begin
C.DV[C] e C.DVlCl + 1 ,' Increment reader's SI.
C.READ E C.READ U { P } ; C hAS READ PAgE P.

P.PRL é- P.PRL U { C ) ; P hAS bEEN READ bY C.

end

As shown, the first action causes the faulting computation to begin a new state

interval by incrementing the element of the associated dependency vector that

corresponds to the computation itself. In practice, this element is not stored within

the dependency vector to avoid the need to perform a set lookup and update

operation. Instead, the current state interval ofeach computation is represented as an

integer, which is simply incremented. Once the faulting computation has begun a

new state interval, the identity of the affected page is added to the set of pages to

which the computation currently has read access. Similarly, the identity of the

computation is added to the page readers /¡sl associated with the page.

Inrrrru Wnrr¡ Acc¡ss

The algorithm used for tracking write accesses is similar to that used for tracking

reads. It is called with the identities of the relevant computation and page whenever a

write access is detected. Like the previous algorithm, the first action causes the

computation to begin a new state interval. Following this, the identity of the page is

added to the set of pages to which the computation currently has write access.

Similarly, the identity of the computation is added to the pøge writers /¡sf associated

with the page.

ln practice it is necessary to ensure that every computation listed as a writer of a

page is also listed as a reader (see Section 10.4.4). This implies that the detection of

a write access must result in the invocation of both the reader and the writer

algorithms. As previously noted, this is required by architectures that do not allow

write access to a page to be granted without also granting read access'
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10.5.4

Alconrrnu Tmcrrnc Wn¡re Acctssrs

proeedure track-write-access (Computation C, Paddr P)

begin
C.DVICI <- C.DVtCl + 1 ; Increment writer's SÏ

C.WRTTE <- C.V{RITE U { P } ; C hAS WRITTEN PAgE P.

P.PI/\¡L ê P.PWL U { C } ; P WAS VüRITTEN bY C.

end

Pner Ev¡crron

When a virtual page is selected for eviction from physical memory, the algorithm

shown below is called with the virtual address of the page and the identity of the

physical page in which it resides. The purpose of the algorithm is to impose a

causality barrier on the page to ensure that the dependency vectors ofall readers and

writers of the page are updated.

The algorithm contains three loops, the first of which causes each reader of the

page to begin a new state interval. In addition, the reader is made to depend on the

state interval ofthe last writer ofthe page to ensure that causal history is preserved.

Following this, the identity of the page is removed from the set of pages for which

the reader currently has access and is added to the set ofevicted pages that the reader

has accessed. This keeps track of the pages for which the computation has read

access and records the fact that the computation depends on an evicted page, The

second loop performs exactly the same functions as the first loop only for the writers

of the page. However, it is not necessary for each writer to become dependent on the

last writer of the page since every writer is guaranteed to be a reader of the page.

Thus, the creation of such dependencies need only occur in the first loop.

The third and final loop is used to force each reader ofthe page to depend on the

new state interval of each writer. Since every writer is guaranteed to be a reader, this

loop will cause all of the writers to become mutually dependent. Thus, any particular

writer will be dependent on the state intervals of all of the other writers. This fact is

used by the remaining part of the algorithm, which is responsible for updating the

last write interval for the page. The LWI need only be updated if the page has active

writers, and in such a situation, the algorithm chooses one of the writers and updates
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the LWI field within the meta-data associated with the page. The dependency

element is updated to contain the identity and current state interval of the chosen

writer. The final action performed by the algorithm is to empty the page readers list

and page writers Æsl associated with the page'

Alconrrxu Tnncx Prce Ev¡crron

Paddr P)grocedure track-eviction (Vaddr V,

begin
; Increment SI of each reader of P and update lists
; Make each reader depend on LWf of page P.

for each R e P.PRL do

R.DVlcl <- R.ÐVlcl + 1

R.DVIP.LWI.CI (- max(R.DVIP.LWLC], P.LWI.SI)

R.READER.READ-{P}
R.SEENER.SEENt-,'{V}

end

; Increment SI of each writer of P and update lists
for each Vù € P. PVùL do

W.DVlCl <- vü.DVlCl + 1

vù.wRrTE <- W.WRrrE - t P )

W.SEENêV{.SEENU{V}
end

; For each writer, make readers depend on writer's SI

for each W e P. PWL d,o

for each R e P.PRL do

R.DVlwl <- !V.DVlwl

; Update LWI for page P by choosing a "Iast" writer
ifP.PVùLlØ¿}¡e¡

P.LWl.C e choose-any(P. PWL)

P.LWI.SI ê P.LWI.C.DVIP.LWT.C]
end
p.pF.r, + Ø

p.pwr <- Ø
; Cfear PRL

; Clear PWL

(no active readers)
(no active writers)

end

10.5.5 Cn¡crpornr
The checþoint algorithm shown below is called whenever a computation performs a

checþoint operation. It is the most complex algorithm, primarily because of the
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amount of work it is required to perform. It is passed the identity of the

checþointing computation and causes it to begin a new state interval. Following

this, the computation's dependency vector must be updated to accurately reflect

dependencies on other computations. This is performed by the first loop, which

causes the computation to depend on the last write interval of each page it has read.

ln addition, the loop traverses the writers of each page that the computation has read

and creates a dependency on a new state interval of each such writer. Finally, the

loop removes the computation from the page readers /¡sf of each page it has read.

After the first loop, the computation's dependency vector has been updated. The

next step is to update the dependency vectors of the computations that have read

from pages written by the checþointer. This is performed by the second loop, which

traverses the set of pages to which the computation may currently write. For each

page, all of the readers of the page are made to depend on the current state interval of

the checþointer. ln addition, the computation is removed from the page writers list

and if it is the last active writer, the last write interval of the page is updated.

After the two loops, all of the causality tracking has been performed. All that

remains is to write all of the pages on which the computation depends to stable

storage. ln this particular implementation, stable storage is provided by a logical log

as described in Chapter 8. The identity of the pages to checkpoint is held in the three

sets associated with the computation. The make-stable procedure is called on each

page causing it to be written to the log if it is not currently stable. For those pages

that are currently resident, the page protections must be reset to ensure that the

computation's next access will produce a fault. This is performed by the invalidate

procedure. Once all of the pages have been written to the log, the execution state of

the computation is checþointed to allow it to be restarted in the event of a failure.

The final action performed by the algorithm is to empty the sets associated with the

computation so that dependency tracking can begin afresh.
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Alconrrxu CoupurauoN CHEcKPoINT

grocedure checkpoinb (Computation C )

begin
C.DVtcl <_C.DVlcl +1
for each P € C.READ do

P.PRLeP.PRL-{C}
; Depend on L!úI of P.

C.DVIP.LWI.C] e max(C.DVIP.LvùI.C], P.LWI.SI)

for eacÌ¡ bl e P.PWL do

ifW#Cthen
I¡í.DVll/rl <- w.DVlvll + 1

c.DVlwl <- vü.DVll/ll

end
end

end

,. Readers of pages VùRITTEN by C depend on C's current SI

for each P e C.WRITE do

P.PWLeP.PWL-{C}
ífP.PWL=Øt}r,e¡

P.LV{].C <- C

P.LWI.SI E C.DV[C]
end

for eaclr R e P.PRL do

ifRÉCthen
R.DVlRl <- R.DVlRl + 1

R.DVlCl e C.DVlCl
end

end
end

; Checkpoint pages

for each P e C.READ t-l C.WRITE do

make-stable (P)

invalidate ( P)

end

for each V € C.SEEN do
make_stable (V)

end
make-stable(C) ; CheckpoinE C's execution state.

C.READ <_ Ø

c.wRtte e Ø

c. SEEN <- Ø
ead
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10.6 ConclusroN
This chapter has presented the design and implementation of a new optimistic

checþointing mechanism for use in systems, such as the PCE, where computations

communicate via a shared memory. The algorithms track causal dependencies

between computations by detecting shared access to virtr¡al pages. These

dependencies are held in Johnson and Zwaenepoel style dependency vectors

associated with each computation. Since the virtr¡al memory hardware can only be

used to detect the fust access to a page by a computation, any dependencies created

by further accesses will not be detected. To avoid this problem, causality barriers

are imposed on computations as part of the checþoint and page eviction processes

to lazlly update dependency vectors.

Checþoints produced by the algorithms are labelled with the updated

dependency vector associated with the checþointing computation. ln the event of a

failure, the algorithm described by Johnson and Zwaenepoel in [290] is used to

examine the set of checþoints and find the most recent set of mutually consistent

checþoints. This set of checþoints may then be used to recover the state of the

system, which includes both the contents of the persistent address space and the

execution state of computations.

The work described in this chapter completes the implementation of the PCE

begun in Chapter 8, which focused on the management of data held within the

persistent address space. The checþointing mechanism described in this chapter is

used to manage the consistency of the PCE once computations are permitted to share

persistent data. The result is a fully persistent system in which both computations

and data are resilient.
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Chapter 11

PeÉorma nce Measu rements

InrnooucrloN
The persistent computation environment described in Chapter 4 has been

implemented within the framework of the Grasshopper operating system using the

mechanisms described in Chapters 7, 8, and 10. This chapter investigates the

performance of the implementation and presents a number of timing measurements.

One of the difficulties in measuring the implementation is that all of the components

(i.e. logging, causality tracking, checþoint, and recovery) are required for the

system to operate. ln other words, the cost of the individual components is

essentially meaningless since they do not serye a useful purpose in isolation.

However, they combine to provide a fully resilient system in which both data and

computation may be recovered. Despite this difficulty, measurements of discrete

components of the implementation were taken, primarily to provide an insight into

the costs incurred by the overall system. The performance of the PCE as a whole was

measured using the 007 database benchmark [cdn93].

Before any results are presented, Section I 1.2 describes the hardware and

software used to obtain the measurements. Following this, Sections ll.3 and ll.4

present the results obtained from measuring various aspects of the logging and

optimistic checþointing subsystems. Finally, Section ll.5 presents the results

obtained from the 007 database benchmark.
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1L.2 Trsr ConrrcuRATroN
The performance results presented in this chapter were obtained by measuring the

Grasshopper operating system running on a DecStation Alpha 3000/300LX with a

clock speed of I25 MHz and 32 MB of physical memory. The Grasshopper kernel

contains the implementation of the persistent computation environment described in

Chapters 8 and 10. This implementation is a first cut and no attempt has been made

to optimise or profile the code.

All measurements were taken using Ihe cycle counter which is essentially a 64-

bit register that is incremented every clock cycle, the period of which is 8

nanoseconds. The timing package was tested to determine the overhead of measuring

a zero length time interval. The average overhead was found to be approximately

100 nanoseconds, which is equivalent to the execution time for 12.5 instructions.

11.3 Tnr Loeernc SuBsYsrEM

This section presents the results obtained from measuring three of aspects of the

logging subsystem described in Chapter 7 and 8. The measured aspects are as

follows:

. The latency of segment writes.

o The latency ofpage reads.

o The latency of segment marshalling.

The first aspect involves measuring the time required to write a single 64 KB

segment to the tail of the log. Segment writes are performed during checþoint once

the causality tracking mechanism has determined which data must be made stable.

The activity of writing a segment involves filling a segment-sized buffer with the

relevant data and passing the buffer to the log server. The segment is then written

synchronously to the tail of the log. The time taken to perform the VO, excluding the

time required to fill the segment buffer, ì¡/as measured to be 38.3 milliseconds (ms).

The second aspect involves measuring the time required to read a single 8 KB

page from an arbitrary segment within the log. This action is performed on a page

fault to read the required page into physical memory. The measured VO latency is

8.1 ms. Due to the relative sizes involved, one would expect this measurement to be
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roughly one eighth of the segment write latency. The apparent discrepancy may be

attributed to the cost of the seek, which is amortised more effectively for the larger

64 KB write.

The third aspect measured is the time required to fill a segment buffer with the

relevant data before passing it to the log server for writing. This, so called

marshalling cost is dominated by the speed of memory-to-memory copy as pages of

data are transferred into the buffer. For each page, a hash table lookup is required to

locate the physical page containing the data. Once found, the data is copied into the

segment buffer and a meta-record is created. Measurements of these individual costs

(in microseconds) are shown in Figure 53:

Hash table lookup 17.1ps

Page copy 424 ¡ts

Meta-record creation 25 ¡ts

Figure 53: Breakdown of the costs involved in marshalling a single page.

These individual costs contribute to the time required to marshal a single page

into the segment buffer which was measured to be 51 I ps. The total marshalling cost

for 12 pages during a checþoint operation was measured to be 6.2 ms which verifies

the previous result. On inspection, the marshalling cost could be reduced by

optimising the various support data structures which are currently quite simple. A

sunmary of all measurements of the logging subsystem is presented in Figure 54.

Write I segment to log 38.3 ms

Read I page from log 8.1 ms

Marshal I page 0.51ms

Marshal 12 pages 6.2 ms

Figure 54: Summary of the measurements of the logging subsystem'

tL.4 OpuMrsrrc Cn¡crPorNTINc
This section presents the results obtained from measuring a number of aspects of the

optimistic checþointing algorithms described in Chapter 10. The measured aspects
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are the overhead imposed by access faults, the latency of checþointing, and the time

required to recover following a failure.

To evaluate the performance of handling access faults, a number of

measurements \ryere taken. Firstly, the round trip time of the fault handling

mechanism \ryas measured for the case in which the handler performs no processing

and simply returns immediately. This was measwed to be I1.9 ps and is a reflection

of the cost imposed by the hardwa¡e and the software to preserve the state of the

intemrpted computation. This primarily consists of saving and restoring the machine

registers on entry and exit from the fault handler.

Secondly, the time required to service an access fault was measured. This

consists of locating the relevant physical page and updating the virtual address

translation table to allow the access to proceed. In order to support the optimistic

checþointing described in Chapter 10, the final action taken by the fault handler is

to run either the read or write access fault algorithm depending on the nature of the

detected access. To evaluate the overhead imposed by optimistic checþointing, the

time required to service ¿ur access fault without running the causality tracking

algorithm was initially measured. This was found to take approximately 58.8 ¡rs on

average, a time that includes the cost of entry and exit from the handler.

To evaluate the overhead imposed by causality tracking, measurements of the

individual actions performed by the algorithms described in Sections 10.5.2 and

10.5.3 were taken. Firstly, the time required to insert the identity of the faulting

computation into the appropriatepage readers list or page writers /¡sl was measured.

On average, this was found to take 8.8 ¡rs. The second action to be measured was the

insertion of the identity of the affected page into the read or written list associated

with the faulting computation. This was found to take 33.6 ps on average. This poor

result stems from the use of an inefficient hash table implementation and could be

improved by using a data structure similar to that used for the page readers and

writers lists. Overall, the cost of running either causality tracking algorithm was

measured to take approximately 49 ps. ln conjunction with the cost of servicing the

access fault, the combined time was measu¡ed to be 110 ps. The costs involved in

servicing an access fault are summarised in Figure 55. The results indicate that the
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cost of handling access faults has roughly doubled due to the introduction of the

causality tracking mechanisms. The overall effect of this is currently unknown and

will be the focus of future research. However, some insight is provided in

Section 11.5, which examines the performance of the system as a whole using the

007 database benchmark.

Exception entry/exit I1.9 ps

Handle access fault 58.8 ps

PRL/PWL insert 8.8 ps

READ/WRITTEN insert 33.6 ¡rs

Track causality on access fault 49 ps

Track and handle access fault 110 ps

Figure 55: Summary of costs involved in servicing an access fault.

The second aspect to be measured was the checþointing mechanism, which is

an implementation of the algorithm presented in Section 10.5.5. The first

measurement to be taken was the time required to update the relevant dependency

vectors. A number of small checþoints were measured and the time required to

update the dependency vectors in each case is shown in Figwe 56. The overall cost

of each checþoint, including the VO latency, is also shown. These measurements

indicate that the cost of updating dependencies is roughly 0.3 ms per page, which

would permit approximately 3330 pages to be processed per second. The dominant

cost of checþointing is clearly the VO latency as one would expect.

The final aspect to be measured was the recovery mechanism. For comparison,

the latency of the initial bootstrap with no recovery was measured to be

approximately 14 seconds. Once the Grasshopper system has been booted in this

manner, all subsequent boots involve the recovery mechanism. Therefore, the initial

bootstrap is special in that it is responsible for configuring the system for operation.

A significant part of this involves reading a number of binary images from a network

server. These images are required for the normal operation of the system and include

utilities such as the command interpreter (shel[). From the shell, it is possible to

perform a checþoint enablíng the system to be restarted from that point in the event
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of a failure. If a power failure is simulated, the recovery time is measured to be 8.5

seconds. During recovery, it is not necessary to transfer any information across the

network since it is all contained within the log. Therefore, the dominant cost of

recovery is the log processing and subsequent demand pagrng. Since only one

checþoint was performed before the simulated failure, the log is relatively short,

containing around 18 segments. This means that a minimum of log processing is

required and hence, the measured time of 8.5 seconds should be regarded as close to

the best case.

Number
ofpages

Update
Dependencies

Overall
Checþoint Time

5 1.5 ms 3.6 ms

l0 3.0 ms 43.5 ms

I2 4.1ms 45.3 ms

4t 10.7 ms 219 ms

8l 21.1ms 478 ms

Figure 56: Checþoint and causality tracking costs for a variety of checþoint sizes.

To measure the cost of recovery when the log is substantially longer, the 007

database was generated which produced several checþoints. Once again a power

failure was simulated and the recovery time was measured to be approximately 30

seconds. A significant proportion of this time is spent analysing the contents of the

log, which contains 350 segments as a result of the checþoints performed during the

generation of the 007 database. This time could be ¡educed to that of the best case

(8.5 seconds) by checþointing the B-Tree describing the recove¡able state of the

system. Since this has not been performed in this instance, the entire log must be

scanned during recovery.

11.5 Tne OO7 DnrnelsE BENcHMARK

This section presents the results obtained from running the 007 database benchmark

on Grasshopper. The 007 benchmark simulates the activity of an object-oriented

database by constructing a complex network representing a parts database. Once

generated, a number of traversal and query operations can be performed to test the
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performance of the host, which in this case is the Grasshopper implementation of the

PCE. The nature of the database generated by the benchmark may be arbitrarily

configured although the results presented here use only the standard small

configuration. The characteristics of this configuration are shown in Figure 57.

Atomic Parts 10000

Composite Parts 500

Composite Assemblies 364

Base Assemblies 729

Modules I

Figure 57: Small database configuration parameters.

To measure the performance of the overall implementation of the PCE, two sets

of results are presented. The first was produced by running the benchmarks

immediately after the initial bootstrap of the operating system and are presented in

Figure 58. kr this set-up, the generated database can be cached in physical memory

for all of the tests. Therefore, the tests measure the raw execution speed of the

machine and include the overhead imposed by the checþointing and causality

tracking mechanisms.

Single Many

Test
Segments
Logged

Ist

Iteration
Hot

Average
Last

Iteration Average

Generate N/A 46s N/A N/A N/A

T1 3 1.8 s 1.4 s 2.7 s 2.5 s

T2A 75 1.9 s 1.4 s ó.4 s 6.9 s

T4 J 1.9 s 1.7 s 2.2 s 2.5 s

T6 J 0.618 s 0.439 s 0.969 s 1.1 s

T8 J 0.052 s 0.049 s 0.431 s 0.432 s

Figure 58: Timing measurements for initial bootstrap with no recovery
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The second set of results was produced by generating the database immediately

after the initial bootstrap of the operating system and performing the traversals after

a simulated power failure. In this set-up, the database and benchmark program are

not resident when each traversal is initiated. Hence, the first iteration of each

traversal causes the database to be paged into physical memory from the log. Once

resident, subsequent iterations of the benchmark should perform in exactly the same

nunner as for the first set-up. The results obtained in this second set-up are presented

in Figure 59.

Single Many

Test
Segments
Logged

1't
Iteration

Hot
Average

Last
IteratÍon

1't
Iteration

Others
Average

TI J 20.3 s 1.4 s 2.6 s 21.4 s 2.4 s

T2A 75 21.0 s 1.4 s 7.0 s 26.9 s 6.9 s

T4 J 14.6 s 1.7 s 2.8 s 15.7 s 2.4 s

T6 J 13.5 s 0.441 s 1.5 s 14.7 s I I s

T8 3 0.141 s 0.049 s 0.979 s 0.910 s 0.367 s

Figure 59: Timing measurements after recovery from a simulated power failure.

Due to the nature of each test set-up, the database was generated only after the

initial bootstrap of the operating system. Generation was measured to take 46

seconds and resulted in the creation of a 12.5 MB heap corresponding to the size of

the data. Once generated, the five traversal operation shown in the Zesl column of

Figure 58 were performed for five iterations. Each test was performed twice, once

with all iterations being treated as a single transaction, and once with each iteration

being a separate transaction. In the single transaction case, the first iteration incurs

the cost of servicing access faults and tracking causality. The middle iterations

reflect the raw processing power of the machine and incur no overhead. The last

iteration includes the cost of performing a checþoint. The results of these tests are

shown in the columns labelled Single. In the case of multiple transactions, each

iteration includes the costs of servicing access faults, tracking causality, and

performing a checþoint. In each case, there was no significant variance with all
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11.6

times being approximately equal. Therefore, only an average time is reported as

shown in the Many column.

For the test results shown in Figure 59, the traversals were performed after

recovery from a simulated power failure. This meant that the first iteration of each

traversal is significantly longer than the rest due to the paglng activity required to

read the database into main memory. The times for subsequent iterations of each

traversal are listed in the same manner as Figure 58. On inspection, it is clear that

once the database is fully resident, the iteration times closely approximate those

obtained in Figure 58. As a rough guide to the significance of these results, the

measurements reported in [cdn93] were used for comparison. Such a comparison is

not strictly valid since the results were obtained using different hardware

configuration (a single DecStation Alpha versus a clienVserver configuration of Sun

ELClSun IPX). Nevertheless, the results presented in this thesis appear to be

significantly better than those reported in [cdn93]. However, only a detailed

performance study in which comparisons are made between different systems

running on the same hardware configuration will reveal the reason for the

improvement, if such an improvement actually exists.

Cot¡cr-usroN
It is difficult to interpret the results presented within this chapter due to the lack of a

suitable metric and the fact that many results, if not all, could be substantially

improved by optimising the implementation. The focus of current work is on

analysing the results and tuning those parts of the implementation found to be the

slowest. Once the implementation has been suitably profiled, the results will be

compared to a version of the 007 benchmark running on top of the Texas persistent

store described in Section 6.5. This, in turn, would run on top of OSF/I on the same

Alpha platform used to generate the results presented in this chapter. It is envisaged

that this will provide greafer insight into the efficacy of the techniques used in the

implementation described in this thesis.
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L2.2

Chapter L2

Conclusions

In¡rnooucrroN
This thesis has examined the design and implementation of a persistent computation

environment that is intended to form the basis of a persistent operating system. It has

been implemented in the context of the Grasshopper operating system and provides a

fully resilient kernel in which both data and computation may be recovered in the

event of a failure. The work described in this thesis focuses on two main themes: the

design of the stable storage mechanism used to hold persistent data, and the

management of consistency given that concurrent computations are able to share

persistent data.

PensrSrENT OPERATING SVSTEUS

Ilr the past, systems supporting orthogonal persistence have been constructed using a

variety of approaches. Early systems [aco85, mbc89, psa88] incorporated support for

persistence into a programming language in which the runtime system transparently

managed the transfer of data to and from a stable store. The implementation of these

systems was often based on an abstract machine that ran on top of the underlying

operating system. Such machines were required to bridge the semantic gap between

the abstractions required to implement persistence and the abstractions provided by

conventional operating systems such as Unix. However, while the use of abstract

machines simplified the implementation of persistence, the extra layer of software

degraded the performance of the resulting systems.
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The abstract machine approach represents one end of the spectrum of possible

solutions to the problem of providing persistence. Rather than build support for

persistence into an abstract machine implemented entirely in software, some

persistent systems [har88, ra85, sym84] rely on abstractions provided by custom

built hardware. Whilst this is a clean and elegant solution to the problem, it is likely

that custom hardware designs will be rapidly outperformed by cheaper conventional

hardware.

Using custom-built hardware to support the implementation of persistent systems

represents the opposite end of the spectrum to the use of an abstract machine. Both

approaches have their disadvantages as described above. A third approach is to adopt

a middle ground in which support for persistence is built into an operating system

running on top of conventional hardware containing at least page-based virtual

memory. This is the approach taken by the Grasshopper project, which aims to build

such a persrs tent operating system [drh92] , An important benefit of this approach is

that the implementation of persistence may make explicit use of the virtual memory

mechanisms commonly available on modern hardware platforms. This is beneficial

for two reasons:

¡ The virtual memory pagrng mechanism can be used to implement the

transparent movement of persistent data to and from stable storage. This

allows data held in a virtual address space to be manipulated in a uniform

manner regardless of where it is currently stored.

¡ The virtual memory page protection mechanism provides a way to

transparently track the actions performed by a program manipulating

persistent data. This is especially useful in the implementation of

checþointing and the management of consistency.

For these reasons, the integration of virtual memory and persistence within the

framework of a persistent operating system was a fundamental goal of the work

described in this thesis.
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t2.3 Sronr D¡sren
In the past, the integration of persistence and virtual memory has often been

achieved using techniques such as beþre-look and after-look shadow paging.

Although these techniques have been extensively used in the construction of

persistent systems and databases, they suffer from a number of drawbacks. In

particular, the afterlook variant is prone to poor performance when used with a large

data set. This is primarily due to overhead stemming from its use of a page map

which must be dynamically updated during normal operation and written to backing

storage as part of a checþoint. The before-look variant is prone to poor

checþointing performance due to the manner in which VO is performed. In order to

write modified pages to stable storage, extra VO is required to create shadow copies

of the pages being overwritten to guard against failure during the checþoint

operation. The actual checþoint operation is performed using a series of random

write accesses as individual pages are written back to disk. These accesses can incur

significant delays due to seeking and rotational latency.

Due to the inadequacy of the shadow pagrng approaches, this thesis has explored

the use of logging to provide stable storage. An appropriate use of logging can

eliminate the performance bottleneck associated with random VO operations thereby

increasing the efficiency of both checþoint and recovery processing. Logging

systems can be broadly classified as either log-based or log-structured depending on

how the log is used. Log-based systems make use of a log to record undo or redo

information pertaining to changes made to data held in a separate storage repository.

In the event of a failure, the contents of the log are used to restore the data in the

storage repository to a consistent state suitable for recovery. In log-structured

systems, the log is the only form of storage and there is no need for a separate

repository. Instead, all modified data is appended to the tail of the log thereby

rendering any previously written versions obsolete.

Log-based systems are primarily used to facilitate crash recovery, particularly in

database systems in which the data is held in a fixed storage repository. A secondary

benefit is that the log may be used to introduce asynchrony into checþoint

operations. This is achieved by writing modified data to the log and applying the
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updates to the versions held in the separate storage repository lazlly. Since data in

the storage repository can only be updated using a series ofrandom VO operations,

the fact that log VO is sequential means that checþoint latency can be significantly

reduced. However, this comes at the expense of a more complex recovery procedure

which must perform undo or redo operations to bring the data held in the storage

repository into a consistent state. Therefore, log-based systems exhibit a trade-off

between checþoint latency and the complexity of recovery.

In contrast to log-based systems, a log-structured system need not perform any

undo or redo operations in the event of a crash since data is immediately stable once

written to the log. However, since the log is an append-only form of storage, the

location of the most recent version of a particular piece of data changes every time it

is written to the log. Thus, log-structured systems require an index data structure to

locate the most recent versions of data. Although it is possible to rebuild this index

from the contents of the log in the event of a crash, it is beneficial to make periodic

checþoints of the index to improve the efficiency of recovery. This presents a trade-

off between the overhead of periodically checþointing the index and the complexity

of recovery.

During the operation of a log-structured system, the log must be periodically

cleaned to reclaim the space occupied by obsolete versions ofdata. This cleaning is

usually performed in parallel with the normal operation of the system and therefore

degrades its performance slightly. However, this must be compared with the need to

reclaim space in log-based systems by applying the updates held in the log to the

data within the separate storage repository.

One of the advantages of log-structured systems is that the log provides a single

storage repository that scales with the amount of data to be held. On the other hand,

log-based systems require the management of a separate storage repository in

addition to the log. ln many systems this separate repository is statically allocated

which would be unsuitable for use in a general purpose persistent system. The

alternative is to allow the repository to grow incrementally which would introduce

the complexity of managing a store map. Because of this, the use of log-structured

store designs is advocated for reasons of flexibility and scalability.
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L2.4 MnrnrnlN ING CONSTSTENCY

Given adequate synchronisation, the consistency of a system of concurrent

computations is naturally preserved in the absence of failure or shutdown. To guard

against the loss of consistency when such events do occut, it is necessary to employ

mechanisms that create stable copies of data that may be used to restore the system

to a consistent state. Two commonly used mechanisms are trqnsactions and

checþointing.

Transactions are commonly used within database systems because of the

associated properties of atomicity, consistency preservation, isolation, and

durability. These properties ensure that the stable copies of data always represent a

consistent state of the system and may the¡efore be used for recovery. Each

computation is permitted to commit changes independently, and all updates are

guaranteed to reflect some serial order. This means that recovery may be performed

using the most recently committed version of each page.

Checþointing mechanisms are similar to transactions in that they possess the

properties of atomicity, consistency preservation, and durability. However, whereas

the operations comprising a transaction are guaranteed to execute in isolation, the

operations leading up to a checþoint are not. Thus, checþoints are commonly used

in systems where computations are able to co-operate through the use of shared

memory. Although transactions may also be used in such systems, they tend to limit

the amount of concurrency by imposing a serial order on updates made to shared

data. However, such an ordering is required to maintain consistency and must be

managed through explicit synchronisation when checþoints are used.

The approach taken by this thesis is to employ a checþointing mechanism to

create stable data that may be used for recovery in the event of a failure or shutdown.

The reason for this is that checþoints are sufficiently general that it is possible to

implement transactions by placing a concrurency control layer on top of a

checþointing mechanism. In addition, for computations that do not share data,

synchronisation is not required and the overhead of a transactional mechanism is

avoided. However, the decision to use a checþointing mechanism allows

computations to share modified data, which results in the formation of causal
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dependencies between the readers and writers of such data. To guarantee consistency

in the event of a failure or shutdown, each computation must be checþointed

together with the computations on which it (transitively) depends. This is known as

consistent checþointing and is in contras| to optimistic checþointing in which

computations ¿ìre permitted to checþoint independently and consistency is

maintained lazily.

One of the difficulties with consistent checþointing is that causally dependent

computations are required to checþoint together. This is acceptable when

computations execute in isolation since there are no causal dependencies. However,

when there is a lot of communication between computations, a large proportion of

the system may be forced to stop while a checþoint is performed. Thus, a

checþoint initiated by one computation can induce significant delays in the

execution of the computations on which it depends. Optimistic checþointing solves

this problem by allowing each computation to checþoint independently. Since this

potentially ¡esults in less data being written to stable storage, the time required to

perform a checþoint is often significantly less than with consistent checþointing.

However, independent checþointing does not guarantee to preserve consistency in

the event of a failure. Thus, in some cases, computations will not be able to recover

using their most recent checþoints because the computations on which they depend

were not checþointed at the time of the failure. In such cases, the affected

computations are required to roll back to an earlier checþoint thereby losing the

results of recent execution.

The theory behind optimistic checþointing is that failures occur so infrequently

that it is more effrcient to checþoint computations individually and suffer the

occasional roll-back than it is to eagerly checþoint causally dependent sets of

computations. In essence, there is a trade off between checþoint latency and the

cost of recovery. Consistent checþointing guarantees that computations will neve¡

need to be rolled back yet has the potential to impose significant checþoint delays.

On the other hand, optimistic checþointing permits computations to checþoint

with minimal delay but may result in roll-back in the event of a failure. However, an

advantage of the optimistic approach is that it may gracefully fallback to consistent

checþointing should the need arise. Thus, the checþointing algorithms presented in
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Chapter 10 are optimistic for efficiency reasons. They are implemented in

conjunction with the optimistic recovery technique described by Johnson and

Zwaenepoel, which always finds the most recent recoverable checþoint of each

computation. Using this algorithm, it is also possible to eagerly checþoint other

computations to guarantee the recoverability of an arbitrary checþoint.

L2.5 Con¡clusroN
The work presented in this thesis describes a significant part of the implementation

of the Grasshopper persistent operating system. In particular, the log server

described in Chapter 7 provides stable storage for the persistent data generated by

user programs and the kernel. This persistent data is managed using the techniques

employed by the restricted implementation of the PCE described in Chapter 8.

Finally, the consistency of the persistent data is managed using an implementation of

the optimistic checþointing strategy described in Chapter 10. This is combined with

an adaptation of the recovery algorithm described by Johnson andZwaenepoel [290]

to facilitate recovery. The result of this work is an operating system in which both

data and computations are persistent.

The approach described in this thesis is of particular significance because the

resulting system exhibits truly orthogonal persistence. In fact, applications that are

ported to Grasshopper are able to take advantage of persistence in a completely

transparent manner. For example, a recent port of the Java run-time system was

performed by implementing the necessary subset of the Unix standard library for C

tdhf96l. The result is an implementation of Java that supports orthogonal persistence

without requiring any changes to the Java language, or any significant modifications

to the source code for the interpreter. Compare this with the approach taken by

Atkinson lajd97l, which requires extensive changes to the interpreter to produce an

implementation of persistent Java on a conventional operating system.

The experience with persistent Java is not an isolated occwrence. Other systems

such as Napier88, the 007 database benchmark, a world wide web server, a simple

object database, and an electronic mail server have also resulted in similar

experiences. These systems have been written in a variety of languages including C,

Java, and C++. Thus, a persistent operating system provides the potential for many
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L2.6

applications and programming languages to take advantage of persistence without

significant effort.

A criticism that is often made of the persistent operating system approach is the

fact that it is necessary to use a non-standard operating system. One solution to this

problem would be to implement a Unix compliant shell using the abstractions

provided by the kernel. Such an approach has been used successfully in other novel

operating systems such as Mach. However, the use of a non-standard operating

system does not matter in contexts where the operating system is not visible. Such

contexts include network computers, in which the user interacts with a browser and

is not aware of (or does not care about) the underlying operating system, and servers,

in which the operating system runs applications that provide services to other

machines on the Internet. In this last case, the emergence of standards, such as

CORBA, that facilitate the interaction and integration of heterogeneous systems

provide real potential for non-standard operating systems such as Grasshopper.

Furun¡ Wonx
One aspect that remains unclear is how effective persistent operating systems are at

achieving their goals. In other words, are persistent applications built on top of a

persistent operating system more efficient than equivalent implementations on top of

a conventional operating system? Although the performance of Grasshopper was

measured using the 007 database benchmark, the results presented in Chapter 1l are

largely inconclusive due to the diffrculty of constructing meaningful comparisons.

Therefore, one goal of future work is to construct a framework that will enable

various aspects of Grasshopper to be measured effectively.

At the time of writing, work is currently in progress to build a log-structured

persistent store on top of Unix using the techniques described in Chapters 7 and 8.

The aim is to use this store as the fixed point in an application framework that would

enable a direct comparison to be made between Grasshopper and a conventional

operating system. In addition, porting the log-structured store to Unix will enable a

comparison to be made between the techniques described in Chapters 7 and 8 and

other store architectures. It is hoped that modelling techniques, such as those

described in [scm95] can be put to good use here.
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Another aspect of Grasshopper that requires assessment is the efficacy of the

checþoint and recovery mechanisms, which employ fine-grained causality tracking.

While it is possible to perform a number of micro-benchmarks to assess the cost of

individual algorithms, such measurements can be misleading because they fail to

take into account interaction with the reset of the system. Therefore, the only

meaningfrrl way to evaluate these mechanisms is to construct a number of alternative

mechanisms and measure the difference in the overall performance of the system.
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